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{ 2 {mim�astro8.snu.a.krviki�astro.ufl.eduklwu�ut.eduABSTRACTWe present a andidate sample of luminous bulges (inluding elliptials) foundwithin the Groth Strip Survey (GSS), with spetrosopi redshifts of 0:73 < z <1:04 from the Kek Telesope. This work is distinguished by its use of 2-Dtwo-omponent deomposition photometry from Hubble Spae Telesope (HST)images to separate the bulge from any disk before applying the sample seletionand to measure disk-free olors. We de�ne a statistially omplete sample of86 bulges with r1=4 pro�les and luminosities brighter than IAB = 24. Althoughlarger samples of distant early-type galaxies exist, this is the largest and mosthomogeneous sample of bulges at z � 1 with spetrosopy. A brighter subset of52 objets with added strutural onstraints de�nes our \quality sample" that isused to explore bulge luminosities and olors.We �nd that 85% of luminous (MB < �19) �eld bulges at redshift z � 0:8are nearly as red (U � B � 0:50) as loal E/S0's. Almost all (90%) of thesevery red bulges reside in galaxies with the morphologies of normal early-type orspiral galaxies. Moreover, the slope of the olor-luminosity relation is shallow(�0:04� 0:04) and the intrinsi U �B olor dispersion is small (� . 0:03 mag),suggesting roughly oeval formation. All three results are similar to that seenamong early-type luster galaxies at the same epoh.Yet we also measured � 1 mag inrease in surfae brightness. Sine simplepassive evolution of a single-burst stellar population results in redder olors asthe galaxy fades, the observed onstany of very red olors at high redshift sug-gests more omplex histories. One alternative starts with a metal-rih (twiesolar), early-formation (z � 1:5 � 2:0) population that is later polluted withsmall amounts (�5% by total mass) of star formation over an extended periodof several Gyr. This \drizzling" history is supported by our �nding spetro-sopi evidene for ontinued star formation ([O II℄ emission lines) among 80%11Astronomy Department, University of Florida, 211 Bryant Spae Siene Center, Gainesville, FL 3261112Dept. of Chemistry and Physis, University of Tampa, 401 West Kennedy Blvd. Tampa, FL 33606



{ 3 {of luminous high redshift galaxies that have very red olors in both their bulgesand disks. Although some very red (U � B � 0:25) disks are found, almost alldisks have the same or bluer olors than their aompanying bulges, regardlessof the bulge-disk ratio and bulge luminosity. This result mathes the results ofsemi-analyti hierarhial galaxy formation models, in whih massive bulges areassembled from major mergers of large disks with aompanying disks forminglater from gas infall.Finally, we measure the integrated very-red (U � B � 0:25) bulge light atz � 0:8 to be � 7 � 107L�Mp�3. This amount is roughly one-third of therestframe B luminosity for all GSS galaxies at that redshift. The unertainties inboth loal and our distant bulge luminosity densities remain too large to settlethe issue of whether a large fration of bulges were formed or assembled after aredshift z � 1.Blue (U�B < 0) bulge andidates are present, but only as a minor (8%) pop-ulation. In general, suh andidates have luminosities and surfae brightnesseslower than that of the very red bulges; have large disk frations by luminosity;and have emission linewidths typially less than 100 km s�1. These propertiesare all inonsistent with those predited for star-forming progenitors of the lumi-nous bulges of today, i.e., the blue photo-bulges are not genuine blue elliptials orbulges. Moreover, over 60% of the bulge andidates that are not very red appearto reside in galaxies with morphologies suggestive of interations and mergers.Thus our deeper, more extensive, and less disk-ontaminated observations hal-lenge prior laims by other groups that 30% to 50% of �eld bulges or elliptialsare in a blue, star-forming phase at redshifts z < 1.We onlude, with the aveat that luminous elliptials and bulges at z � 1have r1=4 light pro�les, that they, as do luminous early-type luster galaxies atthe same redshift, are already dominated by metal-rih, old stellar populationsthat have been fading from a formation epoh earlier than redshift z > 1:5. Onlysmall amounts of residual star formation are needed to explain both the abseneof bluening of bulges to today and the presene of emission lines seen in the Kekspetra of the very-red distant galaxies.Subjet headings: osmology:observations | galaxies: photometry | galaxies:fundamental parameters | galaxies: evolution | galaxies: formation



{ 4 {1. Introdution1.1. BakgroundAs reviewed by Wyse, Gilmore, & Franx (1997), the ages of bulges (de�ned here tobe the equivalent of the term spheroids that inlude elliptials 1 and the bulges of S0's andspirals) remain an important unsolved problem in stellar populations and galaxy formation.Moreover, the formation of bulges is now of enhaned interest given the disovery of the tightrelationship between the masses and veloity dispersions of loal bulges and the masses ofblak holes in galati nulei (Magorrian et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardtet al. 2000).To explore the ages, formation mehanisms, and evolution of bulges, astronomers havetaken two basi observational approahes | 1) to study the fossil reords imprinted in theluminosities, olors, kinematis, spatial distribution, and hemial abundanes of stars andin gas distributions in loal bulges and 2) to study the more global properties (struture andstellar populations) of galaxies distant enough in lookbak time to reveal the evolution andeven perhaps formation of bulges in situ.As one example of the latter approah, HST data of distant galaxies were omparedto plausible formation senarios by Bouwens, Cay�on & Silk (1999). They spei�ed threebasi models: 1) a seular evolution model in whih bulges �rst form 2 Gyr after disks;2) a simultaneous formation model in whih bulge formation ommenes at the formationtime of the disks; and 3) an early bulge formation model in whih bulges and �eld E-S0'sform before disks. Models 1) and 2) both predit that a large fration of distant bulges areluminous and very blue, while model 3) predits mainly very red bulges. By examining theolors and bulge-to-total ratios (B/T) for about 60 galaxies in the literature with redshifts0:3 < z . 1, Bouwens et al. (1999) found that they were unable to di�erentiate among themodels. The larger sample and higher-redshift needed for disrimination is met by the newsample presented here. Our new data unambiguously exlude models 1) and 2), with onlymodel 3) mathing well enough to be viable.Another area of ontroversy is whether E-S0's were 1) predominantly formed in a rapidburst of star formation at high redshifts (e.g., z > 2), or instead 2) formed their stars mainlyat later epohs (redshifts z < 1) via merging. As omprehensively reviewed by Shade etal. (1999), the evidene is extensive but inonlusive. Clusters show onsistent results from1E, E/S0, and S0 morphologial types together as a lass are often alled spheroidal galaxies or moresuintly designated in this paper as E-S0, to avoid the ambiguity of the E/S0 designation and onfusionwith bulges.



{ 5 {di�erent studies: a tight olor-magnitude relation for E-S0's and very red olors that persistto quite high redshifts (z � 1). These �ndings support the early bulge formation senario,at least for some luster galaxies (see van Dokkum & Franx 2001 giving a more ompliatedmodel). Studies of �eld populations, on the other hand, show no suh onsisteny. Severalstudies favor senarios with extensive and reent evolution by laiming that 30% to 50% ofE-S0's are blue at high redshifts (z < 1) or that the volume density of elliptial and redgalaxies was 2 or 3 times lower in the past. Other studies �nd little evidene for suh reentdramati evolution.Shade et al. (1999) tried to address this issue. Based on 11 elliptials with spetrosopiredshifts z � 1, they measured luminosity evolution that mathes that of passively evolvingluster galaxies and found no evidene for a major deline in volume density sine z � 1.On the other hand, they had two results that are inonsistent with a stritly old stellarpopulation: blue olors for their elliptials and strong [O II℄ emission lines.In a more reent work using HST optial and near-infrared ground photometry of E-S0's ( Ellis et al. 2001), the authors �nd that the enters of non-peuliar spirals withprominent bulges are redder than the olors of the surrounding disks. This is one of therobust preditions of hierarhial models, namely that disks form after bulge formation.These entral olors, presumably dominated by the bulge, are, however, bluer than those ofmost pure elliptials at the same redshifts (up to z � 1). This result in the optial appears toontradit the robust predition of hierarhial galaxy formation models that spiral bulgesshould on average be older (i.e., redder) than pure elliptials (Kau�mann 1996; Baugh,Cole, & Frenk 1996). On the other hand, while the entral olors in the near infrared ofspiral bulges remain bluer than most elliptials at low redshifts (z < 0:6), Ellis et al. (2001)�nd that they beome as red or redder than that of elliptials at higher redshifts. Ellis etal. surmise that this di�erene in relative olors in the optial and near infrared ould beexplained by star formation in bulges that ours through bursts rather than more ontinuousativity. They also speulate that the math in redshifts of this hange in behavior to thatfound for the disappearane of barred spirals (Abraham et al. 1999) might support theseular formation of at least some bulges at low redshifts.Further evidene for ontinued formation of �eld E-S0's sine z � 1 omes from twoother surveys. Stanford et al. (2004) �nd that roughly half of the early-type galaxies (mayinlude some early spirals) found to just beyond z � 1 and identi�ed by morphology usingthe HST near-infrared (NICMOS) images, are bluer than predited by passive evolution ofan early burst. Another work �nds strong internal spatial variations in the olors of morethan 30% of the faint E-S0's in the HDF ( Menanteau, Abraham, & Ellis 2001). They donot �nd suh variations in luster galaxies and estimate \that at z � 1, about half the �eld



{ 6 {spheroidals must be undergoing reent episodes of star-formation," a result qualitativelyexpeted in some hierarhial models of elliptial formation.1.2. Present WorkTo readdress these issues on �eld bulge formation, the �rst phase of the DEEP 2 surveyhas foused on several pilot programs that rely on a redshift survey of over 1000 faint(median IAB � 22:3) �eld galaxies. These data have been taken with the �rst generation ofspetrographs on the W. M. Kek 10 m telesopes and are omplemented with HST imagingand ground-based multiolor photometry (Koo 1998). The seond phase of DEEP (DEEP2)is a muh more extensive survey of about 50,000 galaxies reahing similar limits of RAB � 24and exploiting multiolor photometry to isolate galaxies with redshifts z & 0:7 (Faber et al.2003; Davis et al. 2003).As part of phase one, DEEP has reently ompleted the aquisition and redution of604 redshifts in the Groth Strip Survey (see 3.1). The present work is one of four papersaddressing the nature of early-type galaxies and bulges at high redshifts z � 1. In oneompanion paper, Gebhardt et al. (2003, :GSS9) extrat internal absorption-line veloitydispersions of 36 galaxies and add luminosities and surfae brightness data fromHST imagesto study the evolution of the Fundamental Plane from redshifts z � 0:2 � 1. In anotherompanion paper, Im et al. (2002, : GSS10) identify a sample of 145 E-S0 andidates overa wide redshift range (0:1 < z . 1) and brighter than IAB = 22:5 to takle the issue of thevolume density evolution of E-S0's; this sample also inludes galaxies with only photometriredshifts. In a third related paper (Im et al. 2001), the likely desendants of 10 distant bluespheroidal andidates are examined in more detail.The present work isolates a spetrosopi redshift sample of 86 andidate bulges at highredshifts 0:73 < z < 1:04 with r1=4 light pro�les and brighter than I = 23:57. This limitensures high ompleteness, whih is important for studies of volume densities, and good-quality photometry, whih is needed for deriving reliable strutural parameters and olors.Unlike most surveys seleted by the brightness of the total galaxy, this sample is seletedon the brightness of the bulge alone. Note that our seletion in the I passband orrespondsroughly to seletion in restframe B at redshift z � 0:8.Several key issues an be addressed by this sample that are not part of the other twomain ompanion papers (GSS9 and GSS10):2Deep Extragalati Evolutionary Probe: see URL http://deep.uolik.org/



{ 7 {1) What are the olors of the bulge without ontamination from the disk?2) How do these olors relate to other properties of the galaxies suh as disk and galaxyolors, bulge-to-total ratios (B/T), galaxy or bulge luminosities, and bulge sizes or surfaebrightnesses?3) What is the total elliptial and bulge luminosity density at high redshifts?The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives an overview of the HST and Kek ob-servations and redution proedures and details the determination of the seletion funtionfor the bulge andidate sample. Setion 3 desribes the sample harateristis and orre-lations among olors, luminosities, B/T, sizes, and surfae brightnesses. This setion alsomakes estimates of the luminosity density of distant, old bulge stellar populations. Read-ers wishing to bypass the details may want to examine �gures 5 to 9 and otherwise skipSetions 2 and 3 and jump diretly to the disussion. The disussion in Setion 4 startswith a summary of the key results from Setion 3 and then ompares results to those of theother DEEP papers mentioned above and to those of other bulge-related surveys. Setion 5makes diret omparisons to preditions of several models of bulge formation from Bouwensand to semi-analyti models of Kau�mann. Setion 6 loses the disussion with a summaryof our key onlusions and impliations for the formation of elliptials and the bulges ofS0's and spirals. The appendix inludes further disussion of the sample seletion funtion,additional �gures omparing the observations to theoretial preditions, and detailed noteson individual objets.We adopt a Hubble onstant Ho = 70 km s�1Mp�1 and a at osmology with 
m = 0:3and 
� = 0:7. At redshift z � 1, this osmology yields a sale of 1 arse = 8.0 kp, while L�of galaxies today at B � �20:2 appears at I814 � 23:34 for a very red spetral type and atI814 � 22:75 for an atively star forming galaxy with restframe B � V < 0:6. The lookbaktime is 7.7 Gyr for a universe that is 13.5 Gyr old. Our photometry is in the Vega system(see Fukugita et al. 1995 for onversion fators and de�nitions) with V606 � V �X, whereX ranges from 0.2 to 1.0, depending on the spetral shape and redshift; I814 � IC + 0:08,where IC is that of Cousins. For onversion to the AB system: IAB;814 = I814 + 0:434, andVAB;606 = V606 + 0:111Our sample limit of I814 = 23:566 is the same as IAB;814 = 24. Throughout the paper,V will refer to V606 and I to I814 for data from HST .Colors for our sample are in the HST WFPC2 V606�I814 system, orresponding roughlyto restframe U � B at redshifts z � 0:8 (see Fig. A11 in GSS9). To quantify our olorterminology, the demaration between \red" and \blue" is at restframe U �B = 0, whih isthe average olor of Sb galaxies (Fukugita et al. 1995). For passively evolving populations



{ 8 {formed at high redshifts z > 1:5, the olors will be \very red", i.e., U � B � 0:25 sinez � 1. As needed, we will adopt �ner binnings and larify the divisions between blue andred adopted by previous studies. 2. OBSERVATIONS2.1. Strutural Measurements from HST ImagesThis setion provides a brief summary of the overall survey as detailed by Vogt et al.(2004, : GSS1) and the proedures to produe the strutural measurements as detailed bySimard et al. (2002, : GSS2).The HST data known as the \Groth Strip Survey" (GSS) onsists of 28 overlappingWFPC2 sub�elds oriented NE to SW at roughly 14:17+52 at Galati latitude b � 60 deg.All sub�elds have exposures of 2800 s in the broad V �lter (F606W ) and 4400 s in the broadI �lter (F814W ) that reah a detetion limit of I � 26, exept for one sub�eld with totalexposures of 24,400 s in V and 25,200 s in I. Objet atalogs were produed with SExtratorversion 1.0a (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) while the surfae brightness pro�les of galaxies in theobjet atalog were �tted with a PSF-onvolved 2D two-omponent model (GIM2D: GSS2;Simard 1998; Marleau & Simard 1998). The best �tting parameter values along with theiron�dene intervals were found using Monte-Carlo sampling of parameter spae to maximizethe likelihood funtion.The �rst photometri omponent (whih we term the \photo-bulge," short for photo-metri bulge) of the 2D surfae brightness model is a S�ersi pro�le of the form:�(r) = �eexpf�k[(r=re)1=n � 1℄g (1)where �(r) is the surfae brightness at r along the semi-major axis in linear ux units perunit area, re is the bulge e�etive radius and �e is the surfae brightness at this radius. Theparameter k was set equal to 1.9992n � 0.3271 so that re remained the projeted major-axisradius enlosing half of the light in this omponent. Thus the e�etive radius measured witha irular aperture is repb=a where a and b are the major and minor axis sizes, respetively.Although we have the option of letting n be another free parameter in our �ts, our data,relative to that used in �ts of nearby galaxies, are of muh lower S/N and have poorer spatialsampling. We thus hoose for this starting work on distant bulges to lok n to a onstant forthe urrent analysis, namely the lassial de Vauouleurs pro�le value of 4. This is ertainly



{ 9 {an oversimpli�ation and likely to be inorret for bulges in general. Loal, late-type spiralgalaxies with B=T � 0:1, for example, are better �t by n = 1, i.e., an exponential pro�le(de Jong 1994). Furthermore, to improve onvergene of the �tting, an exponential pro�lefor bulges may be justi�ed even if it is not theoretially the best �t (de Jong 1996b). Oursample of bulges is, however, quite luminous, roughlyM� or brighter at redshift z � 1, and isthus still quite massive even after allowing for one or two magnitudes of possible luminosityevolution. Sine there is extensive evidene that bright loal elliptials and the bulges ofearly-type spiral galaxies generally follow suh a pro�le more losely than an exponential (deJong 1994; Andredakis et al. 1995; Courteau et al. 1996), our hoie of n = 4 is justi�ed asa reasonable starting assumption. Future work with muh deeper data on distant galaxies,e.g., the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (UDF 3; PI. S. Bekwith), should explore a wider rangeof bulge pro�les.The seond omponent (or \photo-disk", short for photometri disk) is a simple expo-nential pro�le of the form: �(r) = �0exp(�r=rd); (2)where �0 is the fae-on entral surfae brightness, r is the radius along the major axis, andrd is the disk sale length.When referring to the GIM2D photometri parameters, we adopt the terms photo-bulge(pB), photo-disk (pD), and photo-bulge to total ratio (pB/T), sine the true struture andinternal kinematis of the omponents from the photometri �ts remain unertain. Thepresene of an exponential omponent, e.g., does not neessarily imply the presene of anatual disk, sine dynamially hot systems may also have exponential pro�les (Lin & Faber1983; Kormendy 1985). Likewise, an r1=4 omponent may represent a entral starburstor an AGN rather than a genuine, dynamially-hot bulge. Additional ompliations ininterpretation arise when our simplifying assumption of a smooth, symmetri, exponentialdisk is invalidated by the presene of inner or outer trunations in the disks, of bars, ofspiral arms, of rings, of tidal distortions, et. Finally, we note that even bona�de pureelliptials (e.g., D's or dwarf elliptials) may yield photo-disk omponents in the �ts if theirtrue pro�les do not follow our assumed n = 4 de Vauouleurs shape exatly and vie versa,genuine, pure disk galaxies may masquerade as having both a bulge and disk if the disk isnot a pure exponential or if the exponential disk has a olor gradient when the simultaneousGIM2D �t is adopted as desribed below.3http://www.stsi.edu/hst/udf



{ 10 {For this work, we used the simultaneous �t option of GIM2D (GSS2). In this ase,the sale lengths, entral positions, elliptiities, and position angles of eah omponent weremade to be the same in both the V and I images, and only the uxes were free to varyto yield a olor (GSS2). The underlying assumption in adopting this approah is that anyinternal olor gradients or olor-dependent asymmetries in the bulge and disk omponentsan be negleted. As an empirial hek of this assumption, we seleted a sample limitedto photo-bulges brighter than I � 24 in our spetrosopi sample and ompared the photo-bulge sizes as measured from separate GIM2D �ts to the I814 and V606 images. Althoughthe satter was high, typially a fator of two, we found no evidene for any systematiolor gradients among either the very red or blue photo-bulges that dominated (90%) thesample. The less red photo-bulges did appear to have larger e�etive radii in the blue image,indiating a redder enter. But these omprised only a 10% fration of the total sample, notenough to justify using separate GIM2D �ts for the analysis, espeially given the improvedpreision in olors (typially a fator of two) by adopting simultaneous GIM2D �ts. Thishek for olor gradients was repeated for the photo-disk sale lengths. Exept for perhapsa 20% larger sale length in the bluer image for the few (12%) very large photo-disks, weagain found no systemati olor gradients disernible within our random errors.The simultaneous �ts have three major advantages over the separate �ts. First, si-multaneous �ts ensure that derived olors represent ux ratios as measured over the samespatial regions. There is no suh assurane for olors derived from separate GIM2D �ts,in whih measurements in the V and I images may use di�erent enters, elliptiities (orinlination angles), and position angles. Seond, the analysis and disussion of olors isgreatly simpli�ed when using the simultaneous �t method by having only one average olorvalue for eah photo-bulge and photo-disk omponent. In ontrast, the separate �t methodresults in at least a mean olor and olor gradient for eah omponent, and this is meaning-ful only if the elliptiity (or inlination angle) and position angles are measured to be thesame in both bands. Third, the simultaneous �t method dramatially redues the numberof free parameters by loking the entral positions, sizes, elliptiities or inlination angles,and position angles to be the same for eah of the photo-bulge and photo-disk omponentsin the two bands. This redution of up to 8 free parameters when using the simultaneous �tmethod yields olors that have signi�antly smaller and more reliable random errors, typi-ally a fator of two, than from separate �ts. We next address systemati errors in using thesimultaneous �t method.Following the approah desribed in Setion 3.4 of Marleau & Simard (1998), GSS2simulated 6000 model galaxies with variations in the luminosities for the bulge and diskomponents to reet the observed range of V � I olors from 0.5 to 2.2 and to depths



{ 11 {orresponding to V606 = 26; sizes of eah ranged from 000 to 0.700; bulge eentriities from0 to 0.7; and disk inlinations from 0 deg to 85 deg. After adding Poisson noise, simulatedimages were plaed within atual sky frames and then analyzed in exatly the same way asreal galaxies. This proedure allowed a good test of the reliability of the GSS parametervalues as measured with GIM2D.The main purpose of using simultaneous �ts is to improve the olor estimates. Based onsimulations of this mode of GIM2D, GSS2 onlude that there are no signi�ant systematiolor errors for the galaxy, bulge, or disk. For bulges with I814 from 22 to 23.5, near oursample limit of 23.566, the average di�erene between the measured and input V � I olorsis only 0.03, small ompared to the amount of olor evolution expeted (0.2 mag or more).Outliers were oasionally found, espeially in ases where the disk and bulge olors or theirrelative sizes were at the extremes. In some ases, disks and bulges were interhanged fromthe input values. Thus a searh was made in the simulations for regions of bulge fration,ratio of bulge and disk size, and bulge to disk olors where bulges were mistaken for disksand vie versa. No regions were found with systemati errors, though outliers did exist,espeially when bulge/disk ratios were very small or very large. These simulations also showthat reliable photo-bulge uxes and V �I olors (systemati errors of less than 0.04 mag andtypial random errors of 0.1 mag to 0.3 mag) an be expeted for half-light sizes greater than� 0:3 pixels (0.03 arse). For a given photo-bulge ux, both the systemati and randomerrors are found to be atually smaller for smaller sizes until the 0.03 arse limit. We willlater adopt this threshold in de�ning the bulge sample.As explained in GSS2, systemati biases are expeted in B/T at the extremes, i.e.,near pB=T = 0, where some measurements are underestimates of the true values, and near1, where they are overestimates. Based on the systemati errors derived in GSS2, only 8galaxies from our total sample of 86 objets are subjet to systemati errors in pB/T greaterthan 0.04, and all are overestimates. Five are in the "quality sample" de�ned in setion3.4: 094 1313 (0.07), 094 6234(0.09), 103 2074(0.09), 104 6432(0.07), and 113 3646(0.07)where the values in parentheses are the systemati overestimates of B/T. Three others notin the quality sample are: 092 6027(0.07), 153 5853(0.14), and 313 4845(0.11). Note thatthe simulations show that random errors in B/T are roughly 0.1 to 0.15 over the range of ourdata, so the 8 objets above are the only ones with systemati errors approahing randomerrors.Besides the simulations, we also ompared olors measured using irular apertures tothose derived by GIM2D. The V � I olors from seven aperture diameters of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1,1.5, 3, and 6 arses were ompared among themselves and to the galaxy, photo-bulge, andphoto-disk olors from GIM2D for the bulge sample. The most revealing were the smallest



{ 12 {aperture olors, so these entral (0.3 arse diameter) aperture olors have been inludedwith the GIM2D photometry in Table 1. Assuming bulges have steeper light pro�les thanexponential disks, the ontamination from any disk light is expeted to be less for smallerapertures, and indeed we �nd that the entral aperture olors are almost always onsistentwith the GIM2D photo-bulge olors (see Fig. 1), with a median di�erene of less than 0.12in V � I and in the expeted sense that the GIM2D olors are redder, sine they shouldbe less ontaminated by any bluer disk light than raw olors measured via apertures. Thefew exeptions showing a blue nulear olor (V � I < 1:6) and a redder (V � I > 1:8)GIM2D photo-bulge olor inluded ases where GIM2D identi�ed the whole galaxy as beinga very-red photo-bulge while a entral blue omponent was onsidered a photo-disk (e.g.,283 5331). In several ases, the bulk of the galaxy is blue, the aperture olor is redder, andthe GIM2D photo-bulge olor is very red (e.g., 294 2078). The GIM2D photo-bulge olors inthese ases, however, have very large errors (� 0:7 mag in the example), so suh disrepaniesare not statistially signi�ant. Fig. 1 shows that all the extremely red GIM2D olors forphoto-bulges have large estimated errors greater than 1.2 magnitudes peak to peak.Finally, besides using aperture photometry and simulations to hek our GIM2D results,we have also visually examined olor images of the entral 1 arse regions of the galaxies tohek the photo-bulge olors. This sanity hek on�rms that GIM2D is giving reasonablephoto-bulge results for almost all objets, with the few illusory exeptions being those whereGIM2D laims the presene of a tiny red photo-disk imbedded within a larger, bluer photo-bulge (e.g., 273 7619). 2.2. Kek/LRIS SpetrosopySpetra of GSS galaxies have been obtained with the Low Resolution Imaging Spetro-graph (LRIS, Oke et al. 1995) on the W.M. Kek II 10 m Telesope. DEEP/GSS galaxieswere seleted predominantly by the magnitude riterion (V + I)=2 � R < 24 in 27 sub�eldsand < 25 in the Deep Field. Spetra of over 600 galaxies were aquired between May 1995and April 1999, and these are the spetra used in this paper. Two separate exposures withred and blue gratings overed a total spetral range of about 4500{9100 �A, depending onthe exat position of the target on the multi-slit masks. A 900 lines mm�1 grating gave aentral wavelength ' 5800 �A, dispersion of 0.85�A/pixel, and resolution � 3{4 �AFWHM. A600 lines mm�1 grating gave a entral wavelength ' 7700 �A, dispersion of 1.26 �A/pixel, andresolution � 4{5 �AFWHM. Slit widths ranged from 1.000to 1.2300. Typial total exposuretimes per target and per grating were 2700 seonds. Reti�ed, wavelength-alibrated, sky-subtrated 2D spetra were produed with a ustom LRIS redution pakage. Details of the
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Fig. 1.| GIM2D photo-bulge olor versus entral aperture (irular 0.3 arse diameter)olor for the full sample of 86 galaxies. Crosses mark objets with V � I olor errors greaterthan 1.2 mag peak to peak at the 68% on�dene limits (see Table 2). The solid line showsthe trak for equal olors.



{ 14 {spetral redution are provided by Weiner et al. (2004: GSS3).2.3. Seletion Funtion for the Bulge SampleSine seletion e�ets may mimi real evolutionary hanges in the high-redshift galaxypopulation, it is important to determine how they a�et the DEEP/GSS sample in generaland the present bulge sample in partiular. Our approah has two parts. The �rst is touse simulations to determine the inompleteness of our photometri atalog from whih thespetrosopi sample is derived. The seond is to use a purely empirial determination ofany inompleteness of the �nal, spetrosopially-on�rmed sample by omparing it to thefull photometri atalog. In both ases, simplifying assumptions as detailed in Appendix Aare adopted in the analysis of seletion funtions.The seletion funtion an be quanti�ed by a weight, W , for eah bulge that is pro-portional to the inverse of the e�etive areal overage of the entire GSS sample (134 squarearmins) and whih ombines the seletion funtions that depend on multiple parameters.The total area overed by the spetrosopi survey is 90 square armins, with the minimumvalue for W � 1:5. For this work on bulges, we restrit the dependenies of the weight toa small subset of possible parameters that will be part of our analysis, namely, apparentux, size (or surfae brightness), olor of the photo-bulge, and the photo-bulge to total ratio(pB/T). A more detailed disussion of seletion funtions, but for disks rather than bulges,is provided in Simard et al. (1999). Appendix A summarizes the main steps adopted forthis study of the high redshift bulges. In general, we �nd that photo-bulge ux appearsto dominate the dependenies and there is no evidene for any signi�ant dependenies ofW on pB/T, size, or olor at greater than 95% on�dene limit. Based on the empiriallyderived ratio of the observed spetrosopi sample to that of the entire photometri sample,we adopt a simple seletion funtion as follows:W(76/28) = 2.7 for IpB between 20 and 21;W(57/26) = 2.2 for IpB between 21 and 21.5; andW(532/167) = 2:0 � IpB - 41.5 for IpB > 21:5, (3)where IpB is the I814 magnitude of the photo-bulge omponent as measured in the atalogusing separate �ts to the HST I and V images (see Table 1). The numbers in parenthesesshow the total number of objets in the photometri atalog over the number of spetrosopitargets. The slightly greater weight for the brightest interval reets our seletion bias againstthe very brightest galaxies for the spetrosopi survey. Further explanation of the weights



{ 15 {is given in Appendix A. 2.4. K CorretionsTo ompare our high redshift observations to loal samples, we have hosen MB forluminosity and U�B for olor, sine the V606 and I814 �lters oinide roughly with restframeU and B at redshifts near z � 0:8. These hoies redue unertainties in the K-orretionsthat result from variations in the spetral energy distributions (SED) of galaxies. Slightlybluer restframe bands would be better mathed to our data near redshift z � 1, but fewloal observations would then be available for omparison.To onvert our observed I814 magnitudes (I) and V606�I814 olors [(V �I)℄ to restframeMB and U � B, we adopt the following parametri onversions from GSS9:U�B = �0:8079�0:049752z�1:6232z2+1:04067z3+1:5294z4�0:41190z5�0:56986z6+(0:61591+1:07249z�2:2925z2+1:3370z3)(V�I)+(0:280481�0:387205z+0:043121z2)(V�I)2,andMB = I814 �DM(
m;
�;
K) +KIB,where DM is the distane modulus for the adopted osmology andKIB = 0:0496+ 0:46057z+1:40430z2� 0:19436z3� 0:2232z4� 0:36506z5+0:17594z6+(2:0532�2:8326z+1:05580z2�0:67625z3)(V �I)+(0:10826�0:68097z+0:61781z2)(V �I)2is the K-orretion to onvert from our I band observations to restframe MB.These transformations are valid in the redshift range 0:1 � z � 1:1 and were derivedfrom a subset (34 spetra) of an atlas of 43 spetra of loal galaxies that extend far enoughinto the UV to math our �lters beyond redshifts z � 1 (see Kinney et al. 1996 or GSS9for details). Two key advantages over the use of theoretial SED's from stellar populationsynthesis (suh as Bruzual & Charlot 2003) are 1) the empirial inlusion of other fatorsthat a�et the SED, suh as internal dust, variations in metalliity, and emission lines and2) the extration of intrinsi dispersions to the �ts that yield estimates of the K-orretionunertainties. We �nd an RMS in the U �B onversion that varies from about 0.03 mag atredshifts z � 0:8 to about 0.08 mag at redshifts z � 1. The MB onversion has an intrinsidispersion of roughly 0:25 � jz � 0:8j mag, i.e. about 0.05 mag at z � 1. We avoided the



{ 16 {use of the popular set of empirial SEDs from Coleman et al. (1999) or other soures forK-orretions that depend on this set (e.g., Fukugita et al. 1995), beause they omprisea very limited sample of only a few SEDs and, of more serious onern, are ompositesof spetra that do not atually math the SEDs of individual galaxies, thus introduingsystemati errors. The major downside of using loal SEDs rather than model SEDs is thepossibility that evolution may a�et the K-orretions, but given how lose our �lters are tothe restframe bands of interest, any suh biases are likely to be small. The values for MBand U � B in Table 3 derived from Table 2 are based on the above relations.2.5. Data Tables and AppendiesTable 1 provides the soure identi�ations for the full sample of 86 andidate bulges;their J2000 oordinates; I magnitudes, V � I olors, and half-light radii of the whole galaxyand of the photo-bulge subomponent from the GIM2D atalog of the entire GSS using sep-arate two-omponent �ts to eah of V and I. The redshift and redshift quality; weight W foruse in estimating number densities; and notes that identify other publiations on the galaxyare also given. Table 1 is ordered by the soure identi�ation name with the sequential num-ber having an asterisk (*) added for those objets in the higher-quality subsample disussedbelow. The separate-�t atalog was used to selet the starting sample in the present work; todetermine the seletion funtion (whih would not be possible with the simultaneous atalogwhih inluded only the spetrosopi sample); and possible dependenies of the seletionfuntion on galaxy or photo-bulge ux, olor, and size.Appendix C provides omments for 66 galaxies, inluding more details on possible prob-lems in the GIM2D �ts, on emission-line veloity width data (see GSS3), and on identi�ationof speial subsamples suh as the most luminous galaxies in whih both the photo-bulge andphoto-disks are very red (i.e., good S0 andidates).Table 2, sorted by sequential numbers and soure ID as in Table 1, provides themeasuredquantities from GIM2D using simultaneous two-omponent �ts in the two �lters. These arethe measurements we have previously argued to be more aurate and reliable than fromthe separate-�t atalog. Besides the I magnitudes and V � I olors for the whole galaxy,photo-bulge, and photo-disk, the table gives pB/T as measured in the I band; the major-axise�etive radius of the photo-bulge and fae-on sale-length of the photo-disk in arses; theeentriity of the photo-bulge; the inlination of the disk in degrees; and the redued �2 ofthe �ts in eah of the V and I images. Random errors at the 68% on�dene level (roughlyone sigma for normal distributions) from GIM2D �ts are provided for all measurements. Noorretions for any systemati or random errors as determined from simulations have been



{ 17 {inluded (see Setion 2.1). Note that errors of 0.00 returned by GIM2D orrespond to valuesbelow 0.01, but all of these have been inreased to 0.01 in the tables.Table 3 provides derived quantities that depend on the hoie of osmology (i.e., h =0:7;
m = 0:3;
� = 0:7) and K-orretions, inluding absolute magnitudes (and pB/T) inrest-frame B and rest-frame U �B olors for the whole galaxy, the photo-bulge, and photo-disk; the major-axis e�etive (half-light) radius of the photo-bulge; the fae-on exponentialsale length of the photo-disk in kp; and the osmology independent surfae-brightness ofthe photo-bulge in rest-frame B per square arse as measured within the e�etive radius.As in Table 2, the errors are at the 68% on�dene level, though again, no orretions havebeen applied for systemati or random errors (as determined from simulations and disussedin Setion 2.1).Table 4 onsolidates the various subsamples divided by olor and struture that will berelevant to the disussion of results. Statistis are provided for both the total sample of 86bulge andidates and the \quality" sample of 52 andidates as de�ned below.Table 5 onsolidates the measurements of median U �B olors of the photo-bulges andintegrated galaxies for various subsamples here and from other studies .3. RESULTS3.1. Sample CharateristisWe will work with two bulge samples. The larger one of 86 galaxies represents amagnitude-limited and thus a statistially omplete sample of bulges. This sample is om-pared to the full galaxy redshift sample, is used to address whether our photo-bulges aregenuine bulges, and provides the data for estimating the high-redshift, red-bulge luminositydensity. From the larger sample, a smaller \Quality Sample" of 52 objets is extrated. ThisQuality Sample is designed to have brighter bulges to yield better olors and photometryand to have a more reliable sample of genuine bulges by removing galaxies where GIM2Dlaims a very tiny disk embedded within a larger bulge.The larger bulge sample is extrated from the full GSS spetrosopi redshift set withKek redshifts (heneforth \full GSS-SRS") using four seletion riteria.1) The redshift z must be between 0.73 and 1.04. The lower limit was originally aimedto be at z = 0:75 to math that of the high redshift bin of the CFRS sample and wherethe HST V �lter mathes 3500 �A, lose to restframe U . But we found a small spike ofredshifts entered at z = 0:75 and thus deided to lower the limit to inlude it. The upper



{ 18 {redshift limit was hosen so that [O II℄ 3727 �A just enters into the deep atmospheri A-bandabsorption at 7600 �A. The photo-bulge sample ould be signi�antly expanded by inreasingthe redshift range, but at the ost of inreasing the unertainty in the K-orretions or inthe homogeneity of the olors. At z = 1:04, HST I is at restframe 4000 �A, lose to themidpoint between U and B, and HST V samples restframe 3000 �A.2) The spetrosopi redshift should be reliable, i.e., Qz in olumn 12 of Table 1 mustbe 2.9 or greater. Individual objets were examined in detail so that we are virtually ertainthat redshifts are reliable.3) The photo-bulge omponent alone must be brighter than I814 = 23:566 (i.e., IAB =24). This ux limit was hosen to be near that yielding RMS errors of 0.5 mag for the photo-bulge in I. Random V � I olor errors for very red photo-bulges are so large at this limitthat we will later redue it by another 0.5 mag to improve the quality of the photo-bulgeolors.4) The half-light size of the photo-bulge must be greater than 0.03 arse (0.3 pixels).This limit is hosen to exlude two lear-ut ases of AGN that masquerade as photo-bulgesand to redue the systemati and random errors of the photo-bulge (Setion 2.1).These four limitations redue the full GSS-SRS set of 603 objets (stars, galaxies, andAGNs) to 86 objets. With the redshift ut 1) alone, the full GSS-SRS sample would beredued to 216 objets; with the added redshift quality ut 2), the sample loses 5 to 211; withthe addition of the ut by bulge luminosity 3), the sample redues to 88 galaxies; and �nally,with the bulge size ut 4), two obvious AGN's (142 4838, a likely Seyfert 1, and 273 4925,a likely QSO; see Sarajedini et al. 2004 [GSSXII℄) are eliminated to yield the �nal sampleof 86. In priniple, we ould inrease the sample by inluding redshifts from the CanadaFrane Redshift Survey (CFRS: Lilly et al. 1995). Out of 31 galaxies in their 14h redshiftsample that are not already in the GSS-SRS, 7 fall within our high redshift range. Of these,only one has a photo-bulge brighter than I814 = 23:566, namely, CFRS ID 14.0411 (GSSID 043 3071), but it was exluded to retain homogeneity in the spetral information. Theremaining paragraphs in this setion ompare this photo-bulge sample to that of the full 556GSS-SRS galaxy sample with reliable redshifts.
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Fig. 2.| Histograms of the full, high-redshift GSS spetrosopi sample (open) and thephoto-bulge sample (�lled); note the drop of objets in the full sample beyond z � 1:03,where [O II℄ 3727 �A falls into the 7600 �A atmospheri A-band absorption. No omparableredution in the number of objets is seen near z � 0:91 where the 4000 �A break is expetedto be harder to disern when it enters the 7600 �A absorption feature.



{ 20 {Redshift Distribution: As seen in Fig. 2, the redshift distribution of the full GSS-SRSshows two strong spikes at redshifts 0.81 and 0.99, with two weaker onentrations at 0.75and 0.91. Both of the strong spikes extend aross the full GSS �eld (42 ar minutes, orroughly 19 Mp) and are thus likely parts of larger superlusters rather than galaxies inthe ores of rih lusters (see further disussions of these features by Le F�evre et al. 1994;Koo et al. 1996, and Weiner et al. 2004). The photo-bulge sample appears representativeby showing redshift peaks at the same redshifts, though the proportions drop signi�antlyat redshifts near z = 1.0, as expeted when riterion (3) (bulge luminosity) is taken intoaount.Spatial Distribution: When ompared to the spatial distribution of the full, high-redshiftGSS-SRS of 211 galaxies, the photo-bulge sample shows an exess in �eld 9, i.e., those withsoure ID of 09X YYYY. More spei�ally, 30 of the 211 are in �eld 9 while the photo-bulgesample inludes 19 of these. These 19/30 (63%) an be ompared to the orresponding67/181 (37%) in the remaining �elds. Somewhat surprising is a strong onentration of 9/19targets in the �eld-9 photo-bulge sample at redshifts between 0.900 to 0.905, rather thanat the stronger peaks at 0.81 and 0.99. This result suggests the presene of a rih groupof galaxies with luminous bulges at z = 0.90 within �eld 9. This �eld happens to be nearone of the lusters laimed by Ostrander et al. (1998), but the DEEP redshifts show theirputative luster to be a mixture of di�erent redshifts. None of our onlusions are hangedif �eld-9 galaxies are exluded from the analysis.Magnitudes, Colors, Sizes, and Surfae Brightnesses of Galaxies: Our seletion providesa statistially omplete sample of luminous, high-redshift bulges. Indeed, the great bulk(70%) of the galaxies hosting the bulges are brighter than I814 = 22:0, the limit of the CFRS(Lilly et al. 1995), while less than half (42%) of the full GSS-SRS in the same redshift rangeare so bright. Thus the bulge sample is weighted to more luminous galaxies at high redshift.As for the olors of the galaxies, we �nd a relatively lean demaration at V �I � 1:7 betweengalaxies nearly as red as loal E-S0's (V � I � 2) and those with ative star formation asseen in spirals or later-type galaxies. Fig. 3 shows the U�B distribution of the high redshiftfull GSS-SRS sample where we learly see a bimodal distribution with the red peak nearU � B � 0:35. This bimodal olor distribution an also be diserned in our GSS sampleat lower redshifts (Im et al. 2002; GSS3) and in other redshift samples with high-preisionolors (see e.g., Figs. 3 or 4 in the CNOC2 work by Lin et al. 1999; the 21-22 magnitudesubpanel of Fig. 9 of Koo 1986; the SDSS sample studied by Strateva et al. 2001; theCOMBO-17 sample studied by Bell et al. 2004). We �nd that while 164/211 (77%) of thefull, high-redshift GSS-SRS galaxies have integral olors bluer than U � B � 0:25, onlyroughly half (46/86) of the photo-bulge sample is in this group (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3.| Histograms in restframe U � B of the whole galaxy for the full, high-redshift(0:73 < z < 1:04) GSS spetrosopi sample of 211 galaxies (open), the photo-bulge sampleof 86 galaxies (dark-�lled), and the quality bulge sample of 52 galaxies (light-�lled). Notethe bimodality in the olors of these high redshift galaxies.



{ 22 {Finally, for the half-light sizes of the galaxies, we �nd little evidene for any signi�-ant di�erene in the distribution between that found for the high redshift full GSS-SRSsample and the photo-bulge sample. However, when the surfae brightness distributions areompared, we �nd that, while only 86/211 (40%) of the full, high-redshift GSS-SRS samplehave average surfae brightnesses within the half-light radius brighter than �I = 22 mag persquare arse, about two-thirds (57 or 66%) of the photo-bulge sample qualify. Thus anybiases against detetion due to surfae brightness are likely to be signi�antly less severe forthe photo-bulge sample than for the full GSS-SRS sample.Morphologies and Image Struture: The photo-bulge sample was de�ned using onlya simple photo-bulge apparent luminosity ut (I of photo-bulge < 23:566) with no expliitattempt to restrit the sample by image struture. Although we have made no attempt toselet early-type galaxies, suh galaxies will be preferentially seleted if they ontinue at highredshifts to possess more luminous bulges than later-type galaxies. Whether suh early-typesatually dominate the total sample depends on whether the multiple pre-merger or singlepredeessors of today's early-type galaxies had early-type morphologies in our redshift range.Unless spirals with luminous bulges disappear at redshifts z > 0:73, we expet that our sam-ple will also inlude some spirals. Indeed, we do have a signi�ant number of apparent spiralsin our sample (see Fig. 14), inluding some appearing to be of very late type (e.g, 094 2210),some even seen as very nearly edge-on (e.g., 064 4412, 094 7063), and some with multipleomponents or internal strutures that resemble bars or arms (e.g., 064 4813, 163 4865),bright H II regions (e.g., 094 4767), interating neighbors (e.g., 073 1809, 153 2422), ortidal features (e.g., 093 2327, 084 1138). Both 064 4412 and 094 2210 have well-traed diskemission, with kinematis and masses as expeted for disk systems (Vogt et al. 1996). Asdisussed later, the presene of star-forming disks, presumably with signi�ant gas and henedust, may a�et the apparent olors of any genuine bulges. But more importantly, suh disksmay have onentrated regions of ative star formation that may masquerade as r1=4 bulgesin our two-omponent deomposition.Based on a visual examination by one of us (SMF), a rough division into three groupsyields the largest to be E-S0's (35) and slightly fewer but roughly equal numbers amongnormal spirals (25) and the ath-all remaining lass of peuliars, ompats, and mergers(26). The diversity of morphologies of the disks and galaxies hosting high-redshift, luminousbulges should serve as a autionary ag that bulge formation and evolution may inludediverse histories and physial proesses.



{ 23 {3.2. Photo-Bulge to Total (pB/T) DistributionFig. 4 ompares the distribution of pB/T in our sample versus a ompanion sampleof GSS-SRS galaxies restrited to be in the same high redshift range but with total galaxybrightnesses hosen to be brighter than I814 = 23:566 mag. The 192 GSS-SRS galaxies inthis ategory show a peak at the pure photo-disk end in pB/T with a rapid drop at pB/T� 0.1, followed by a more gradual deline towards the pure photo-bulge end. Our sampleof 86 photo-bulges shows only 5 galaxies with pB/T < 0:2, a peak near pB=T � 0:45,followed by a deline towards the pure photo-bulge end that almost totally overlaps the fullhigh redshift sample. The strong bias against low- pB/T systems in the bulge sample anbe understood as the diret result of our hoosing a brightness limit for the photo-bulgeomponent. A further restrition to high redshift then fores the photo-bulge sample tobe intrinsially luminous (MB < �19) and thus understandably results in few, if any, verylow pB/T galaxies. For example, a system with pB/T � 0:1 must be aompanied by avery luminous disk (MB < �21) to be within our sample limits. Our seletion of onlyluminous photo-bulges thus prevents us from plaing strong onstraints on the nature oflower luminosity bulges in late-type galaxies at high redshifts. We will ompare the twoobserved pB/T distributions in Fig. 4 to model preditions in the disussion setion.
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Fig. 4.| Histogram of photo-bulge to total ratio (pB/T) in restframe B. The open histogramis for the GSS spetrosopi redshift subsample onstrained to 192 galaxies with total I814 <23:566 and redshifts 0:73 < z < 1:04. The �lled histogram of 86 objets is for the sameonstraints exept that the photo-bulge luminosity has I814 < 23:566. Note the dramatiloss of objets with low pB/T with this additional onstraint. A �gure showing the qualitybulges an be found in Appendix B.



{ 25 {3.3. Are Photo-Bulges Genuine Bulges?As already disussed in Setion 2.1, we have intentionally used the term photo-bulgeand photo-disk throughout this work in order not to prejudge the nature of the subompo-nents extrated by the GIM2D software pakage from the HST images. As warned by thedevelopers of GIM2D (GSS2; Simard et al. 1999; Marleau & Simard 1998), the use of a two-omponent deomposition does not assure that genuine bulges and disks are being extrated.In some ases, very blue entral knots of ative star formation reside in an otherwise normallate-type disk. These ould oneivably be genuine bulges in formation, as envisioned byseular evolution theories. In other ases, GIM2D has hosen to �t the blue outer disk of agalaxy with the r1=4 pro�le and the inner very red, true bulge with the exponential (moredetails of this e�et are disussed in GSS2). Examples of suh reversals of bulge and diskare noted in Appendix C and inlude objets 104 6432, 273 7619, 303 4538). In suh ases,the photo-bulge might erroneously be regarded as a blue bulge. Another potential problemin identifying photo-bulges is that lower-luminosity bulges are observed loally to have lightpro�les loser to that of an exponential than an r1=4 shape (Andredakis et al. 1995). If suhbulges were one bright enough to enter our high redshift sample, they would be measuredhere as photo-disks and thus lost from our photo-bulge sample.So, what is the nature of our photo-bulges? We �nd two major groups. From the full86-objet sample, the dominant one (69, or 80%) inludes red (restframe U � B & 0), highsurfae brightness (�e < 20 mag per square arse), luminous (MB < �19:5) photo-bulges.Most of these red and very-red photo-bulges (44/69, or 65%) are aompanied by red andvery-red photo-disks and are likely ounterparts of E-S0's today, while others (25/69, or35%) are aompanied by blue and very blue (U � B < 0) disks of varying proportions andare thus likely ounterparts of spiral bulges.The minor (17, or 20%), but more intriguing, group is assoiated with blue and very-bluephoto-bulges. Some are merely the result of misidentifying a blue disk as the photo-bulgeomponent, as explained above. A few, suh as 092 1339, appear to be blue r1=4 bulges.But as indiated in the notes (Appendix C), this partiular galaxy has strong emission lineswith well measured veloity widths well under 100 km s�1, and therefore is not a probableprogenitor of luminous bulges (whih are expeted to exhibit widths loser to 200 km s�1).Most, however, appear to be blue entral regions lying within disks. Several lines of evidenesuggest that, unless stellar mass is added through future star formation, mergers, or infall,suh blue subomponents are not the progenitors of luminous bulges today:1) Almost all of the bluest (16 of 17 with U�B < 0 in the full 86 sample) have restframeB-band surfae brightnesses similar to or dimmer than that of bulges of omparable sizetoday. We �nd this evidene alone to be ompelling, sine after their intense star formation



{ 26 {ativity subsides, the resultant fading by several magnitudes (depending on the fration andsize of an underlying older, red stellar population) will redue their average half-light surfaebrightness to values below that seen among bulges today.2) Their luminosities are fainter, rather than brighter, than most of the redder photo-bulges; thus, after fading and evolving to redder olors, they annot be the ounterparts ofthe luminous bulges of today. In priniple they may beome lower-luminosity bulges, butloally these are generally of smaller size and have pro�les that are exponential rather thanr1=4.3) Roughly 80% of the blue photo-bulges reside in photo-disks that are more luminousthan they are, i.e., pB/T < 0:5. The theoretial expetation is that a blue, and thus forming,bulge would be so luminous that the bulge would dominate the total light, i.e., yield a highB/T ratio.4) Many have very blue olors (U � B < �0:25) that orrespond to intense star for-mation. Sine lifetimes are longer during the redder, fading phase than during the ativestarburst phase, an even larger proportion of bulges should have intermediate olors. We seea dearth of suh bulges with intermediate olors.5) Most (11/18, or 61%) of the photo-bulges with U � B < 0 reside in redder disks,presumably of older age or with less ative star formation. This bluer-ore olor gradientwould not be expeted in hierarhial formation senarios for bulge formation, where theouter disks form after the entral bulges, and should thus appear younger and bluer. Seularevolution models, however, propose that bulges form at the same time or after disks so thatdisks may then be expeted to be older and thus redder. The blue bulge olors are thenexplained, but seular proesses produe fainter bulges (e.g., MaArthur et al. 2003; Carollo2004), not luminous bulges suh as we see in our sample.Several of these points will be illustrated quantitatively in �gures based on a smaller,higher-quality sample to be de�ned in the next setion.3.4. Seletion of \Quality" BulgesThe primary seletion riteria of the full bulge sample were deliberately hosen to berelatively simple, well de�ned, and able to yield a statistially omplete sample. As previ-ously mentioned, GIM2D is limited in this study to deomposing galaxies into two simplesubomponents, whereas galaxies learly span a wide range of strutural properties not ne-essarily well desribed by the adopted model. Before ontinuing with the presentation and



{ 27 {analysis of the results, we have further re�ned the sample to what we onsider to be of higherphotometri quality and reliability by adopting two additional onstraints:a) We set the photo-bulge brightness limit to be a half magnitude brighter, I < 23:066.This redues the total sample of 86 to 64 bulges with more reliable strutural and photometrimeasurements.b) We have limited photo-bulges to have half-light major-axis radii (e�etive radii) lessthan the half-light radius for an exponential disk, i.e., 1.7 times the sale length of the photo-disk unless pB/T is greater than 0.67 (from Table 3). This half-light radius restrition isaimed to exlude likely ases of reversed bulge-disk deomposition by GIM2D. It ensures thatgalaxies that are dominated by the photo-bulge (i.e., more luminous than twie the disk)are not unintentionally eliminated due to the presene (or apparent measurement) of verytiny, low-luminosity and thus poorly measured photo-disks. The resultant sample is nowredued to 52 bulges, with the exluded 13 photo-bulges roughly divided equally betweenblue (U � B < 0) and red (U �B � 0).The �nal \quality sample" has 52 photo-bulges that should be reliable and moderatelywell-measured bulge andidates. We �nd that only 4 (8%) are in the broader blue ategory(U�B < 0) and all of them belong to the subolor lass of being very blue with U�B < �0:25(see Figures 5 and 6 and Table 4). Other divisions by pB, pD, and pB/T are also providedin Table 4. 3.5. Photo-Bulge Color-Magnitude RelationFig. 5 shows the olor-magnitude relation for the quality photo-bulges, with 68% on-�dene error bars and symbols that indiate the olors of the disks. Very red photo-bulgesspan the entire range of aessible MB, while the bluest photo-bulges are seen among lessluminous galaxies. Fig. 5 shows the olor-magnitude relation for early-type galaxies in a rihluster, MS 1054-03, at redshift z � 0:83 (van Dokkum et al. 2000). This relation is almostidential to that found for loal E-S0's (Prugniel & H�eraudeau 1998; Jansen et al. 2000),both using integral olors.The key new result is that red photo-bulges are nearly as red or redder than the integratedolors of either loal E-S0's or distant luster galaxies (see also GSS9). Among the entirequality sample, only 8 photo-bulges are bluer than the luster or loal E-S0 olor-magnitudeline at more than twie the 68% on�dene level (roughly 2�). Thus 44/52, or 85%, haveolors that are onsistent with the very-red olor-magnitude line.
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Fig. 5.| Restframe photo-bulge U�B olor vs photo-bulgeMB for the quality sample of 52bulges along with their 68% on�dene limits. The dashed line with slope ÆU � B=ÆMB =�0:032 is the total olor-magnitude relation for early-type galaxies in luster MS1054-03at z � 0:83 (van Dokkum et al. 2000). Symbols reveal the photo-disk olors as indiated(olored in eletroni edition). The E, S0, Sb, and Im labels mark the olors of loal galaxieswith di�erent morphologies (synthenti olors of Table 2 from Fukugita et al. 1995). Basedon stellar population models assuming a Salpeter IMF and solar metalliity (Bruzual &Charlot 2003), the long arrow shows the trak from a pure (100%) single burst of starformation (duration 107 years) starting at 108 years and after 3 � 109 years. The shorterarrow above shows the trak from a similar burst of only 1% by mass, with the remaining99% of the galaxy having formed in a single burst 3 � 109 years before. Note that the 4bluest photo-bulges already have low luminosities and may fade by 3 mag or more within afew Gyr.



{ 29 {That the absolute olors of our sample of bulges with a median redshift of 0.81 (lookbaktime of 6.9 Gyr) are nearly the same as that of E-S0's today, i.e. very red, is a surprise forwhih we have no simple, ompelling explanation if only single-burst stellar populations areonsidered. For example, adopting a formation time at redshift z = 3 (11.4 Gyr ago), SalpeterIMF, and solar metalliity, a burst of duration 10 Myr would have U �B � 0:56 today andbe bluer by about 0.2 mag at a lookbak time of 7.7 Gyr at redshift z � 1 (Bruzual & Charlot2003). Thus we expet to observe a onentration loser to U � B � 0:35, rather than 0.5as observed. Lower redshifts of formation would result in larger olor hanges. Even withformation at the Big Bang, the olor hange would be 0.1 in U �B; oinidentally, the olorat z = 1 (7.7 Gyr) for a simple burst is lose to the observed U � B � 0:5. We will returnto this issue and explore other options in Se. 5.5.The seond surprise is that the olors of the �eld photo-bulges appear as red or redderthan the integrated olors of the luster galaxies at similar z. Part of the explanation maybe that subomponent bulges are on average redder than the integrated olors of galaxies,sine galaxies may ontain disks that are bluer on average than the bulges (f. Fig. 8 below).Galaxies in rih lusters, however, are expeted to have both bulge and disk omponents to beolder than �eld galaxies, so that even if bulges are the oldest subomponents of �eld galaxies,�eld bulges should still have bluer olors than the integrated olors of luster galaxies at thesame epoh.Besides traking the evolution of passively evolving populations, the olor-luminositydiagram serves as an important probe of bulge formation itself. Fig. 5 shows how olor andluminosity evolve for a single starburst and for a 1% starburst (by mass) embedded within anolder stellar population. Any stronger starburst ounterparts to luminous bulges or E-S0's(MB < �20) would be expeted to be even brighter by perhaps several magnitudes, and withvery blue olors. Note, however, that the observed blue photo-bulges 1) are sometimes tooblue to qualify as a minor (1% or less) starburst, 2) have luminosities too faint to beomeluminous bulges after fading, and 3) are unusual in that several reside in disks that are redder.We will later return to these and other lues that together suggest that blue photo-bulgesare unlikely to be the starbursting preursors of normal luminous bulges.Fig. 5 also shows that the red photo-bulges, regardless of their luminosity, reside withindisks that span a wide range in olor. The mere existene of very red disks at high redshift isanother important �nding, with impliations for the formation of S0's, the formation epohof spirals, the relative formation epohs of disks and bulges, et. We will return to this issuein the next subsetion.Besides absolute olors, two other useful measurements are the slope and intrinsi satterof the olor-magnitude relation. As seen in Fig. 5, the olors of distant photo-bulges largely



{ 30 {trak the slope seen among loal E-S0's and among early-type galaxies in the distant lusterat z � 0:83. A major unertainty is that the slope among loal bulges is not that wellmeasured. Using olors from Prugniel & H�eraudeau (1998) on early-type �eld galaxies,we obtain a hange of -0.09 mag in U � B per magnitude hange in MB while the �ts toRC3 by (Shweizer & Seitzer 1992) yield a shallower value of -0.035. The steeper slopeis also seen in the Coma luster, whih yields a slope of -0.08 (Terlevih et al. 1998). Onthe other hand, the olor-magnitude slopes for red galaxies are shallow in both the distantz = 0:83 luster (slope of -0.032 shown in Fig. 5) and the distant �eld galaxies in the HDF-Nstudied by Kodama et al. (1999). The latter sample uses the early-type galaxies identi�edby Franeshini et al. (1998) via K-band surfae brightness pro�les.A biweight statistial measure (Beers, Flynn, & Gebhardt 1990) yields for our qualitysample a slope of �0:04� 0:04, where the errors are estimated via Monte-Carlo bootstrap.Restriting the quality sample to inlude only the very red photo-bulges yields a slope of�0:02�0:02. Exept for being redder by 0.05 mag in U �B, the resultant high redshift �eldbulge olor-magnitude relation is loser to that found for early-type galaxies in the lusterat z = 0:83 than to that for loal bulges or E-S0's.An important diagnosti of the age spread of bulge formation is the intrinsi satter ofthe data about the olor-magnitude relation (e.g., Bower et al. 1992). For luster galaxiesat high redshifts z � 0:8, Stanford et al. (1998) and van Dokkum et al. (2000) both �ndsmall intrinsi satter that supports a small age spread and an old age for the early-typeluster galaxies, though morphologial or progenitor bias may arti�ially redue the satter(van Dokkum & Franx 2001). Although our olor measurement errors for the bulges aretypially larger than that for the entire galaxy as measured in the luster work, we annevertheless plae useful onstraints. As seen by the proximity of the error bars in theolor-magnitude to the luster line, and on�rmed by a robust estimate using the biweightstatistial method (Beers, Flynn, & Gebhardt 1990), we estimate the intrinsi U �B olorsatter to be � = 0 � 0:03 mag at the 68% on�dene level (CL), where the errors areestimated via Monte-Carlo bootstrap. This small satter is onsistent with the value of 0.03found by van van Dokkum et al. (2000) for the z = 0:83 luster MS1054-03. We note thatthe morphologial or progenitor bias disussed by van Dokkum & Franx (2001) does notapply to our sample (we inlude spirals), but that a similar type of bias may exist if thebluer progenitors of genuine bulges do not possess the same r1=4-pro�le.We will now examine the relationship between the olors of photo-bulges and photo-disks.



{ 31 {3.6. pB/T Ratio vs. Colors of Photo-Bulges and Photo-DisksFig. 6 shows the photo-bulge to total ratio (pB/T) versus U � B olor of the photo-bulge, with di�erent symbols indiating the olors of the photo-disks. The red lump ofphoto-bulges is found to span the full range of observed pB/T, while the blue photo-bulgesare shifted to systematially lower pB/T systems. If blue photo-bulges are lassi bulgesseen during their ative formation phase, we would expet instead to �nd that blue bulgeshave larger pB/T. Sine no seletions by olor of the galaxy, olor of its subomponents, orpB/T ratios greater than 0.67 have been applied, blue bulges with high B/T ratios, if theyare ommon, are not missing in our sample4. Indeed, if bulges are passively evolving oldpopulations that fade with time while disks are more onstant in luminosity, we would alsoexpet to �nd a higher proportion of large B/T systems at higher redshifts. Analysis beyondthe sope of this work is needed to assess whether this is true, but we see no gross evidenefor this in that the fration of high pB/T > 0:5 systems (Fig. 4) in our distant galaxy sampleis only about 25%, whih is less than the roughly half of luminous galaxies being within thered portion of the bimodal distribution of olors seen among loal galaxies (Strateva et al.2001).

4If bulges in formation resemble point-soure AGN's, then our size ut may selet against suh objets.But only two objets were eliminated by this seletion, and thus they represent at best a rare population(4%). If bulges during formation have exponential rather than r1=4 light pro�les, they may also be missingfrom our present sample.
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Fig. 6.| Photo-bulge to total ratio (pB/T) in rest-frame B vs. photo-bulge restframe U�Bolors for the 52 objets in the quality photo-bulge sample. The labels are the GSS-ID's ofthe outliers (see Tables and Appendix C). The data symbols indiate the restframe U � Bolors of the photo-disk omponent as indiated in the inset (olored in eletroni edition).As a referene, the E, S0, Sb, and Im labels show the approximate olors for loal galaxieswith the respetive morphologies (Fukugita et al. 1995). The �gure shows that the very-redphoto-bulge olors appear to be independent of both pB/T and the olor of the assoiatedphoto-disk. No trend with redshift is seen so we have not made further subdivision of thesample in this �gure.



{ 33 {Another surprise in Fig. 6 is the lak of any strong orrelation between the olors of thedisks of the red photo-bulges and pB/T. Again, assuming that a bluer disk is at a brighterphase of its life, we might expet bluer disks to reside among smaller pB/T systems, butthis is not seen. Moreover, bluer disks might also be assoiated with later Hubble types,whih are roughly orrelated with B/T ratio so that blue disk systems might be expetedto dominate the low B/T regime. This may be true for a omplete sample of galaxies but isnot seen among the luminous, red, photo-bulge systems.The piture that emerges from these �ndings and those from the previous subsetionis one in whih luminous bulges are universally old, even at redshifts z � 1, and that disksform around them at di�erent epohs, with no strong orrelation between the disk olors (i.e.,age) and bulge to disk ratio. This result on disk olors and luminosities assoiatd with redphoto-bulges serves as an important onstraint on the nature and history of luminous bulges.As previously disussed, the lak of very low pB/T galaxies within our photo-bulge sample isa seletion e�et. Thus we annot diretly address the possibility that low-luminosity bulgesystems have a di�erent formation history.
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Fig. 7.| Photo-disk inlination angle vs. photo-bulge restframe U � B olors for the52 objets in the quality photo-bulge sample. The data symbols indiate the I814 mag ofthe photo-disk omponent as indiated in the inset (olored in eletroni edition), with theexpetation that the inlination angle is more poorly determined for fainter disks. GSS ID163 4865 marked in �gure with arrow has pB olor of U�B = 1:53. Note that very red(U�B > 0:25) photo-bulge olors appear at all inlination angles of the assoiated photo-disk, indiating that suh red olors are likely to be intrinsi to the photo-bulge omponentand not mainly aused by dust reddening.



{ 35 {Fig. 7 shows the photo-disk inlination angle versus the olor of the photo-bulges inthe quality sample. Again we see little orrelation. Sine dust in high inlination disksmight result in redder bulges, the lak of orrelation implies that any suh e�et is notstrong. Although a few photo-bulges might be a�eted by dust, e.g., GSS ID 152 5051 and163 4865, the bulk of photo-bulges have suh uniformly red olors that, if dust were themajor ause, its e�ets must be nearly universal, i.e., it annot vary muh from galaxy togalaxy. The uniformity, independene of the amount of disk (pB/T), and independene ofphoto-disk inlination angle together suggest, but do not prove, that the very red olors ofphoto-bulges are not due to dust obsuration.
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Fig. 8.| Photo-bulge to total ratio (pB/T) in rest-frameB vs. the di�erene in the restframeU � B olor of the photo-bulges and photo-disks for the quality photo-bulge sample of 52objets. The data symbols show the photo-bulge olors as indiated in the inset box (oloredin eletroni edition). The vast bulk of very red (U � B > 0:25) photo-bulges lie on theright-hand side, where photo-disks are bluer than photo-bulges. In ontrast, most (3/4) ofthe blue photo-bulges (U � B < 0) reside in photo-disks that are redder.



{ 37 {Fig. 8 shows pB/T versus the olor di�erene between the photo-bulges and photo-disks, with di�erent symbols now indiating the olors of the photo-bulges. Almost thewhole sample is on the right hand side, where photo-bulges are redder than photo-disks.A partiularly interesting example is 094 2210 (not in the quality sample), whih possessesa very red entral bulge-like omponent that is imbedded within a surrounding very-blue,disk-like omponent that appears to be omprised of multiple blobs. The struture mightbe a disk in its early formation phase, as originally suggested by Koo et al. (1996). Onthe other hand, while the red photo-bulges reside with photo-disks of similar or bluer olors,three of the four blue photo-bulges reside in redder photo-disks.Figures 6 and 8 also show that some galaxies have quite red disks with olors lose tothat of bulges. Suh disks are important, for, if not due to reddening by dust, they implythat at least some disks were already quite old at redshifts z � 1. Given laims that S0'sare virtually absent in lusters of galaxies before redshift z � 0:6 (e.g., Dressler et al. 1997;Fasano et al. 2000), the existene, numbers, and environments of �eld S0's whose disks andbulges are both red at even higher redshifts z > 0:7 plae important onstraints on plausibleformation mehanisms.In this regard, we note with interest that the most luminous galaxy in our entire spetro-sopi sample with z between 0.73 and 1.04 (274 5920) has a pB/T � 0.5, i.e., equal light inthe photo-bulge and photo-disk omponents. Visually, the galaxy appears to be an ordinaryelliptial galaxy. The photo-disk in 274 5920 is also the most luminous photo-disk in theentire high redshift sample of 205 galaxies, and it is very red (U �B = 0:33)5. We thus �ndthat the most luminous galaxy, photo-bulge, and photo-disk in our urrent sample are allvery red. Our sample is presently too sparse to plae good onstraints on the volume densityof suh very-red, bulge-disk systems (likely S0's), but if photo-disks are genuine disks, theirmere existene is ompelling evidene that very old disk systems (some very massive withMB < �22 in the disk alone) did exist side by side with very old bulges in the �eld byredshift z � 1. Suh massive, old �eld disks are likely to be diÆult to aommodate inurrent versions of semi-analyti models.The quality sample inludes 16 (31%) suh galaxies with photo-bulges and photo-disksthat are both very red and they are found to span the full range of luminosities, pB=T , anddisk inlination angles. Suh systems provide a unique sample to test for the possible preseneof residual star formation among elliptials and bulges of S0's and spirals with apparentlyold stellar populations, without the onfusion or ambiguity of emission lines arising from5The seond most luminous galaxy is the quad-lens system 093 2470, whih also has pB/T � 0.5, but itsdisk has olors lose to that of Sb galaxies (U � B � 0).



{ 38 {star-forming blue disks. Intriguingly, we do �nd emission lines even in these galaxies whihare red in both omponents. In fat, while over 60% of these red photo-bulge and photo-disksystems show emission lines on average, among the ten most luminous galaxies, we detetemission lines from all but two, these being the most luminous (274 5920) and third mostluminous (064 3021). The remaining eight 6, or 80%, all show emission lines of O II. Theexat loation (bulge, disk, halo, et.) and nature of these emission lines remain unertain,but their high frequeny is a hint that star formation may be ommon within distant galaxies,even those that appear quiesent by having very red olors overall and separately in theirphoto-bulge and photo-disk subomponents. This last quali�ation is needed to avoid seeingemission from bluer disks with ative star formation. Several galaxies show relatively broadlines (but muh narrower than from typial AGN's), ranging from � = 100 km s�1 for, e.g.,113 3311, 150 km s�1 for 062 2060, to around 200 km s�1 for 103 2074 and 094 2660, asmight be expeted for gas well-mixed within a deep potential well. Indeed, these emissionline values math well the absorption line veloity dispersions measured for the same galaxiesin GSS9.A rough estimate of the average star formation rate for these ten luminous galaxies isabout 0.5 to 1.5 M� yr�1 per 1010M� of stars7. The lower rate assumes the gas has lowsub-solar metalliity, while the higher value assumes the solar to super-solar metalliity ofluminous galaxies, with no additional orretions for extintion. Even the low rate translatesto signi�ant mass aumulation { roughly 5% per Gyr or a signi�ant fration of the entiregalaxy after only a few Gyr. As disussed later, a total fration of merely 4% new stars, i.e.,on average only a fration of a perent per Gyr, is needed to explain onstant olors. Thesetwo estimates of aumulated new stars an be reoniled by adding a large fration of thenew stars to the disk rather than the bulge.Regardless of the exat level of star formation ativity, suh star formation amongalmost all very red, luminous, fading, stellar populations is an important lue that virtuallyall �eld galaxies probably experiened ontinual or episodi infusion of small amounts of starformation at high redshifts. This piture is qualitatively onsistent with hierarhial growth6brightest �rst: 074 6044, 062 2060, 094 2660, 103 7221, 203 4339, 113 3311, 103 2074, 283 61527O II luminosities were derived using the formula: log L(O II) = 31.97 - 0.4 M3727 + logEW(O II), whereEW(O II) is the restframe equivalent width of the O II emission line as given in Appendix C for eah of theeight galaxies; an estimate of the ontinuum luminosity at O II in AB magnitudes, M3727 =MB + 0.9(U�B)+ 0.628 ; MB and U �B are for the galaxy from Table 3; and the onversion from L(O II) to SFR adoptedthe relation of SFR(M�/yr) = 7.9x10�42 L(H�) from Kenniutt (1998) and L(O II) � 0.4 L(H�) from theluminous portion of Fig. 1 of Jansen, Franx, & Fabriant (2001). The mass of stars assumes the stellarpopulations are on average 1.5 mag brighter at the observed redshifts and the loal M/LB = 4.



{ 39 {of galaxy via merging and provides some additional support for a senario, proposed later,to explain the onstany of the very red olors of bulges from redshifts z � 1 to today whilethe galaxies are undergoing 1 to 2 mag of fading due to passive evolution of the bulk of theirold stars. 3.7. Photo-Bulge Size-Luminosity RelationFig. 9 shows the sizes of photo-bulge e�etive radii (kp) vs. photo-bulge luminosity(MB), with di�erent symbols indiating the olors of the photo-bulges. Besides the qualitysample of 52 galaxies, the �gure inludes the 12 additional photo-bulges (total 64) that meetthe brightness limit of I < 23:066 for the quality sample, but do not meet the riterion ofthe relative sizes of the photo-bulges and photo-disks. These 12 were exluded from thequality sample to improve the reliability of the photo-bulge sample and olor measurementsbut have been added bak in here to avoid a strong seletion by size. The solid lines are themean relations found for loal bulges (Andredakis et al. 1995; Baggett et al. 1998; Benderet al. 1992), all showing a tilt towards higher surfae brightness for lower-luminosity bulges.The dashed line is one of onstant surfae brightness. The distant photo-bulges are foundto have a orrelation, albeit with large satter, that roughly follows the slopes of the loalrelations, but with a shift to higher surfae brightnesses. If reliable, the formal error barsimply that the large satter is not primarily due to data quality errors, but instead appearsto be intrinsi to the photo-bulge sample. When separated by olor, the bluer photo-bulges(losed and open irles) lie towards the upper right, lower-surfae-brightness portion of thedata distribution. After any signi�ant fading, these photo-bulges will lie well away fromany of the loal relations for bulges. This result, based on the brightest 64 photo-bulges, isonly strengthened when the entire 86 photo-bulge sample is examined. This onlusion, thatblue photo-bulges are atually of similar to or lower surfae brightness than loal bulges ofsimilar size, is perhaps the strongest and most diret evidene against their being genuine,pre-faded, young massive bulges undergoing ative star formation.
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Fig. 9.| Photo-bulge irularized e�etive radius Re; (see note for olumn 10 in Table 3)in kp vs. the photo-bulge absolute luminosity (MB) for the 64 objets with photo-bulgesbrighter than I = 23:066. This restrition is the same as that for the quality sample butwithout any photo-bulge versus photo-disk size restritions. Vertial error bars reet onlythose for Re, i.e., errors in the eentriity of the photo-bulges were ignored. The intrinsiolors of the photo-bulges are as indiated in the inset box (olored in eletroni edition).Photo-bulges with measured half-light sizes less than 0.1 arse (one pixel) are noted, forthey are likely to be less reliable (see omments in Appendix C for 092 2023). Various soliddiagonal lines show the lous for loal bulges from soures as marked (Bender et al. 1992;Andredakis et al. 1995; Baggett et al. 1998) and the Bender et al. (1992) line brightened by2 magnitudes, as marked. Lower surfae brightness loi are parallel to the dashed diagonalline and towards the upper right diretion. The very red photo-bulges have a distributionthat lies roughly parallel to but � 1 mag brighter than the loi for loal bulges. The bluerphoto-bulges show a smaller o�set, with the bluest (U � B < 0) already lose to the loalrelation. After any fading, most will have lower surfae brightnesses than that of bulgestoday.



{ 41 {If we assume that bulges maintain stable strutures sine z � 1, i.e., with no sizeevolution, we an use the average hange in surfae brightness from the loal relation as anestimate of any luminosity evolution. Unfortunately, neither the slope nor the zero-point ofthe loal size-luminosity relation for bulges proves to be well de�ned. For example, using the17 bulge sample of Bender et al. (1992), we �nd a �t lose to MB = �18:85� 3:33 log Re,whih is shown as one of the solid lines in Fig. 9. The dispersion of the loal data around thisrelation is roughly �0:75 mag at log Re � 0. Restriting our sample to just the 38 very redphoto-bulges and loking the slope to -3.33, we �nd the median o�set to be -1.22 mag, i.e.,MB = �20:07�3:33 log Re. Using a slighter steeper slope of -2.8 as suggested by the work ofAndredakis et al. (1995) (who derive a �t of MB = �19:82� 2:8 log Re) yields an intereptlose to the previous one of -20.37, but adopting a loal interept of -19.82 then gives onlya 0.55 mag o�set, whih is less than half the estimate when ompared to the Bender et al.(1992) sample. Finally, as another independent hek, we have ompared our data to thatfrom Baggett et al. (1998). To keep the measurements to the same r1=4 plus an exponentialdisk, we exluded all �ts that required an inner trunation radius. To allow onversion to Band avoid the unertainties due to di�erenes in the olors of the bulges and disks, we inludedonly galaxies whih were on average quite red, with B � V > 0:8 and whih had T typesearlier than 5. To avoid problems with the Hubble ow, we used only galaxies beyond 20Mp. Finally, to use only data with good �ts, we inluded measurements with the rms < 0:2.This redued the sample of 620 objets to 94, yielding the �t MB = �19:30 � 2:0 log Re.Adopting this steep slope, our sample yielded an interept of -20.42, implying a luminositybrightening of 1.12 mag.In summary, by omparing the size-luminosity relation of our distant sample to loalbulges, we �nd strong evidene for luminosity evolution. The best estimate of the brighteningis probably between 1.1 to 1.2 mag when using the Bender et al. or Baggett et al. samples,but may be as low as 0.55 mag if we adopt instead the Andredakis et al. sample. We searhedfor, but did not see, any systemati trend with redshift and so our estimates of luminosityevolution apply on average to the full sample.3.8. Very-Red Bulge Luminosity DensityHaving derived the seletion funtion and weights, we an, in priniple, derive theluminosity funtion of bulges. Our sample is, however, too small for reliable results and isalso subjet to signi�ant utuations from large-sale struture. But given the importaneof the luminosity funtion evolution of bulges in our understanding of galaxy formation andthe role of bulges in hosting AGN's (Gebhardt et al. 2000), we have obtained instead a



{ 42 {related but more robust measure of the integrated luminosity density.Sine the very-red photo-bulges are most likely to be genuine bulges, we restrit thisanalysis to the 58 very-red ones from the full sample of 86. To our depth of I � 23:6, wereah bulges as faint as MB � �19 at z � 1. We adopt the 1=Vmax method, even thoughour data learly show that the redshift distribution is not uniform. This simple exeriseyields an averaged luminosity density in B of 7:1 � 107L� Mp�3 to our observed depth.The formal errors of � 6% based on 500 Monte-Carlo bootstrap resamplings do not reetosmi satter due to large sale lustering, whih we estimate to be roughly �25% (Im etal. 2002). Note that our luminosity density inludes the light at redshifts z � 0:9 from onlyvery-red bulges, i.e. no photo-disks, even red ones or those that physially belong to thebulge population but happen to be exluded beause they do not have r1=4 light pro�les.The luminosity density in B is measured to be 7.0 �107L� Mp�3 for very-red, high-redshift bulges. This is �36% of the luminosity density of 19.6 �107L� Mp�3, as measuredfrom the light of the whole galaxy for the full GSS high-redshift sample (Willmer et al.2004). A reent loal estimate of the total B luminosity density by Liske et al. (2003) is13.9 �107L� Mp�3(h = 0:7) or roughly 70% of that observed at high redshift by Willmeret al. (2004). Thus galaxies, when added together, were brighter in the past. A reentestimate for loal bulges 8 is 0.4 �107L� Mp�3 (Benson, Frenk, & Sharples 2002). This isover 10� less than what we �nd at redshift z � 0:8 and only 3% of the loal total from Liskeet al. (2003).We suspet the Benson et al. (2002) value to be too low, sine prior estimates of thebulge fration in B (onverted from V ) range from about 25% from Shehter & Dressler(1987) to about 39% as estimated by Fukugita et al. (1998). This range for loal galaxiesis supported by a more reent estimate from the SDSS of 30% in the r and i (Tasa &White 2003). Their method also deomposes eah galaxy into a bulge and disk omponent.In summary, the bulge luminosities of both the loal and our distant samples are presentlyquite unertain. We �nd that roughly a third of the total luminosity density of distantluminous galaxies reside in bulges, omparable to some loal estimates. Larger samples areneeded before we an have a reliable hek of the reent laim for a fator of two buildup ofthe integrated stellar mass in spheroidal galaxies as a whole by Bell et al. (2004).8We used h = 0:7 and onverted from I to B assuming disks have the olors of Sd galaxies and bulgeshave S0 olors from Fukugita et al. (1995)



{ 43 {3.9. Visual Morphologies of the Quality SampleThe visual morphologies of the galaxies that belong to the very-red, quality sample of41 photo-bulges appear overwhelmingly normal, with only three objets (84 1138, 93 2327,and 94 6234) showing low surfae brightness features or very lose neighbors suggestive ofinterations and mergers (see Fig.14). In ontrast, 7 of the remaining 11 bluer (i.e., notvery-red with U � B < 0:25) photo-bulges show visual morphologies that are unusual, byhaving double nulei, distortions, or very lose neighbors that are suggestive of interationsand mergers. Suh omplex morphologial strutures will a�et our olor measurements fromGIM2D at some level, but probably more those of the of the larger and more distorted photo-disks than the more entrally onentrated photo-bulges. A more detailed study from a muhlarger sample will be needed to assess the impat of this orrelation between morphologyand olor on the olors of photo-bulges. The key result from this work is that our samplesuggests a high orrelation between the olors of photo-bulges and whether they belong togalaxies that have unusual morphologies: less than 10% of the very red photo-bulge sampleshow suh morphologies while the remaining bluer sample is dominated (64%) by them.4. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS WORK4.1. Summary of Key ResultsWe emphasize again that we have a statistially omplete, magnitude-limited sampleof high-redshift, luminous, r1=4-pro�le bulges that should inlude bona�de elliptials, bulgesof S0's, and bulges of spirals. We aution the reader that our seletion and struture-extration proedures may, however, also ontaminate the sample with non-bulges suh asnulear/entral star-forming regions of late-type galaxies or any subomponent that is notwell �t simply by an exponential with one sale length.Before proeeding, we summarize the key results found in the previous setion:1) The vast fration (over 80%) of luminous �eld photo-bulges at redshifts 0:73 <z < 1:04 are very red, independent of the observed B/T, disk olor, and disk inlination.Almost all reside in morphologially normal early-type galaxy or spiral. Moreover, the olor-magnitude (U � B vs. MB) relation is similar to that of bulges today with a shallow slopeand small satter. The bulge size-luminosity relation indiates about 1 mag of fading sinez � 1.2) The small remaining fration of blue photo-bulges, ompared to the dominant veryred photo-bulges, have on average lower surfae brightnesses, lower luminosities, and redder



{ 44 {photo-disk olors that argue against most of them being genuine proto-bulges. Many appearto reside in morphologially peuliar galaxies.4.2. Comparison to Prior StudiesWe divide the following disussion into three high redshift groups: elliptials (disklessbulges); early-type galaxies (E-S0's); and spiral bulges. Sine several of our onlusions di�erfrom those of other studies, we start by summarizing the major advantages of our survey.First, our survey sample size is substantial, with 86 objets at high redshifts (z > 0:73),while some other surveys have fewer than �ve objets. Seond, we try to separate the bulgeolors from disk olors using 2-D deomposition. In ontrast, others use integrated olorsand assume their galaxies are disk-free r1=4 elliptials or use small entral aperture olorsand assume that disk ontamination is negligible. Third, our sample is spetrosopiallyon�rmed. The spetra provide more reliable redshifts than photometri redshifts and otheruseful diagnostis suh as star formation rates and internal kinematis.4.2.1. Integrated Colors of Distant Field ElliptialsShade et al. (1999) studied the properties of 46 �eld elliptials at redshifts 0:2 < z < 1:0and found muh bluer U � V olors at higher redshift. Besides a brightening of 0.97 magby z � 0:92, they also �nd strong [O II℄3727 emission lines in roughly one third of theseelliptials.While we agree with the last two onlusions, we disagree with the �rst. To trak thedi�erenes in more detail, we have examined the 7 galaxies in ommon between our twosurveys (as indiated by omment \" in the Notes olumn of Table 1 ).Overall, we �nd good agreement in I814 magnitudes, but relatively poor agreement onwhether B/T is indeed indistinguishable from 1, i.e., pure r1=4 or elliptial by the Shade etal. de�nition, namely, galaxies that are well desribed by r1=4 light pro�les as derived from2-D surfae photometry of I814 images from HST. Our pB/T values for 6 galaxies lie morethan 7x the 68% on�dene limits (i.e., roughly 7� for Gaussian error distributions) awayfrom pB/T = 1. When systemati errors are taken into aount (see setion 2.1), thesegalaxies are even less likely to have B/T = 19.9The objet losest to a pure r1=4 pro�le is 092 1339, whih has a pB/T value of 0.85 and 68% on�denelimits of 0.03; this galaxy, however, is also the best andidate for being a blue bulge, and, as detailed in



{ 45 {Why the di�erene? To identify elliptials, Shade et al. (1999) use visual inspetionsof the r1=4 �ts to the galaxy pro�les in the I814 HST image. Based on our own tests, we�nd that this proedure an be deeptive for two reasons. First, exponential omponents(photo-disks) an easily hide as merely slight systemati deviations from an r1=4 �t, noteasily disernible by eye, but whose statistial signi�ane is strongly supported. Seond, we�nd our V606 image, not used by Shade et al. (1999), to be an important additional andindependent soure of information to on�rm the presene of a disk, espeially those that areblue. The unertainty of their identi�ations is on�rmed by their own visual lassi�ations,whih sometimes assign Sab or later types to their sample. Thus, while we an understandhow Shade et al. (1999) might be deeived into believing their sample onsists of purer1=4 elliptials, we believe that our measurements of pB/T with error bars show that suhgalaxies are atually relatively sare (5/52, or 10%).Besides �nding poor agreement on type, we also �nd poor agreement on the integratedolors of the galaxies. For example, Shade et al. (1999) �nd that none of the 7 in ommonwith our sample has total galaxy olors mathing those of unevolved early-type galaxies(i.e., redder than Sab, U � V0;AB � 1:8 or U � B � 0:33). We �nd three that do (062 2060,062 6859, and 064 3021). Exept for 092 1339 mentioned in the previous footnote, theremaining 6 all have very red photo-bulges, while Shade et al. (1999) laim that they areall blue, pure elliptials.To explain the large di�erenes of olors, we suspet �eld-to-�eld zero-point di�erenesin the Shade et al. (1999) olors. Among the 19 high redshift (z > 0:75) galaxies in theirsample, over half (10) are in the GSS and yet none have olors redder than ((U � V )0;AB =1:83), roughly the average olor of an Sab galaxy. Of the remaining 9 high redshift elliptialsoutside of GSS and in the other three �elds in the Shade et al. sample, 6 have very red olors((U � V )0;AB >= 2:0). Without any variations in the olor zero-points, the probability of�nding by hane that none of the 6 reddest objets are among 10 from a sample of 19 is about0.3%. In ontrast to Shade et al. (1999), we �nd many very red galaxies (U � B > 0:25)in GSS.In omparing the two surveys, note that our measurements are of high preision withreliable zero-points (HST V and I) and that we have derived olors for the bulge and diskseparately. In omparison, Shade et al. (1999) used ground-based photometry in V and Ifor their olors (but HST I for the elliptial identi�ations) and assumed that their elliptialsare diskless. Thus when a bluer disk is present, Shade et al. would onlude that they hadAppendix C and Im et al. (2001), this galaxy has strong emission lines that have a small veloity width (�)of only 85 km s�1. It is thus unlikely to be a genuine, young, massive E-S0.



{ 46 {found a blue elliptial, i.e., blue integrated olors, while we might �nd instead that the bulgeis indeed very red, but the disk is blue. Two good examples of suh objets are 84 1138 and93 3251 (ompare olors of the whole galaxy to that of the photo-bulge and photo-disk inTables 1-3).In summary, we agree with Shade et al. (1999) that early-type galaxies exhibit lumi-nosity evolution at the � 1 mag level, along with the frequent presene of [O II℄ emissionlines. The work of Im et al. (2002) (GSS10) also agrees with the laim by Shade et al.(1999) for little volume density hange of early-type galaxies sine redshifts z � 1. But wequestion the laim for evolution towards muh bluer olors among elliptials at high redshift,sine 1) their sample appears to inlude galaxies that are not pure elliptials and 2) theirolors are measured to be too blue, perhaps due to photometri zero-point problems, at leastin the GSS, and to the use of integrated olors for objets that may ontain blue disks.4.2.2. Internal Color Dispersions of Bulges(Abraham et al. 1999) undertook two studies in the Hubble Deep Field (HDF-N)diretly related to this work, one on the uniformity of the star formation history of 11 E-S0'sand another on the relative ages of the bulges and disks of 13 spirals (disussed in the nextsubsetion), all with redshifts 0:3 < z < 1:1. These samples were taken from the Bouwens,Cay�on & Silk (1997) sample of galaxies with I814 < 21:9 and with spetrosopi redshifts.The morphologies of Bouwens et al. (1997) were replaed by a visual relassi�ation by oneof the o-authors.In the �rst study, the inferred ages of the stellar populations in eah pixel were derivedfrom the 4-band photometry available in the HDF-N. The dispersion or distribution of thesepixel-ages were then used to divide the E-S0's into those whih did and did not have 5%or more of the pixels with ages younger than the most reent third of the age of the oldestpixel.Five of the 11 E-S0's are in the same high redshift regime as our sample, with 3 (2 E'sand one S0) showing largely old oeval stellar populations while 2 (both E's) show evidenefor younger populations. This would suggest that 40% of the high redshift E-S0's have ayoung omponent.In a follow-up study, Menanteau et al. (2001) studied 79 �eld E-S0's (24 with spetro-sopi redshifts) to I814 = 24 and made a omparison to galaxies to I814 = 22 in �ve distantlusters analyzed in the same manner. They laim to \provide strong evidene for the ontin-ued formation of �eld E-S0's over 0 < z < 1." This was based on �nding \that a remarkably



{ 47 {large fration (& 30%) of the morphologially-lassi�ed E-S0's with I814W < 24 show strongvariations in internal olour, whih we take as evidene for reent episodes of star-formation,"with most showing bluer ores. They �nd signi�antly smaller olor dispersions in the lustergalaxy sample and estimate from modeling the star formation history \that at z � 1 abouthalf the �eld E-S0's must be undergoing reent episodes of star-formation."A diret omparison to our luminous bulge sample is not straighforward, sine we havenot made any morphologial lassi�ations. GSS10, however, identi�es 18 galaxies in thepresent paper as being E-S0's on the basis of atual measurements of high pB/T and lowlevels of asymmetries (see Table 1, omment f). Of these, only 092 1339 and 294 2078, or11%, have blue total olors (see olumn 8 of Table 3) while the remaining are all very red byour riterion of U �B & 0:25. The fration of blue early-type galaxies among these 18 mayatually be lower to only 6%, sine 294 2078 appears visually to be a spiral (see Fig. 14)with a very blue disk; shows a rotation urve in its spetrum (Im et al. 2001); and mostimportantly, possesses a entral, very-red bulge (see Fig. 14 and Table 3).As previously noted, our photo-bulges are as red as loal E-S0's or the early-type lustergalaxies at z � 0:83. Sine nearly all photo-disks are bluer than photo-bulges, the integratedgalaxy olors are usually bluer than that of photo-bulges. For the 18 galaxies identi�ed byIm et al. (2002) as early-type, the median olor of the photo-bulges is U �B = 0:51, whilethe median for the total olors of these same galaxies is U �B = 0:39 (the two values di�erat more than the 95% on�dene limit when the errors on the median values are aountedfor). Compared to U�B � 0:45 for early-type galaxies in the z � 0:83 luster (van Dokkumet al. 2000), we �nd that the �eld early-type galaxies are indeed bluer in U �B, by � 0:06.This result is expeted in senarios where early-type galaxies in lusters formed earlier thanthose in the �eld. Whether the bulges of luster galaxies are also redder than that of �eldgalaxies needs to be heked (Koo et al. , in preparation).In summary, we �nd 2/18 (11%) early-type galaxies to have blue overall olors, and onlyone of these (6%) has a blue bulge. These frations are smaller than the 30% to 50% frationsof blue E-S0's laimed by Menanteau et al. (2001) and others (e.g., Franeshini et al. 1998;Abraham et al. 1999; Stanford et al. 2004). While the 50% fration an be exluded by oursample of 18 at the 99% on�dene limit, the disagreement is only at the 90% on�denelimit for the 30% �gure. A larger sample is needed to improve these statistis.



{ 48 {4.2.3. Bulge Colors in Distant SpiralsIn the seond study by Abraham et al. (1999) of 13 �eld spirals, bulges and diskswere de�ned by the light within and outside, respetively, an aperture of 1 arse (10 pixels)diameter. Deriving ages from olors, Abraham et al. (1999) �nd that 8 out of 9 normal spiralshave bulges that are older than the disks, and thus they onlude that \for morphologiallynormal systems, bulges are indeed always the oldest parts of galaxies." They note that eventhe oldest bulges do not appear to be as \uniformly red and old as the oldest elliptials" inthe �rst study. Only two of these spirals are in the high redshift range of our sample. Inontrast, among the 4 peuliar systems, only one has an older bulge, and two have learlyyounger bulges. All of these are at redshifts lower than the range in this paper.In a follow-up study, Ellis, Abraham, & Dikinson (2001) ompared the olors of thebulges of 95 spirals to the integral olors of 60 early-type galaxies using data from HDF-Nand HDF-S. Most of the sample relies on photometri redshifts, with only 20 in the samplehaving spetrosopi redshifts that overlap our high-redshift range. The bulge olors forgalaxies down to integrated I814 � 24 were estimated from aperture photometry within theinner 5% radius using V606� I814 olors from WFPC2 and J120�H160 olors from NICMOS.Our results are fully onsistent with theirs that entral (bulge) olors are generally redderthan the outer disks (see Fig.8). However, our results disagree with their seond onlusion\that bulges are, statistially, optially bluer than the reddest elliptials and show a largedispersion in their rest-frame olors." Note that the Ellis et al. sample is seleted by totalgalaxy luminosities rather than by the luminosities of the bulges as in our study. We speulatethat the di�erenes between our study and those of Abraham et al. and Ellis et al. an beunderstood as the result of the following fators: 1) our survey is restrited to very luminousbulges while theirs inludes galaxies with very low luminosity bulges; suh low luminositybulges are expeted to be bluer than luminous elliptials; 2) their bulge measurements haveontamination of entral aperture olors by bluer disks; and 3) their visually-seleted bulgesare sometimes mislassi�ed and are instead entral, star-forming regions of late-type galaxies.4.2.4. Summary of Comparisons to Other SurveysNo other survey of high redshift galaxies has separated the bulge from the disk forstudies of olors, sizes, and luminosities. The losest in spirit are the (Abraham et al. 1999)and Ellis et al. (2001) studies of the bulges of spirals using a small entral aperture toderive olors; they �nd the disks are generally bluer than the bulge. We agree. They also�nd, however, a large dispersion in the olors of the bulges and that they are bluer than



{ 49 {the integrated olor of the reddest luster elliptials. Here we disagree. The vast majorityof the bulges in our sample (85%) are very red and are not detetably bluer than even theintegrated olors of loal E-S0's. Although we also �nd a few blue bulges, their surfaebrightnesses are too low to qualify them as preursors or pre-faded ounterparts of small,high surfae brightness, redder bulges. As disussed previously, the di�ering results mayreet the hoie of samples. Ours is on�ned to luminous bulges while others may haveinluded fainter bulges whose olors may be bluer, or whih may be onfused with very brightentral star formation omplexes in spirals and irregulars.Another major issue is the fration of blue E-S0's (not bulges) at high redshift. A keydiÆulty is the de�nition of E-S0's (espeially if seleted by eye) and the level of sampleontamination by bluer spirals and AGN's. Those studies based on the small handful ofspetrosopially on�rmed high-redshift E-S0's in HDF-N (Franeshini et al. 1998; Ko-dama et al. 1999; Tamura et al. 2000; van Dokkum & Ellis 2003) inlude a known AGN andradio soure 10 as well as a galaxy with a very small B/T ratio (0.17) and highly distortedresiduals11. Overall, the bulk of published works laim high blue frations between 30% atmoderate redshifts z � 0:4 to 50% by redshift z � 1. An exeption to suh laims omesfrom the work of Im et al. (2002). Indeed, when we adopt the same de�nition of E-S0'susing B/T and asymmetry, we �nd 18 E-S0 andidates in the present sample, but only 2,or 11% are blue, and of these, one is a spiral and one is anomalous (Im et al. 2001). Onthe other hand, we do on�rm the laim by Shade et al. (1999) for the frequent preseneof emission lines, a �nding that supports senarios that inlude ontinued star formation inotherwise quiesent galaxies via infall or mergers, albeit at a low level.5. Models of Elliptial and Bulge Formation5.1. IntrodutionThree major lasses of bulge formation mehanisms have been proposed over the years,ranging from 1) the monolithi formation models of Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage (1962);2) major mergers of disks into elliptials (Toomre & Toomre 1972) or mass aretion ofdwarf satellites into a bulge; and 3) seular dynamial evolution models where instabilities,10Hdf2-251.0 with redshift z = 0:960 loated at J2000 12:36:46.3 +62:14:05.7; see Phillips et al. 1997 forspetrosopi on�rmation of AGN nature11Hdf4-565.0 with redshift z = 0:751 loated at J2000 12:36:43.6 +62:12:18.3; see Fig. 1 at x = 720 andy = 120 in Marleau & Simard 1998



{ 50 {resonanes, and dynamial interations among disk, halo, and bars ontribute to the forma-tion of bulges (see reviews by Wyse et al. 1997; Combes 2000; Carollo 2004). Within thedominant paradigm of hierarhial formation of galaxies, eah of these mehanisms is likelyto play some role. As the reviewers emphasize, bulge formation is unlikely to be a simple,homogeneous proess. To deipher the relative importane of these and other mehanismsof bulge formation, observers need to measure the mass funtion of bulges, their stellar pop-ulations (ages, olors, and metalliity distribution), all as a funtion of time or redshift aswell as of environment. Theorists need to make realisti simulations that an be omparedto the observations. We are today far from reahing either ideal.A omprehensive disussion of models and theories of bulge formation is beyond thesope of this work. We will instead fous on omparing our new data to a subset of mod-els that make expliit preditions of the luminosities, disk and bulge olors, and B/T of�eld galaxies at large lookbak times. This omparison is strongly motivated by the lakof disrimination among di�erent models when omparisons were made with high redshiftdata that existed a few years bak ( Bouwens et al. 1999). Our sample has substantiallyimproved the available data and the following demonstrates the high level of disriminationnow possible. An important aveat is that our data apply only to luminous elliptials andthe bulges of other galaxies in the �eld at high redshifts.5.2. Analyti Models of Bouwens et al.We ompare our observations to a modi�ed version of the analyti bulge-formation mod-els originally presented by Bouwens et al. (1999). These models adopted various analytipresriptions for the formation epohs and evolution of bulges and disks and translatedthese into predited luminosities, olors, and B/T. The modi�ations are introdued to bet-ter math the properties of the high-redshift disks observed in the DEEP survey and toinorporate the inuene of dust.Bouwens et al. (1999) did not orret disk properties for inlination though they notedthat inlination-dependent biases ould be important in reoniling the results of the Peletier& Balells (1996) sample with that from the de Jong (1996a) sample. Here we use the Tully& Fouqu�e (1985) presription to make orretions to the luminosity and olor of the disksas a funtion of inlination. To improve the �ts to the loal and redshifted z � 1 disk olors,we inreased the total opaity given by this presription by 30%. We assume the Bouhetet al. (1985) extintion urve, where AR = 0:53AB. For loal omparisons, we orret thedisk B and R luminosities of the Peletier & Balells (1996) sample (omposed of edge-ongalaxies with inlinations greater than 50 deg) and of the de Jong (1996a) sample (omposed



{ 51 {of fae-on galaxies with inlinations less than 51 deg) to reet an average inlination of 34deg. Unlike the previous work by Bouwens et al. (1999), we assume that disks form when50% of their �nal halo mass is assembled; that 
m = 0:2 and 
� = 0; and that the �duialmass of all disks is � 3 � 1011M�, independent of their luminosity (this ignores the massdependene of the halo formation). In modelling the disks, we adopt a Hubble parameterratio of h = 0:7 instead of the h = 0:5 used in the original models.Another modi�ation is that we assume a distribution of e-folding times for the diskstar formation rates instead of adopting a single value as in Bouwens et al. (1999). Wehere assume 5% of disks to have a 7� shorter e-folding time than adopted by Bouwens etal. (1999); 5% with 4� shorter; 20% with 2.5� shorter; 20% with 1.7� shorter; and 20%with 1.5� longer e-folding times. We set these values by attempting to �t both the z = 0and z = 1 disk olor distributions simultaneously.5.3. Semi-Analyti ModelsUnlike the Bouwens et al. (1999) approah, in whih the formation epohs of thedisks and bulges are manually adjusted to math loal observations, several other groupshave instead adopted the results of N-body simulations or the Press-Shehter formalismto model the formation of struture over time. As reviewed by eah of three major groupsworking with this semi-analyti model (SAM) approah (Kau�mann et al. 1999; Somervilleet al. 1999; Cole et al. 2000), SAMs follow the merging evolution of dark matter halos and,via onstraints from loal galaxy properties, adjust a set of relatively simple parametersthat relate mainly to star formation, gas ooling, satellite mergers, and supernovae feedbak.After adding stellar populations, and as desribed in the reviews, the SAM approah fromall three groups has enjoyed a number of suesses. These inlude mathing the fration ofearly-type galaxies to spirals; the luminosity funtions of loal galaxies from the optial tonear-infrared; the Tully-Fisher relation; the amounts of neutral hydrogen in di�erent galaxytypes; and the sizes of galaxies and their subomponents.We will onentrate here on the general trends to be expeted from SAMs regarding therelative ages (olors) of bulges in lusters versus �eld galaxies and among bulges, elliptials,and S0 galaxies. As previously laimed (Kau�mann 1996; Baugh et al. 1996), hierarhialmodels predit that the mean stellar ages in �eld elliptials should be several Gyr youngerthan luster elliptials. Moreover, sine disks take additional time to initiate and grow afterthe formation of their entral bulges from an earlier strong merger event, bulges in higher



{ 52 {B/T systems should be younger than those in lower B/T systems. Thus bulges in late-type spirals with lower B/T are predited to be older and thus redder than the bulges ofearly-type spirals with higher B/T. As seen in Fig. 6 in the work by Ellis et al. (2001),the olor-magnitude relation from the unpublished �CDM SAM preditions of Baugh et al.(1996) predit that at our redshifts of interest (0:7 < z < 1:1), spiral bulges should be redderby 0.1 to 0.2 mag in V � I than elliptials, whih in turn are redder or older on average thanentire S0's by about 0.3-0.4 mag in V � I. The S0's are bluer than elliptials presumablybeause their olors inlude the light from not only an elliptial-like old bulge, but also ayounger (bluer) disk. And �nally, as emphasized by Kau�mann et al. (1996), elliptialsshould be forming over time, and thus appear to be dereasing in volume density towardshigher redshifts, though admittedly, the amount of derease is dependent on the hoie ofosmology.To make the omparisons somewhat more onrete, we ompare the bulge data againstthe preditions of the SAM of Kau�mann et al. (1999) for a given epoh near redshift z = 1.These preditions are made in the form of Monte Carlo realizations of the SAM, with roughinlusion of the seletion funtion. The original SAM (referred to as SAM-B in the �gures)adopted a presription whereby all satellites with mass ratios 1/3 or larger were inorporatedinto the bulge of the primary galaxy. But we found that the observed B/T distribution priorto bulge seletion (see right hand two panels of Fig. 11 in Appendix B) yielded a muh higherfration of low B/T galaxies than that predited by this SAM. This is likely related to a well-known angular-momentum problem faed by all CDM models, whih are unable to make asigni�ant population of bulge-less disks as observed (e.g., Navarro & White 1994). We thusworked also with a seond SAM model, in whih satellites were added to the disk instead ofthe bulge of the primary (referred to as SAM-D in the �gures). Overall and qualitatively,we �nd a reasonable math between the observations and the SAM-D preditions, thoughthere are visible di�erenes when examined in detail.5.4. Results of Model ComparisonsWe referene the three senarios of Bouwens et al. (1999) based on the relative ages ofbulges and disks, namely Early for the monolithi ollapse formation model in whih bulgesform before disks; Simultaneous for the simultaneous formation model; and Late for theseular evolution models in whih bulges are formed after disks. SAM-B will refer to theoriginal Kau�mann semi-analyti models in whih 1:3 or larger satellites are all plaed intothe bulge of the primary. The revised models with satellites going into the disk are designatedSAM-D. To improve the realism of the omparisons, the Monte-Carlo realizations of the



{ 53 {models inlude the same luminosity seletion fators as our quality observations (Setions2.3 and 3.4). The additional onstraints based on size were not applied, sine the models didnot inlude suh parameters for the bulges and disks. Sine the restritions based on sizeeliminated only a small fration of the data, in pratie the omparisons should be reliableenough to be illustrative.To ompare data to models, many diagnostis are possible given the large number ofparameters ommon to both the observations and the models. To limit the disussion, wefous on the B/T vs. bulge olor distribution (see Fig. 6). Model preditions of the B/Tdistribution, olor-magnitude relation, and B/T vs. olor di�erene between the bulge anddisk, are provided in Appendix B.As seen in Fig. 10, the most striking result is the poor �ts of both the Simultaneous andLate Bouwens models to the data. Bouwens et al. (1999) were unable to eliminate any oftheir three basi bulge formation senarios with the very limited observational data availableat that time. In ontrast, our new data illuminate signi�ant di�erenes between the modelsand data, even after having added the aforementioned improvements to the original modelsof Bouwens et al. (1999).Thus one solid result is that neither the Simultaneous nor Late models of Bouwens et al.(1999) are viable now. Both models have bulges forming at the same time or later than disks,and thus both predit large frations of distant high B/T galaxies with very-blue, luminousbulges. The vast fration of observed luminous photo-bulges , and thus presumably anysubset of genuine luminous bulges, is found to be very red. The predominane of very-redbulges is seen even at lookbak times orresponding to the epoh of major disk and bulgeformation at redshifts z � 1. In ontrast, the SAM-B model is not a bad rendition of thedata, but both the Early and SAM-D models yield distributions that are far better mathesto the data.One lear feature of all models is that blue (U �B . 0) bulges almost always have largeB=T > 0:6. This is true even for the relatively few blue bulges seen in the Early, SAM-B,and SAM-D models. This result reets the diÆulty of building up a signi�ant disk verysoon after the blue, early-formation phase of the bulge. This near-universal property of bluebulges having high B/T ratios in all the models further supports our laim in Setion 3.3that the few photo-bulges in our observations bluer than U�B � 0 and with low B/T (largedisk frations) are more likely to be entralized regions of ative star formation rather thangenuine massive bulges in early formation as envisioned by theorists. The high luminositiespredited for blue bulges in the models (see Fig. 12 in Appendix B) also support ourontention that we have not atually found a signi�ant population of massive bulges in theearly phase of ative star formation.
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Fig. 10.| B/T in restframe B vs restframe U � B olor for models (as labeled in eahsubpanel) vs. observations from the quality bulge sample. Eah model is based on oneMonte Carlo realization with known seletion biases inluded. Note that the large numberof very blue bulges predited by both the Simultaneous and Late models are expeted to havelarge B/T ratios. The relatively few blue bulges predited by the Early and SAM modelsare also expeted only among the high B/T systems.



{ 55 {The Early and SAM models math the data fairly well, not only in the B/T distribution,but also in the other diagrams shown in Appendix B. When examined more losely, someof the more notable di�erenes inlude slightly bluer predited olors on average, a higherabundane of large B/T > 0:6 in the observations ompared to either of the SAM models.Also, although the numbers are small, 4 of the 5 blue model bulges are among the mostluminous of all predited bulges, whereas the bulk of the bluest observed photo-bulges areamong the fainter half. Other di�erenes between the data and models are disussed furtherin Appendix B. Assuming that the SAM-B models represent the state of the art amongSAMs, have been adjusted to math loal observations or less olors. the better math ofSAM-D to our data is a vindiation of the power and potential of high-redshift data to helptheorists improve their SAM parameters.Making the simplisti assumption that olors are orrelated mainly with age (i.e., thatmetalliity variations are seondary), the omparison of models to data suggests:� Most luminous bulges (as in the present sample) appear to be very old, with very redolors12 indiating formation redshifts at least 1-2 Gyr before z � 1.� Luminous bulges formed almost always before or simultaneously with disks, ratherthan afterwards.� Bulge olors (and therefore ages) appear to be independent of B/T, so that the agesof elliptials (pure bulge) and the bulges of S0's and spirals were all similarly old atz � 1.� Few luminous bulges are being formed outright at high redshifts z � 1, sine theobserved blue bulges are generally not very bright and do not have high B/T, and thusdo not math the preditions by any models.5.5. Why are High Redshift Bulges So Very Red?The main result of this work is that luminous bulges (MB < �19) of �eld galaxies at highredshifts (0:73 < z < 1:04) appear to be predominantly (81%) very red (U � B � 0:5) withrelatively small intrinsi satter (Æ(U �B) < 0:03). This �nding appears to be independentof the relative amount of disk light (i.e., B/T), the olor of the disk, the luminosity of the12To reah U � B � 0:5, an instantaneous burst must fade for 6-8 Gyr if of solar metalliity. If of 2.5�solar, only 2.5 Gyr are needed (Bruzual & Charlot 2003).



{ 56 {galaxy, and even the presene of emission lines in the integral spetra. The puzzle is that theolor-luminosity relation for luminous high-redshift bulges appears virtually idential to thatfound for bulges today. Any luminosity evolution only deepens the puzzle, sine fading bulgesneed to beome bluer with time to stay on the olor-magnitude relation. Suh behavior isdiametrially opposite to expetations for any plausible set of models of an isolated, passivelyevolving population of stars!Let us address possible explanations for our results.Cosmology: Cosmology does not a�et our basi �ndings, sine both olor and surfaebrightness are measurements that depend only on redshift and not on the geometry of theuniverse.K-orretions: The onversion of our HST WFPC2 V606 � I814 to restframe U �B isrelatively robust, sine at redshifts near z � 0:8, the observed bands orrespond losely torestframe U and B (see Gebhardt et al. 2003). As an independent hek, our K-orretionsfor z = 0:83 math to within 0.02 mag to that derived by van Dokkum et al. (2000) in theirequation B4.Photometri zero points: HST data have muh more reliable and stable zero-pointsthan usually possible from ground measurements. As an independent hek of our zeropoint, we an ompare whole galaxy, instead of subomponent, olors measured by our team(see Figure 8 in Im et al. 2002) to those of other �eld (e.g., Ellis et al. 2001) or luster(van Dokkum et al. 2000) galaxies, all at the same redshift range. All three samples showV606 � I814 � 2:0.Systemati errors in GIM2D: One possible onern is that the photo-bulge om-ponent is made arti�ially redder by GIM2D. To test this bias, we have examined GIM2Dsimultaneous-olor extrations of a set of simulations where the olors of the photo-bulgeand photo-disks were nearly idential for a full range of S/N (galaxy brightness), eentri-ities, inlination, B/T, relative sizes, disk inlinations, et. We �nd no evidene for anysystemati o�set to redder olors for the photo-bulge omponent. As another simple hek,we an ompare entral olors (olumn 9 of Table 1) to that of the whole galaxy (olumn 8of Table 1 or olumn 7 of Table 2), (f. work of Abraham et al. 1999; Ellis et al. 2001){ the vast fration shows a redder enter. Thus if photo-bulges dominate the entral light,the photo-bulge olors should be redder. A key assumption in adopting the simultaneous-�trather than separate-�t olor measurements is that neither the photo-bulge nor photo-diskhas a olor gradient. Another assumption is that disks are purely exponential to the galaxyenter. If instead, disks are trunated in their inner parts (see Kormendy 1977 or Baggettet al. 1998), and if bulges are redder than disks, then the measured olors for the bulge will



{ 57 {be biased redder. Although suh inner trunated disks may explain the very red olors forsome photo-bulges, the low dispersion of the very red olors beomes a serious hallenge.Loal omparison samples: The U �B olors of loal bulges remain unertain. Themost diret omparison of our sample an be made with the U � B measurements of thebulges of 45 early-type (S0-Sb) galaxies (Balells & Peletier 1994). After we shift the distantbulges in the olor-magnitude plot to aount for about 1 mag of luminosity evolution, we�nd the U � B olors to be indistinguishable, either in average value or in satter, to theolors of bulges seen loally. If we instead adopt the integrated olors of �eld E-S0's, we �ndthe U�B surfae photometry of the �eld sample of Jansen et al. (2000) to yield a tight olor-magnitude relation for bright (MB < �19) galaxies (along with a shallow olor-magnitudeslope). In this ase, our high redshift sample appears to be slightly bluer by ÆU � B . 0:05mag, but after again aounting for about 1 mag of luminosity evolution, we �nd the meanolors to be indistinguishable.Clearly the assumed slope of the CM-relation is important when omparing distantvs. loal olors, as a oretion must be applied for luminosity evolution to math the samephysial objets, A shallow slope means that the olor orretion due to this e�et is less.These �ndings of a shallow slope for loal bulges are reaÆrmed by reent measuresfrom the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (Bernardi et al. 2003b). The integral U � Bphotometry of E's from the 7 Samurai (Burstein et al. 1987) or of E-S0's from Prugniel &H�eraudeau (1998) have larger satter, steeper olor-mag slope, and slightly bluer olors. Inthese omparisons, we �nd the olor satter of the high redshift sample to be omparable tothat atually observed in the loal sample, rather than to the inferred intrinsi satter. Afull disussion of this issue is beyond the sope of this work and we remain autious of theexat amount of olor evolution, but the predominane of the evidene suggests little, if any,hange in the intrinsi U � B olors of bulges from high redshifts to today, espeially afteraounting for a shift in the olor-mag relation to 1 mag of luminosity evolution.Dust: Dust is a ompliation that is diÆult to address well, espeially within the limitsof our existing optial data for the high redshift bulges in our sample. At some level, dustmust be present. Indeed, in ases where we see a highly inlined blue disk through whihthe bulge appears to be plausibly obsured (e.g., 064 4412, 094 7063, 152 5051), we �ndimplausibly red olors for the photo-bulges if dust is not inluded. Moreover, as revealed inHST NICMOS observations of loal bulges in early-type spirals, where muh more detailedand areful photometry is possible, strong olor gradients suggest the presene of dust atthe signi�ant level of Av � 0.6{1.0 mag, but mainly in the very entral 100-200p Peletieret al. (1999). On larger sales more omparable to the measurements we an make at highredshifts, the same authors �nd the optial to near-IR olors to be so tight among the S0-Sb



{ 58 {bulges that the inferred age spread is no more than 2 Gyr. They also �nd similar olorsbetween Coma luster early-type galaxies and loal �eld galaxy bulges. Even if dust plaguesthe olors of bulges both loally and at high redshift, a dust explanation of similar olors atboth epohs would imply some evolution in the relative e�ets of dust, sine the underlyingstellar population is expeted to be bluer in the past. Though our sample size and olorpreision are not high, we �nd no lear evidene for any dependene of the very red photo-bulge olors or of their satter on the inlination angle of the photo-disk or on the B/T ratio.A naive expetation is either for a larger olor satter among photo-bulges residing in disks(some of whih may be dusty) or for disks that are measured to be inlined. We surmisethat dust is present at some level, but we �nd no evidene that it is a dominant soure ofour red olors.Stellar population models: Even after aounting for the high level of degeneraybetween metalliity and age among most broadband olors, models from di�erent authorsstill yield signi�antly di�erent (35%) preditions for ages versus olors ( Charlot, Worthey,& Bressan 1996). However, regardless of unertainties in the input stellar evolution om-ponents, no models to our knowledge predit onstant very-red olors for passive evolution.Though non-linear, typial hanges are 0.2 mag in U � B for eah magnitude of luminosityhange. We remain open to the possibility that a signi�ant e�et or omponent has beenoverlooked in all these models that would salvage the pure passive evolution in explainingthe onstany of very red olors in U � B, while the luminosity has brightened by 1 mag.One suggestion along these lines is that the IMF is trunated above 2 M�, in whih asered and roughly onstant olors would result, even during the \young" stage of the �rst fewgigayears after formation (Broadhurst & Bouwens 2000). The [O II℄ emission seen in distantspheroidals would then need a separate explanation.Revision to pure passive evolution: As disussed in more detail by Gebhardt et al.(2003, : GSS9), a plausible senario to explain our results requires a more ompliated historythan pure passive evolution after an initial, brief burst of star formation. We propose a post-burst infusion of blue light from small amounts of additional star formation or from metalpoor stars over an extended period. While GSS9 needed to explain 2.4 mag of luminosityevolution while keeping integral olors of galaxies to U � B � 0:4, our bulges are slightlyredder at U � B � 0:50 and luminosity evolution is somewhat milder at � 1 mag. In thisase, the typial senario needs less (4% instead of 7% by mass) additional star formationintegrated over the lifetime of the bulge. Thus a viable senario to yield 1 or more magnitudesof luminosity evolution aompanied by a nearly onstant U � B � 0:5 is found to beahievable.This suggestion of an additional phase of ontinued star formation is ompatible in



{ 59 {spirit with the laims by, e.g., Trager et al. (2000), that the observed orrelations amongMg, Fe, veloity dispersion, and ages measured from high-quality, loal early-type galaxyspetra an be explained by adding a \frosting" of younger (but more metal-rih) stars toolder, solar-metalliity, single stellar populations. While Trager et al. (2000) examined theirsenarios using two bursts,early and late, our senario inludes a more ontinual infusionof star formation. As we previously noted, the frequent presene of [O II℄ emission linesprovides strong evidene for ontinued star formation in early-type galaxies, even those thatappear to be very old (i.e., very red) in both the disk and bulge. Other authors have alsonoted the ommon presene of [O II℄ emission lines among early-type galaxies at intermediateredshifts z � 0:4 at the 25% level (Willis et al. 2002; Treu et al. 2002) and even higherfrations (� 33%) and up to higher redshifts z � 1 (e.g., Shade et al. 1999; van Dokkum& Ellis 2003). These results favor ative star formation as the \frosting" omponent ratherthan hot, old metal-poor stars. Whether the star formation arises from infalling gas from thehalo or satellites, ooling ows (Mathews & Brighenti 1999), or ooling of internal residualgas left over from feedbak proesses suh as prior episodes of supernovae heating (Ferreras,Sannapieo, & Silk 2002) is not easily disriminated from our data, but we note thatthe small satter observed in the olor-magnitude plots preludes episodi star formationthat ours mainly in strong bursts, sine otherwise signi�ant olor dispersions would beexpeted. Moreover, whether the new star formation ontributes mainly to the disk ratherthan bulge is also a key unertainty.6. SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONSWe present a andidate sample of luminous, high-redshift spheroids (elliptials and thebulges of S0's and spirals) found within the Groth Strip Survey (GSS), one of the early-phase DEEP surveys with redshifts and spetra from the Kek Telesope and photometryfrom the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST). A framework is adopted in whih the struture ofeah galaxy is deomposed into two simple subomponents, one with an r1=4 pro�le whihwe dub a photo-bulge, and another with an exponential pro�le we dub a photo-disk. Weaution the reader that our seletion and struture-extration proedures may, however, alsoontaminate the sample with non-bulges suh as nulear/entral star-forming regions of late-type galaxies or any subomponent that is not well �t simply by an exponential with onesale length. We de�ne a statistially omplete sample of 86 galaxies that is onstrained tohave photo-bulges brighter than IAB;814 = 24 and to have good-quality, spetrosopially-on�rmed redshifts in the range 0:73 < z < 1:04. This sample is extrated from a larger andfainter redshift sample of about 600 �eld galaxies within the GSS and omprises about 40%of the full sample in the same redshift range. This photo-bulge sample is the most extensive,



{ 60 {faintest, and homogeneous sample of andidate bulges with solid spetrosopi redshifts atz � 1 and should be a statistially omplete sample of high-redshift, luminous, r1=4-pro�lebulges that inlude bona�de elliptials, bulges of S0's, and bulges of spirals. We largely avoidthe ommon problems in prior studies of identifying pure elliptials or early-type galaxies athigh redshift, of mixing galaxies with and without disks into the analysis of bulge evolution,and of ontamination of bulge olors by bluer disks.After further pruning the sample to exlude the faintest 0.5 mag and possibly unreliablemeasurements, we retain a sample of 52 bulges with whih we analyze the photo-bulgeluminosities, sizes, olors, and volume densities. With the aveat of having adopted severalkey assumptions for this work, namely, that galaxies an be deomposed into r1=4 bulges andexponential disks; that olor gradients for either subomponent are negligible; that olorslargely trak age rather than metalliity or dust, we �nd the following results:1) The main onlusion is that the vast majority (85%) of I814 < 23:1 luminous photo-bulges at redshift z � 1 are very red, with median restframe U � B = 0:46 and boundedby the 25 perentile at 0.31 and 0.55. This olor mathes that found for loal E-S0 today(U � B � 0:42 � 0:64) and is redder than the observed integrated U-B olors of luminousluster or �eld early-type galaxies at similarly high redshifts.2) The very red olors of the luminous photo-bulges are found to be independent of theirfration of the total light (pB/T), i.e., we �nd no di�erene between the olors of bulges foundin disk-dominated spirals and in early-type, bulge-dominated E-S0's. These red photo-bulgesalmost always (� 90%) o-exist with photo-disks at the 10% or greater level (B=T . 0:9),i.e., pure r1=4 elliptials are rare in our sample (.f., Shade et al. 1999). Likely systematierrors in our pB/T values strengthen this onlusion. We also �nd that almost all (90%)of the galaxies harboring suh very-red photo-bulges appear as normal early-type or spiralgalaxies. In ontrast, the galaxies hosting bluer photo-bulges are dominated (over 60%) bymorphologies (double nulei, distortions, lose neighbors) highly suggestive of interationsand mergers.3) The very-red photo-bulge olors are also independent of the olor of the assoiateddisk and of the inlination of the disk. If dust is playing a role, we have not been able todisern its e�ets diretly, exept as seen in a few edge-on objets.4) For the very red photo-bulges, the slope of the olor-magnitude relation is found to beshallow (� �0:02�0:02) and the intrinsi satter about the olor-magnitude relation is small,� < 0:03 mag. These math well to the slope of -0.03 and satter of � � 0:024 mag observedamong early-type luster galaxies at z � 0:83 (van Dokkum et al. 2000). We note thatthe persistene from high redshift z � 1 to today of a shallow slope in the olor-magnitude



{ 61 {relation might naively imply that metalliity, rather than age, is the more dominant auseof the olor-magnitude relation (e.g., Tamura et al. 2000). But, as mentioned next, a pure,simple, passive evolution model is unlikely to be appliable to our bulges, so the inuene ofyounger stars must be onsidered.5) For the very red photo-bulges, the size-luminosity relation reveals a luminosity (i.e.,surfae brightness) inrease at the level of � 1 mag by redshift z � 1. This luminositybrightening oupled with a lak of olor evolution is diÆult to explain by simple passiveevolution. One plausible alternate senario onsistent with our data starts with a dominant(�95%) metal-rih, early-formation (z & 1:5 � 2:0) population that is later polluted withrelatively mild and gradually dereasing star formation.6) In support of this on-going star formation senario, we �nd that even among galaxiesin whih both omponents are very red (i.e., good E-S0 andidates), roughly 60% (10/16)show O II emission lines. An even larger fration, 80% (8/10), of the most luminous galaxiesshow emission lines, indiating on-going star formation at the level of � 1M�yr�1 per1010M� of stars. Although this rate is onsiderably greater than needed to explain theonstany in bulge olors, the soure of the star formation ativity and the division ofnew stars between disk and bulge remain too unertain to assess whether we have a trueinonsisteny.7) Blue photo-bulges are only a small fration of bulges (8%). They host star formationativity that ranges from mild to intense; possess lower luminosities (MB) on average thanthe redder photo-bulges; often (3/4) reside in redder photo-disks; and are haraterized byrestframe half-lightB surfae brightnesses too low to enable them to be the progenitors of theredder, more luminous photo-bulges. Moreover, the narrow veloity widths (<� 100 km s�1)measured from some of their strong emission lines argue for low masses, and thus we onludethat the very blue photo-bulges are in fat luminous, entrally onentrated, star formationsites within disks that, on average, have older stellar populations. These blue photo-bulgesare not likely to be the genuine progenitors of luminous bulges today, but some are perhapsthe predeessors of small bulges in spirals.8) Taking points 1 and 7 together, we �nd little evidene in our deeper and moreextensive data to support previous laims (e.g., by Abraham et al. 1999; Menanteau et al.2001; Shade et al. 1999) for a signi�ant (30% to 50%) population of either blue bulges orblue elliptials at redshifts 0.7 - 1.0.9) The olors of photo-disks are almost always the same as or bluer than that of thephoto-bulges, but it is worth noting that we do �nd a few very-red, luminous photo-disksat high redshift. If these are genuine disks, the impliation is that at z � 1 not all massive



{ 62 {disks are young and that some old, massive S0's have already existed in the �eld.10) The integrated luminosity density (B) of very red photo-bulges omprise �36% ofthe total at high redshifts z � 1, a result in need of better statistis before solid onlusionsan be drawn.11) Finally, we ompare our data to improved heuristi formation models of E-S0's andbulges by Bouwens et al. and �nd that neither the Late nor Simultaneous bulge formationmodels math the B/T and bulge olor distributions. The Early monolithi ollapse modelwith old bulges, however, or the semi-analyti models of, e.g., Kau�mann and ollaborators,both provide preditions that yield far superior and, overall, good mathes to our data. Thebulge olors from the models being bluer than seen in the observations will probably needmore ompliated physis, e.g., protrated but mild star formation from ooling ows frominternal gas or infusion of external gas.Despite the various onlusions a�orded by the present sample, many important issuesremain to be resolved with improved data. On the observational side, larger samples arelearly needed to improve the statistis, espeially of rarer subsamples, suh as the frationof blue bulges or the frequeny of AGN ativity and their orrelation with bulge properties.Even extending the sample to lower redshifts may serve to strengthen or to hallenge thesomewhat unexpeted results we have thus far found at high redshifts. Diret omparisonsof the bulge olors of luster galaxies versus those in the �eld would be valuable. Colorgradients and other photometri strutural information (e.g., light pro�les whih are not r1=4,the presene of nulear point soures, measures of galaxy distortions) need to be explored indetail as well as the level of biases in photo-bulge measurements that may result from unusualmorphologies. Finally, diverse forms of orrelations will help to improve our understandingof the nature of bulges, espeially between bulge properties and other information, suh asdisk properties, morphology, lose neighbors and environment, or from other wavelengths(near-IR, far-IR, submm, radio, X-ray), and espeially the wealth of new loal data from the2dF and SDSS.The authors thank the sta�s of HST and Kek for their help in aquiring the data, tothe W. M. Kek Foundation for the telesopes, to the Hawaiian people for use of their saredmountain, and to Bev Oke and Judy Cohen for LRIS that made the redshifts possible. Wealso thank R. de Propris, P. Eisenhardt, and A. Graham for useful disussions regarding theolor-magnitude diagram and light pro�les of E-S0's and the referee for many onstrutivesuggestions. Support for this work was provided by NASA through grants AR-05801.01,AR-06402.01, AR-07532.01, and AR-08381.01 from the Spae Telesope Siene Institute,whih is operated by AURA, In., under NASA ontrat NAS 5-26555; a researh grant from



{ 63 {the Committee on Researh from the University of California, Santa Cruz; reward funds forDEIMOS from CARA; and by NSF grants AST 95-29098 and 0071198. The projet wasinitiated and supported by the Siene and Tehnology Center for Partile Astrophysisduring its 10 years of operation at the University of California, Berkeley.A. Seletion Funtion for the Bulge SampleA.1. Overview of ApproahSine seletion e�ets an oneivably mimi real evolutionary hanges in the high-redshift galaxy population, it is important to determine how they a�et the DEEP/GSSsample in general and the bulge sample in partiular. Our approah has two major ompo-nents. The �rst is based on simulations to determine the inompleteness of our photometriatalog from whih the spetrosopi samples are derived. The seond is based on a purelyempirial determination of any inompleteness of the spetrosopially-on�rmed sample byomparing it to the full photometri atalog. In both ases, simplifying assumptions asdetailed below are adopted.In the most general ase, the seletion funtion an be quanti�ed by a weight for eahobjet that is proportional to the inverse of the e�etive areal overage of the entire GSSsample and whih ombines the seletion funtions that depend on multiple parameters.For this work on bulges, we have restrited the dependenies to a small subset of possibleparameters that relate most losely to our analysis, namely, apparent ux, size (or surfaebrightness), pB/T, and olor. A more detailed disussion of seletion funtions, but for disksrather than bulges, is provided in Simard et al. (1999). The following summarizes the mainomponents related to this study of high redshift bulges.A.2. Distribution FuntionsThe observed distribution of bulges within a multi-dimensional spae of intrinsi proper-ties,MP , versus redshift, 	O(MP; z), is the result of any inherent (i.e., within the Universe)distribution 	U(MP; z) modi�ed by observational seletion e�ets, whose funtions we des-ignate as S. The possible parameters inluded within MP are many, but for this work,the most relevant are the absolute luminosity of the bulge in restframe B, MB; the bulgee�etive or half-light radius in kp, Re (or averaged surfae brightness within the e�etiveradius, �e); the bulge to total ratio, B=T ; and the bulge restframe olor, U � B. All ofour radii, salelengths, and surfae brightnesses refer to the non-irularized semimajor axis



{ 64 {values. Given that the ompleteness in the detetion of faint disks has already been found tobe dependent on at least surfae brightness as well as apparent magnitude (see Simard et al.1999), we might expet these to be signi�ant seletion e�ets for bulges as well. Beause oftheir high surfae brightness, the bias for bulges may be less than that for disks, but bulgesstill show some dispersion in their sizes and surfae brightnesses in loal samples ( Bender,Burstein & Faber 1992; Burstein et al. 1997).After adopting a osmology and a set of spetral energy distributions (SEDs) that spanthe range possessed by real galaxies, we an apply the appropriate orretions to translateany values ofMP and redshift z to a set of observed parameters, mp, or vie versa. We maythus, heneforth, speak of any funtion f(MP; z) or f(mp) interhangeably.The path from 	U(MP; z) to 	O(MP; z) is given by:	O(MP; z) = SPS(MP; z)SUP (MP; z)	U(MP; z); (A1)The subsript UP stands for \Universe sample to Photometri sample," and the subsript PSstands for \Photometri sample to Spetrosopi sample", where the spetrosopi samplerefers spei�ally to our photo-bulge sample. The distribution of intrinsi galaxy properties,	U(MP; z), is not known a priori. One the two seletion funtions in Eq. A1 have beenharaterized, however, their produt (denoted SUS hereafter) yields the region of the MPvolume where real galaxies would have been observed if they existed. SUS is partiularlyvaluable in making reliable omparisons of theoretial models to data.A.3. Spetrosopi Sample SeletionThe urrent DEEP/GSS sample has a total of 587 objets with both reliable Kekredshifts and HST strutural parameters (Vogt et al. 2004, : GSS1). The purpose of thepresent paper is to study the luminosities, olors, and volume densities of luminous bulgesat redshifts up to z � 1, so the sample was further redued to 86 galaxies by seletingonly galaxies with photo-bulges brighter than I814 = 23.566 and redshifts 0:73 < z < 1:04.Two AGN's (GSS ID: 142 4838 and 273 4925) whih would have met our onstraints wereexluded by requiring the e�etive radius of the photo-bulge be greater than 0.03 arse (0.3pixels).The high redshift limits that de�ne the sample were hosen 1) to orrespond roughly tothe 0:75 < z < 1:0 range adopted by CFRS in their study of high redshift elliptials (Shadeet al. 1999); 2) with an adjustment to a limit just below 0.75 and higher than 1.0 to inlude



{ 65 {two signi�ant spikes of galaxies at these two limits, as seen in Fig. 2; 3) to avoid redshiftshigher than z � 1:04 where our inompleteness is likely to be serious beause [O II℄3727�A, often our only redshift indiator, falls into the 7600 �A atmospheri \A" band absorptionfeature and then enters a dense and very bright forest of atmospheri night sky OH lines.Moreover, in our hosen redshift range, the observed I814 and V606 �lters orrespond roughlyto restframe U � B, while at higher redshifts, we are observing further into the ultravioletwhere loal galaxies have not been well observed.The ux limit I814 = 23:566 for photo-bulges was hosen to ahieve a relatively high spe-trosopi suess rate and to ensure moderate preision of struture deompositions and olormeasurements. With no onsideration of dependenies on redshift, the DEEP/GSS redshiftsample is statistially 85% omplete to bulge I814 = 23.566, meaning that reliable redshifts(quality greater than 2.9) were obtained for 85% of the targets observed spetrosopially.We emphasize that the �nal redshift sample of bulges, however, is neither spatially ompletenor uniformly sampled throughout the GSS, sine not all objets with bulges brighter thanI814 = 23.566 have thus far been targeted. Moreover, although the spetrosopi sample waslargely hosen as a magnitude limited sample, i.e. on the basis of (V +I)=2 � R magnitudes,the number of targets at eah magnitude interval was purposely hosen to be relatively atrather than rising towards fainter uxes like the ounts. Another reason the observed targetsdo not represent a random sampling of the full photometri atalog is that some andidateswere hosen on other riteria, suh as having a learly visible disk or very red or very blueolors. The next two setions address the determination of the atual seletion funtions.A.4. Determination of SPS, the Seletion Funtion from the Full PhotometriCatalog to the Spetrosopi SampleSine we do not yet have redshifts for the entire sample of galaxies in the 28 WFPC2�elds of the GSS, we make the simplifying assumption that the redshift distribution of theGSS is spatially invariant aross the entire strip. This assumption implies that our existingspetrosopi sample, regardless of its spatial distribution, has a redshift distribution that isrepresentative of that from the entire GSS �eld. With this simplifying assumption, we thende�ne the weight, W , for eah objet in our high redshift sample of photo-bulges to be theinverse of the frational overage of the entire GSS �eld size of 134 square armin. Thus aweight of 5 for an objet implies that it oupies a portion of the observed pB ux, bulgefration, olor, and surfae brightness volume where the spetrosopi sample totals to 0.2of the true averaged number of galaxies in the Universe in the full 134 square armin �eld ofview. The full seletion funtion is a produt of two terms: one from the true distribution



{ 66 {to the photometri atalog, SUP (mp), and one from the photometri atalog to the atualspetrosopi sample, SPS(mp).Here we disuss the determination of SPS, while SUP is desribed in the next setion. Asalready mentioned, we restrit the spae of observed variables to photo-bulge ux, olor, bulgefration (pB=T ), and surfae brightness (or size). Some dependene of the spetrosopiompleteness on ux and surfae brightness is to be expeted when onsidering the entiregalaxy, but is not as obvious when onsidering the ux or surfae brightness of a galaxysubomponent, suh as the photo-bulge. For bulge olor and bulge fration, ompletenessmay be further ompliated by possible orrelations of these with the relative ease of detetingreliable spetrosopi features. Galaxies with strong emission lines, for example, are expetedto be found in very blue galaxies,i.e., preferentially among those with small bulge frations.Given the diÆulty of aurately assessing all the fators that may a�et the degree to whihour atual photo-bulge sample is representative when ompared to that averaged over theentire GSS, we take the following rough empirial approah. We ignore more subtle seletione�ets due to small number utuations, systemati biases due to variable densities of objetsin di�erent parts of the multiparameter spae, and ovarianes among the parameters. Wehave also ignored the fat that the six objets in the deeper pointing (i.e., those with ID'sof 073 XXXX) have their own seletion funtions - we have merely adopted the single onederived for the other 27 GSS pointings.To derive the seletion funtion, we simply study the relative numbers of various sub-samples of galaxies in our full spetrosopi sample to that found with the same observedproperties in the full photometri atalog of the GSS(i.e., the one with 587 objets). Nodivision by redshifts was made, sine we do not have redshifts for all objets in the full pho-tometri atalog. As previously noted, we have two photometri atalogs, one that is the fullatalog in whih the images in V and I for all objets in the entire GSS were proessed sep-arately by GIM2D. The other atalog only has information for galaxies in the spetrosopisample and was proessed with GIM2D operating on both images simultaneously. Sineour subsample seletion and strutural parameters are based on the simultaneous mode ofGIM2D, ideally we would have the entire GSS proessed in this mode to yield a full pho-tometri atalog for the determination of the seletion funtion. In pratie, we adopt therelatively simple parameterization of the seletion funtion that is derived instead from theatalog proessed in the separate image mode. We have not found signi�ant systematidi�erenes in the measurements, only improved preision (smaller errors) when the simulta-neous mode of GIM2D is used.We �rst divided the spetrosopi sample into several ranges of photo-bulge I814 (IpB):e.g., 18-20, 20-21, 21-23, and 23-23.566. For eah, we obtained the ratio of the number of



{ 67 {spetrosopi objets relative to the entire GSS photometri atalog and plotted these againstIpB. A smooth �t as a funtion of bulge ux then yields the simple seletion funtion:W = 2.7 for IpB between 20 and 21;W = 2.2 for IpB between 21 and 21.5; andW = 2:0 � IpB - 41.5 for IpB > 21:5; where IpB is the apparent I814 magnitude of thephoto-bulge as measured in the atalog using separate �ts to the HST I and V images (seeTable 1).We then searhed for deviations from these average weights due to eah of apparentgalaxy size, olor, and pB/T ratios separately (i.e., no additional simultaneous subdivisionby two or more parameters) in eah of several ranges. We examined only the subsampleswith high quality redshifts. We deemed the above to be the most relevant for this study.We thus ignored other possible parameters for study, inluding those related to the originalseletion of targets for spetrosopy (e.g., presene of lose neighbors, inlination of galaxies,et.) or possibly related to the lak of suess in obtaining a redshift (slit length, positionwithin slit, PA and elliptiity, airmass, et.).The �ndings are relatively simple. Using 0.1 arse (1 pixel) intervals, we found novariations due to size to within the 68% on�dene limit (68% CL orresponding to 1 � fora normal distribution) when small-number statistis were expliitly taken into aount. Forolor (V606� I814 of the photo-bulge) in 0.2 to 0.5 mag bins, we again found no variations ata signi�ane level greater than 68% CL. The biggest disrepany was 4 objets observed,whereas 10.7 were expeted for the faintest bin with IpB = 23 to 23.566 and V � I olorof 1.5 to 2.0. This is a plausible bias beause suh red, faint galaxies may have greaterdiÆulty yielding reliable redshifts. For pB/T, however, while we found no variation for thethree brightest ux ranges to within 95% CL, we did �nd signi�ant variation in the weightsin the faintest photo-bulge ux range. For pB=T larger than 0.8 (perhaps orrespondingto pure elliptials), our sample had only 1 objet while 7 were expeted. Small numberstatistis indiate that this is still within our hosen threshold of 95% CL and so the simpleestimate above was retained. For pB/T below 0.2, however, we expeted 5.8 out of 44total and found 13, a result that is signi�antly low at greater than the 99% CL. We thusreommend adopting a weight W = 2.1 instead of the average weight formula above whenseletion e�ets that are dependent on B/T are needed. Only four objets within our highredshift photo-bulge sample are a�eted by this deviation from the global average: GSS ID:084 5452, 094 2210, 094 7063, and 144 1141. The ause of this exess is attributed to ourbias in favor of good andidates for rotation urve measurements, i.e. well formed, brightspirals, whih have faint bulges and thus small pB/T ratios.



{ 68 {A.5. Determination of SUP , the Universe to Photometri Catalog SeletionFuntionThe seletion funtion SUP (mp) ontains the information needed to onvert any sampleof galaxies on the sky to the photometri atalog produed with SExtrator and reets theadopted SExtrator detetion parameters (detetion threshold in �'s, minimum detetionarea, et.). SUP (MP; z) of the intrinsi properties, MP, is then merely a onversion ofthe seletion funtion SUP (mp) using K-orretions that depend on olor and redshift andorretions for size and luminosity distanes that depend on the hoie of osmology.Without a muh deeper photometri atalog for diret empirial measures of the sele-tion funtion, we have hosen to determine SUP (mp) from simulations reated by Simardet al. (2002). We generate 30,000 galaxy models with strutural parameter values thatuniformly over the following ranges: total galaxy brightness | 16:0 � I � 25:0; half-lightmajor-axis radius of an r1=4 bulge | 0:000 � re � 4:000; bulge to total ratio | 0 � B=T � 1:0;bulge elliptiity: 0 � e � 0:7; disk sale length | 0:0001 � rD � 10:000; and disk inlinationangles | 0 � i � 85. Note that the simulations were performed only in the I814 image, sothat the observed V � I olors were used only to apply the appropriate K orretions to linkto the intrinsi properties. Eah model galaxy was added, one at a time, to an empty 2000�2000setion of a typial HST GSS image. \Empty" here means that no objets were detetedby SExtrator in that sky setion using the same detetion parameters used to onstrut theobjet atalog. Using an empty setion of the GSS ensured that SUP (mp) was onstrutedwith the real bakground noise that was seen by the detetion algorithm. The bakgroundnoise inluded read-out, sky, and the brightness utuations of very faint galaxies below thedetetion threshold. This last ontribution to the bakground noise is partiularly hard tomodel theoretially without a priori knowledge of the ounts, light pro�les, and lusteringproperties of galaxies undeteted by the SExtrator software; the urrent approah bypassedthis problem. SExtrator was run on eah simulation with the same parameters that wereused to build the SExtrator photometri atalog. The funtion SUP (mp) was taken to bethe fration of galaxies suessfully deteted and measured by SExtrator at eah value of(I; re;B=T ).The results are simple: we should have deteted 100% of all galaxies to our limit ofbulge I814 � 23:566 for re � 2:005 regardless of any of the other parameters that were varied.Even up to re = 4:000 (the largest in our sample is less than 1:000), the ompleteness is expetedto be 99%. Thus the �nal weight for SUS is the same as for SPS determined in the previoussetion.



{ 69 {B. Additional Model Preditions vs. DataBesides the B/T vs. bulge-olor plot of the models in the main setion (Fig. 10), wepresent here the model plots orresponding to the other data �gures (Figs. 4, 5, 8). As inFig. 10, the data refer to the quality sample of 52 rather than the starting bulge andidatesample of 86. A few omments are made for eah �gure.Fig. 11,B/T Histogram: Both the open and hathed histograms are disriminating. Theopen histogram of the atual data shows a strong peak at the bulgeless (B=T � 0) end, aat distribution to B=T � 0:5, and a linear drop to the high bulge limit of B=T = 1. TheSimultaneous and Latemodels of Bouwens et al. (1999) both show muh atter distributions,while the SAM-B model shows a humped distribution peaking at B=T � 0:35. The SAM-Dmodel shows a sharp drop from the bulgeless end and is thus also a poor math to the data.Only the Early of Bouwens et al. (1999) model shows a reasonable math, though thebulgeless end of the model shows too few galaxies.The hathed portions of Fig. 11 show that both Late and Simultaneous models predita large population of luminous bulges and that most of these would have B=T > 0:7. Thequality-sample data are a poor math showing roughly half the number of luminous bulgesand a fairly broad B/T distribution with a peak near B=T � 0:6. In ontrast, the Earlymodel predits far fewer luminous bulges, roughly half that observed, with a peak at lowerB=T � 0:45, and a small bunh at B=T = 1. The SAM-B model predits numbers anda peak in B/T that are a good math to the data, but the predited spread is somewhatnarrower than observed. While the SAM-D models appeared to give the best mathingdistribution in Fig. 10 of B/T vs. olor, here its histogram shows the numbers are fewer anda shape skewed to lower B/T than observed.Qualitatively, the hathed histograms suggest the best �tting model would be SAM-Bwith the Early almost as good while the open histogram learly favors the Early over theSAM-B. The SAM-D gives a better math than SAM-B for the open distribution, but islearly inferior for the hathed bulge sample. Both the Simultaneous and Late models arelearly ruled out in both distributions.
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Fig. 11.| B/T distributions for various models as labeled vs the data. For the data, the openhistogram is the same as in Fig. 4 for the high redshift spetrosopi sample. The hathedhistogram di�ers by being the quality bulge sample of 52 rather than the 86 shown in Fig. 4.The model urves show the distributions with the same seletion riteria as adopted for thedata. The open histogram shows a good math only between the Early model and the data,while the hathed histograms show a fair math to the data by the SAM-B and the Earlymodels.



{ 71 {Fig. 12, Bulge Color vs Bulge Luminosity: The observational data exhibit a relativelytight band spanning about 3 magnitudes in luminosity and very red olors near U �B � 0:5and a muh sparser spread of galaxies towards bluer olors. As seen in a single Monte-Carlorealization of eah of the three improved models by Bouwens et al. (1999) and SAM-B andSAM-D (Fig. 12), the Simultaneous and Late models are poor mathes to data, while theremaining three models have overall distributions that are qualitatively similar. As might beexpeted, the Late models have more luminous blue bulges than the Simultaneous models;but both have many more luminous blue (U �B < 0) and very blue (U �B < 0:25) bulgesthan do the Early or SAM models. When the Early model and SAMs are examined morelosely, there are subtle but signi�ant deviations from the data. First, the SAM U � Bolors for the bulges are bluer on average by 0.1 to 0.2 mag than that of the observations.This olor di�erene is an independent on�rmation of our laim that photo-bulges appear tobe too red for an easy explanation with only passive evolution. Seond, exept for one bulgein the SAM-B distribution withMB � �20 and U �B < 0, the other one in SAM-B and thethree in the Early model are all at the luminous end of the distribution. The observationsshow three or four suh blue bulges and all are in the lower half of the luminosity range.Overall, the Early and SAM models math the olor-mag data well, although both Earlyand SAM models predit bluer bulges than observed. The Simultaneous and Late modelsprodue far too many very-luminous, blue bulges to be ompatible with our data. No modelseems to predit a sloped CM diagram as seen in the integrated olors of distant red lustergalaxies (van Dokkum et al. 2000).
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Fig. 12.| Restframe U � B olor vs. luminosity (MB) for models and the quality-sampledata. The solid line serves as a referene and is the observed lous for early-type lustergalaxies at redshift z � 0:83 (van Dokkum et al. 2000); see Fig. 5 for further details. Alarge number of luminous, very-blue bulges is predited by both the Simultaneous and Latemodels, while the other three models yield only a few suh bulges, as does the observedsample.



{ 73 {Fig. 13, B/T vs. Color Di�erene between Bulge and Disk: Fig. 13 shows that themajority of galaxies in either the Simultaneous or Late models have bulges that are bluerthan disks. In ontrast, the Early and SAM models and the observations all have bulgesthat are almost always as red or redder than any disk. The Early model shows a systematitrend of bluer bulges galaxies with larger B/T that is not observed. Thus overall, againthe Simultaneous and Late models are strongly exluded by the data, while the other threeshow distributions that are fair to good mathes, with the Early model being somewhat lessaurate than the other two.
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Fig. 13.| B/T in restframe B vs the di�erene in the restframe U �B olors of the bulgesand disks for models (as labeled) and data for the quality sample. Eah set of modeledobjets is based on one Monte-Carlo realization. The vertial line divides those bulges thatare redder than the disk (on the right) from those whih are bluer (on the left). Note thatamong large B/T systems, the bulges are systematially bluer than disks (left-hand side) forthe Simultaneous and Late models, and even in the Early models. The other two modelsmath the data qualitatively, though di�erenes in the distributions are visible.



{ 75 {C. Comments on Individual ObjetsHere we onsolidate additional omments on individual objets. Sizes refer to major-axishalf-light sizes, i.e., re for photo-bulges and 1.67�rd for photo-disks. Kinemati measure-ments have been made by �tting Gaussians to the emission line pro�les, stellar templatesto the absorption lines, and struture-based estimates of the terminal veloity from 2-Dmeasurement of rotation urves. CID refers to the CFRS ID's of elliptials (B/T = 1) asmeasured by Shade et al. (1999); a mention is made in eah ase of whether any emissionlines of O II were seen. By \very red" for the subomponents, we mean U � B > 0:25; by\less red", we mean U � B between 0 and 0.25; by \blue", we mean U � B between -0.25and 0, the latter orresponding to the average olor of loal Sb galaxies; and by \very blue"to mean U � B < �0:25. The * aompanying the ID indiates andidates in the qualitysample (see Setion 3.4)062 2060* { CID: 14.1028 (spei�ed twie in their published table) with O II detetedwith EW of 31+/-10�A. This is the 4th most luminous system with both a very red photo-bulge and photo-disk omponent and pB/T = 0.57. Yet strong O II emission lines (restframeEW � 10�A) are seen with � � 150 km s�1linewidth. HÆ is strong in absorption, indiatingpresene of a young (< 1 Gyr old) stellar population.062 6465 { This objet is in the possible blue E-S0 sample of Im et al. (2001). It has aredder, but larger photo-bulge than the very blue, tiny photo-disk.062 6859* { CID: 14.1178 with no O II deteted. This objet is in the E/S0 sample ofIm et al. (2002). Both the photo-disk and photo-bulge are very red. O II emission may bepresent (restframe EW � 11.5�A) and is unresolved.064 3021* { CID: 14.0854 (spei�ed twie in their published table) with no detetionof emission lines. Third most luminous galaxy with the photo-bulge and photo-disk beingboth very red. We �nd pB/T = 0.68 and also �nd no evidene of emission lines.073 1809* { Part of a omplex, interating pair or set of galaxies, deteted with ISOCAMand observed with an infrared spetrograph on Kek to measure its H� (see Cardiel et al.2003, for details).073 4569 { This less red galaxy has a very red, low luminosity (MB > �20) photo-bulgethat is larger than the tinier and blue photo-disk.073 7749 { This objet has a very red photo-bulge that is muh larger than the less red(i.e., slightly bluer) photo-disk.074 6044* { This is the seond most luminous galaxy with both omponents being



{ 76 {very red. The photo-disk is muh smaller than the photo-bulge. Strong O II emissionlines (restframe EW �8�A) are deteted and their veloity widths are unresolved (i.e., � .60 km s�1)074 6844* { This objet has the limiting eentriity of 0.70 and an extremely tinyphoto-bulge. Though the photo-bulge size is suspet, its olor is nevertheless measured tobe intrinsially very red.084 1138* { CID: 14.1277 with no emission, but their visual lassi�ation is Sab or later.This is one of 3 very red pB in the quality sample with unusual morphology. HST imagesshow a blue tidal feature or single wide spiral arm. We derive a pB/T � 0:43 and a bluephoto-disk. We �nd no strong emission lines.084 4515 { This objet has an extremely red (U�B = 1:24), low luminosity (MB > �20)photo-bulge that is larger than the tinier and very blue photo-disk. This galaxy is anISOCAM soure and has been observed spetrosopially in the near-infrared by Cardiel etal. (2003).092 1339* { CID: 14.1496 with strong O II emission. This galaxy is the only non-very-red photo-bulge more luminous than MB = �21 and is one of the two blue E-S0's in thequality sample (other is 294 2078) studied by Im et al. (2001). With a U�B = 0:10, it is stillred by our de�nition. The photo-disk is minor (pB/T = 0.88), both in luminosity and size.Multiple Kek spetra yield a well-measured low veloity width of O II of only � 85 km s�1.Exept for the low mass inferred from the kinematis, this objet would otherwise be thebest andidate for a genuine blue bulge. Suh low mass systems, however, might be loserto the luminous ompat blue galaxies (.f., Guzm�an et al. 1998), some of whih appear tobe possible progenitors of dwarf elliptials suh as NGC-205.092 2023 { This objet, with eentriity of 0.69, has lose to the limiting value (0.70)imposed by the software modeling. More interesting, it has an extremely tiny photo-bulgeand is the most luminous galaxy with re < 0:1 arse (1 pixel). Even when the whole galaxyis onsidered, the half-light size remains so tiny (< 1 kp), that it lies in the extreme tailof the distribution of sizes for E-S0 (see GSS9 or Bernardi et al. 2003a). Yet, when itslarge veloity dispersion of �200 km s�1is taken into aount, it is o�set from the loalfundamental plane by roughly 2.5 mag; this amount mathes well the overall evolution seenat redshift z � 1 (Gebhardt et al. 2003). This amount is far smaller than the inferred o�setof �4 mag from the size-luminosity relation and is a aution that any inferred evolution fromthe size-luminosity relation should be independently heked. Whether the photo-bulge sizeand thus surfae brightness are reliable, its olor is, nevertheless, measured to be very red,an expeted result sine the whole galaxy is very red.



{ 77 {092 3358 { One of 7 photo-bulges more luminous than MB = �20 that are not veryred. It has uniformly blue olors (restframe U � B � 0) for the entire galaxy, inluding aphoto-disk that is nominally smaller in half-light size than the photo-bulge. Strong O IIemission is deteted, but with low veloity width � � 50 km s�1.092 6027 { Its �pB/T may be overestimated by 0.07 { see disussion in Se. 2.1.092 7241 { The photo-disk is measured to be smaller and redder than the photo-bulge,but the galaxy is blue overall, with the spetra showing very strong emission lines of O II.Two fainter neighbors lie within 2 arse.093 1325 { This very red galaxy has an intrinsially very red, low luminosity (MB ��19:1) photo-bulge that is muh larger in size than the equally red photo-disk.093 2268 { Both omponents are of low-luminosity and blue, with the photo-disk slightlysmaller than the photo-bulge.093 2327* { One of three out of 41 very red quality pB with unusual morphology, inthis ase apparently having 4 very lose interating or merging satellite galaxies.093 2470* { CID 14.1311 with no emission lines at the galaxy redshift. This system is,however, part of a quad-lens system (Ratnatunga et al. 1999; Crampton et al. 1996) wherethe bakground soure at redshift z � 3:4 is easily diserned via strong, broad emission lines.Our pB/T � 0:5 suggests an S0 rather than pure r1=4 elliptial, though the photo-disk hasolors lose to that of Sb galaxies (U � B � 0). This galaxy is the seond most luminousin the spetrosopi sample of 205 with high redshifts z between 0.73 and 1.04.093 3251* { CID: 14.1356 with strong O II emission and a visual lassi�ation of Sab orlater. Shade et al. (1999) laimed this is a blue pure elliptial. We measure pB/T � 0:6,a very red photo-bulge, and a very blue disk. The galaxy is blue overall, shows featuresresembling spiral-arms or tidal extensions, and yields strong O II emission lines (restframeEW � 32�A) that are unresolved in veloity width.094 1313* { This objet has an eentriity of 0.69 (lose to the limiting value of 0.70)and a small, very red, pure photo-bulge. Its pB/T may be overestimated by 0.07 { seedisussion in setion 2.1.094 2210 { This system is distinguished in having among the lowest pB/T � 0:11 inour sample; a morphology with multiple blobs that might suggest a disk in early formation(Koo et al. 1996); and yet a very red photo-bulge. The rotation urve estimate of a terminalveloity � 290km s�1by Vogt et al. (1996) suggests that this galaxy is massive.094 2660* { This is the 5th most luminous galaxy with a very red photo-bulge and



{ 78 {photo-disk. Emission lines of O II are seen (restframe EW �13�A) with a high veloitywidth � � 200 km s�1.094 4009 { A very-blue, low-luminosity photo-bulge with a very-red, equally brightphoto-disk (restframe U � B � 0:42). The morphology is peuliar; strong emission lines ofO II are found; and the veloity width is unresolved at � � 26 km s�1.094 4767* { Among the bluer photo-bulges in the quality sample. The image, how-ever, shows two ompat onentrations of light of roughly equal brightness and olor andimbedded at the edge of a round disk-like omponent. One of the ompat subomponentshas been identi�ed as the photo-bulge, while the other has been regarded in our detetionsystem to be a separate galaxy (see GSS2 for an image of the residuals to the GIM2D �t).The photo-bulge in this ase is unlikely to be a genuine blue bulge and is instead probablyone of two blue, very atively star-forming regions of a late-type galaxy.094 6234* { This is one of three out of 41 very red pB with unusual morphology { in thisase, several very lose apparently interating neighbors. Its pB/T may be overestimated by0.09 as disussed in setion 2.1.103 2074* { This is the 9th most luminous galaxy with both omponents are very red.The photo-bulge is muh tinier and and of lower luminosity than the photo-disk. Emissionlines of O II are deteted (restframe EW �6-12�A) with a large veloity width of � �195 km s�1. Its pB/T may be overestimated by 0.09 as disussed in setion 2.1.103 2974 { The very red galaxy has a very red, low luminosity (MB > �20) photo-bulgethat is larger than the less red photo-disk.103 4766* { This very red galaxy has a photo-bulge with eentriity of 0.69, lose tothe fored limit of 0.70. Though the size of its extremely tiny (0.04 arse) photo-bulge maybe suspet, it appears very red. The photo-bulge is aompanied by a nominally larger, butstill very red photo-disk.103 7221* { The 6th most luminous galaxy with both omponents being very red. Emis-sion lines of O II are seen at EW � 6�Awith a veloity width of � � 40 km s�1.104 6432* { One of 7 non-very-red photo-bulges more luminous than MB = �20. Ithas the 3rd bluest photo-bulge among the quality sample, but it has a very red, smallerphoto-disk and a pB=T = 0:73. The small photo-disk better represents the enter of thisgalaxy and thus probably its true bulge. Thus the true bulge is then atually very red(U �B = 0:57). The presene of emission lines is unertain. Its pB/T may be overestimatedby 0.07 as disussed in setion 2.1.



{ 79 {112 5966* { The very red photo-bulge is very small (0.06 arse).113 3311* { This is the 8th most luminous galaxy with both omponents being veryred. The photo-disk is, however, muh smaller than the photo-bulge. A ompanion galaxy113 2808 (lower right of image panel) has the same redshift (z = 0:8117) and is seen as avery peuliar ar-like or string-like galaxy with one end pointing towards 113 3311. Strongemission lines of O II are deteted (EW �5�A) with a moderate veloity width of � �100 km s�1. HÆ is strong in absorption and higher order Balmer lines are visible, both luessuggesting presene of a young post-starburst phase.113 3646* { Its pB/T may be overestimated by 0.07 as disussed in setion 2.1.124 2009 { This low-luminosity, very-blue photo-bulge has an eentriity of 0.69 (loseto imposed limit of 0.70) and is aompanied by a slightly smaller but more luminous andredder photo-disk.134 4363* { This objet has an unusually high restframe B? B/T = 0.98 with a veryred (0.57) photo-bulge.144 1141 { The very red photo-bulge is extremely small in this photo-disk dominatedsystem (pB=T = 0:15).152 3226 { This uniformly very-blue galaxy has a peuliar morphology and is near avery bright galaxy about 1 arse away. The very blue photo-bulge is larger than the veryblue photo-disk.152 5051* { The extremely red photo-bulge olor may be a�eted by a dusty edge-ondisk. The overall photometry may su�er signi�ant ontamination by a very bright projetedneighbor.153 0432 { The photo-bulge is larger than the photo-disk, but both are very red. O IIis deteted at EW � 10�A and is unresolved.153 2422 { Peuliar morphology, perhaps part of an interating system with 153 2622.Photo-bulge is muh larger than the photo-disk but both are very blue. The O II emissionis very strong (EW � 47�A) and unresolved in width.153 2622 { Peuliar morphology and other part of 153 2422 system.153 5853 { The photo-bulge is small, faint, and blue. This galaxy is a good andidateto belong to the ompat narrow emission line galaxy (CNELG) lass. Its photo-B/T maybe overestimated by a large systemati error of 0.14 as disussed in setion 2.1.163 4865* { Its photo-bulge olor is unphysially red (U � B = 1:53), but has large



{ 80 {random errors and may be a�eted by a dust.164 6109* { One of two luminous (MB < �21) photo-bulges that are not very red, butonly barely, with U � B � 0:24. The photo-disk has blue olors and emission lines aredeteted with the width unresolved, i.e. � < 50 km s�1.174 4356* { Has the very bluest photo-bulge in the quality sample, a low pB/T ratio,and a less red photo-disk. The galaxy has asymmetrial subomponents.183 2970* { Very blue, peuliar galaxy in a omplex system. The photo-bulge, the2nd bluest among the quality sample, is however muh larger than the very blue photo-disk. Strong emission lines of EW � 60�A are unresolved though seen with a tilt in the 2-Dsky-substrated image of the spetrum.184 6971 { This very blue galaxy has been assumed to be one part of a very blue, losetriple system. The photo-bulge is measuerd to be muh larger than the photo-disk. Emissionlines are very strong (EW (H� � 80�A) and resolved at about � �80 km s�1.193 1838* { This galaxy has an espeially prominent spiral struture. The photo-bulgeolor of U � B = 0:24 is just below the very red threshold. The photo-disk is blue and thesystem has a low pB=T � 0:23.203 4339* { This is the 7th most luminous galaxy with both omponents very red. Emis-sion lines are observed (EW � 2:5�A) with veloity width barely resolved (� � 60km s�1).212 1030* { One of 7 photo-bulges more luminous than MB = �20 that are not veryred. It has U � B = 0:20 and is in the blue E-S0 sample of Im et al. (2001). The objet isone in a string of several blobs (see Fig. 14). Presene of emission lines is unertain.222 2555* { This very red galaxy has a very red photo-bulge that is measured to belarger than the less red photo-disk. The pB/T is greater than 0.7 and thus still inluded inthe quality sample.273 4427 { This objet is in the possible blue E-S0 sample of Im et al. (2001). Thephoto-disk is very blue, more luminous, and muh smaller than the photo-bulge. This galaxyis a good andidate to belong to the ompat narrow emission line galaxy (CNELG) lass.The strong emission lines have a veloity width of � � 86 km s�1.273 7619 { The photo-bulge is not very red, but the galaxy has a very tiny (0.1 arsedisk sale length), very-red photo-disk. Thus the true bulge is atually very red (see Fig. 14).274 5920* { This is the most luminous galaxy and has the most luminous photo-disk inour spetrosopi sample of 205 at redshifts between 0.73 and 1.04. The two subomponents



{ 81 {are roughly equal in luminosity and both are very red. No emission lines are deteted.282 5737* { This galaxy has a muh redder, fainter, and smaller photo-disk than photo-bulge.283 5331* { This very red galaxy has a very red photo-bulge. Though the photo-bulgeis larger than the blue photo-disk, the pB/T is 0.75 and thus the bulge was inluded in thequality sample.283 6152* { This the the 10th most luminous galaxy in whih the photo-bulge andphoto-disk are both very red. The photo-bulge is tiny and has an eentriity at the limitof 0.70. Emission lines of EW � 3�A are unresolved.292 0936 { The pB/T is 0.12, the lowest in the total 86 bulge sample. The photo-bulgeis still very red (U�B � 0:65, but has large errors of 0.25 mag in U�B) and the photo-diskis blue (U � B = �0:07).292 6262* { Both omponents are very red with a pB/T of 0.32. No emission lines areseen.294 2078* { This blue galaxy, like 092 1339, is in the blue E-S0 sample of Im et al.(2001), but it has a rotation urve and appears to be a spiral. The photo-bulge is nonethelessvery red while the photo-disk is very blue. This is an exellent example of the onfusionregarding bulge olors when subomponents are not separated.303 1249* { Both omponents are very red, with pB/T of 0.44. Emission lines areobserved (EW � 5�A) to be unresolved.303 4538 { The blue photo-bulge is muh larger than the very red photo-disk, whih isthe more likely ounterpart to the true bulge.313 4845 { Its photo-B/T may be overestimated by 0.11 as disussed in setion 2.1.313 7453* { This photo-bulge with U � B = �0:25 is the third bluest in the qualitysample (after 183 2970 and 174 4356), but it has a redder photo-disk. The morphology showsa entral kidney-bean shaped omponent. The galaxy is relatively ompat for its blue olorand may qualify as a ompat narrow emission line galaxy (CNELG). The O II emission lineis strong (EW � 20�A) and is unresolved.
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Fig. 14.| V606 and I814 images of the full 86 bulge andidate sample. Eah image is 8:000 � 8:000 with theandidate in the enter and with North and East in usual noon and 9 o'lok position. Top-row labels givethe GSS-ID, I814 mag, and V606 � I814 olor of the photo-bulge. The seond row shows the redshift, MBof the photo-bulge (h =0.7, 
m=0.3, 
� = 0:7), pB=T ratio in restframe B, and restframe U � B olor.Asterisks (*) indiate members of the quality sample.
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Table 1. Galaxy Data for High Redshift Photo-Bulge Sample from Separate Color FitsNo. Soure ID R.A. De. I814 I814 V � I V � I V � I re r1=2 z Qz W Notes� � � � � � J2000 J2000 Bulge Gal. Bulge Gal. Aper. px px � � � � � � � � � � � �(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)1* 052 6543 14:17:48.28 52:31:17.2 21.20 20.31 1.80 1.84 1.95 1.93 6.34 0.755 4.0 2.2 ef2* 062 2060 14:17:45.99 52:30:32.1 22.04 21.16 2.04 2.12 2.21 2.30 3.53 0.985 4.0 2.6 de3 062 6465 14:17:41.22 52:30:26.9 22.62 21.89 3.99 1.69 1.61 4.25 2.67 1.020 2.9 3.7 dg4* 062 6859 14:17:40.93 52:30:21.1 22.52 21.91 2.41 2.39 2.21 1.61 3.12 0.987 2.9 3.5 f5* 064 3021 14:17:52.03 52:29:29.3 21.60 21.13 1.61 1.97 2.10 3.36 5.04 0.997 3.0 1.7 bdf6 064 4412 14:17:53.41 52:29:41.1 23.73 22.33 1.47 1.36 1.89 7.14 9.38 0.988 3.0 6.07 064 4442 14:17:54.04 52:29:11.3 23.86 21.97 3.87 1.04 1.54 6.29 6.31 0.878 3.0 6.2 h8 064 4813 14:17:53.75 52:29:41.0 23.65 21.85 2.89 1.20 1.44 5.90 6.49 0.986 3.0 5.8 h9* 073 1809 14:17:42.50 52:28:45.0 22.86 21.34 1.37 1.32 1.43 3.38 5.15 0.830 4.0 4.210 073 2675 14:17:49.32 52:29:07.5 23.47 22.29 2.46 2.02 2.08 0.29 1.65 0.809 3.0 5.4 e11 073 4569 14:17:48.32 52:29:24.1 23.73 22.53 2.29 1.63 1.60 5.96 4.40 0.997 3.0 6.0 d12 073 7749 14:17:45.47 52:29:50.8 22.32 21.06 6.50 1.96 1.91 5.33 3.14 0.873 3.0 3.1 de13* 074 6044 14:17:49.23 52:28:02.7 21.52 21.14 2.37 2.26 2.42 10.63 7.38 0.997 3.0 1.5 df14* 074 6844 14:17:50.04 52:28:04.8 22.70 21.87 2.08 1.97 2.06 0.49 1.59 0.972 3.0 3.9 d15* 084 1138 14:17:37.26 52:26:49.7 21.54 20.67 2.35 1.55 2.01 1.79 6.73 0.812 3.0 1.6 de16* 084 2525 14:17:38.53 52:27:05.6 22.68 21.76 1.76 1.99 2.20 1.36 3.81 0.812 3.0 3.9 f17 084 4515 14:17:40.43 52:27:19.4 23.39 22.20 3.89 1.42 1.46 3.33 3.20 0.811 3.8 5.3 d18 084 5452 14:17:42.11 52:26:45.7 23.47 21.25 0.57 1.27 1.43 3.99 4.09 0.748 3.0 5.4 h19* 092 1339 14:17:27.59 52:26:45.1 21.56 21.40 1.70 1.30 1.15 2.93 2.59 0.903 3.0 1.6 dfg20* 092 2023 14:17:27.25 52:26:27.5 21.91 21.73 3.14 2.09 2.03 0.99 1.20 0.987 3.0 2.3 de21 092 3358 14:17:25.06 52:26:58.9 22.73 21.47 1.07 1.43 1.41 6.70 4.43 0.901 4.0 4.0 d22 092 6027 14:17:22.87 52:26:22.4 23.42 22.90 2.24 1.98 2.06 1.83 1.79 0.900 3.0 5.323 092 7241 14:17:21.32 52:26:34.2 22.77 21.77 0.94 1.23 1.08 6.25 4.92 0.768 3.0 4.024 093 1325 14:17:31.18 52:26:25.2 23.29 22.76 2.20 2.17 2.07 1.69 0.99 0.814 3.0 5.1 d25 093 2268 14:17:35.58 52:26:42.8 22.53 22.03 1.95 1.48 1.34 9.91 10.29 0.786 3.0 3.6 d26* 093 2327 14:17:31.20 52:26:35.3 21.37 20.42 2.43 1.80 2.13 1.65 6.75 0.743 2.9 2.227* 093 2470 14:17:35.74 52:26:45.7 20.39 19.69 2.30 1.83 2.15 4.96 11.29 0.811 5.0 2.7 adef28* 093 3251 14:17:33.57 52:26:49.2 21.86 21.70 2.29 1.24 1.86 4.39 4.63 0.836 3.2 2.2 d29* 094 1313 14:17:30.43 52:26:04.9 23.04 22.82 2.29 1.86 1.94 1.69 1.82 0.903 3.0 4.6 d30 094 2210 14:17:31.31 52:26:08.8 23.39 21.21 5.91 1.34 2.08 3.34 13.21 0.900 3.0 5.3 dh31* 094 2559 14:17:32.75 52:25:22.6 22.66 21.38 2.06 1.98 2.25 2.02 9.24 0.903 3.0 3.832* 094 2660 14:17:32.87 52:25:21.7 21.64 20.69 2.25 2.12 2.26 2.40 8.87 0.903 3.0 1.8 def33* 094 2762 14:17:32.97 52:25:19.9 21.96 21.31 1.66 1.87 2.04 1.73 4.58 0.902 2.9 2.4 f34 094 4009 14:17:33.14 52:26:14.7 23.83 22.99 0.81 1.21 0.82 5.48 6.34 0.988 3.0 6.2 d35* 094 4767 14:17:35.22 52:25:19.8 22.83 21.40 0.81 1.44 1.44 3.16 7.33 0.749 5.0 4.2 d36* 094 6234 14:17:36.04 52:25:54.7 21.83 21.79 1.99 1.97 2.16 2.85 2.92 0.803 3.0 2.2 f37 094 7063 14:17:37.63 52:25:27.9 23.58 21.44 3.38 1.81 2.24 2.20 18.27 0.905 3.0 5.7 h38* 103 2074 14:17:29.70 52:25:32.5 22.01 21.79 2.55 2.42 2.22 5.24 6.12 1.023 3.0 2.5 de39 103 2974 14:17:29.50 52:25:40.9 24.06 22.27 3.93 1.96 2.20 4.98 3.13 0.903 3.0 6.6 dh40* 103 4766 14:17:28.26 52:25:57.2 21.96 21.10 2.12 2.04 2.23 0.43 1.99 0.812 3.0 2.4 def
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Table 1|ContinuedNo. Soure ID R.A. De. I814 I814 V � I V � I V � I re r1=2 z Qz W Notes� � � � � � J2000 J2000 Bulge Gal. Bulge Gal. Aper. px px � � � � � � � � � � � �(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)41* 103 7221 14:17:22.87 52:26:11.0 21.46 20.79 1.86 2.06 2.31 4.70 6.83 0.901 4.0 2.2 ef42* 104 6432 14:17:29.77 52:24:46.9 22.88 22.47 0.89 1.21 1.11 4.04 2.60 0.991 3.0 4.3 d43* 112 5966 14:17:08.99 52:24:40.9 22.33 20.91 2.29 1.80 2.09 0.71 4.87 0.821 4.0 3.2 d44* 113 3311 14:17:16.22 52:24:21.3 20.77 20.50 2.12 1.97 2.07 7.82 5.38 0.812 4.0 2.7 def45* 113 3646 14:17:19.88 52:24:32.0 23.24 22.55 1.68 2.03 2.04 2.23 1.34 0.904 3.0 5.046 124 2009 14:17:11.59 52:22:40.0 23.17 21.85 0.97 1.14 1.00 8.62 8.50 1.036 3.0 4.8 d47* 134 4363 14:17:08.57 52:20:42.2 22.10 21.97 2.41 1.69 1.82 2.52 2.68 0.997 3.0 2.748* 142 4347 14:16:51.56 52:20:55.9 22.28 21.29 2.02 1.90 2.02 1.26 6.16 0.809 3.0 3.149* 143 2770 14:17:03.11 52:20:58.0 21.93 21.39 1.56 1.93 2.20 1.57 2.94 0.812 3.0 2.4 f50 144 1141 14:16:58.19 52:19:46.6 23.56 21.45 2.17 1.69 1.91 0.49 4.09 0.813 2.9 5.6 dh51* 152 2736 14:16:47.09 52:19:38.8 22.80 22.35 4.34 1.94 1.83 3.33 3.57 0.812 4.0 4.152 152 3226 14:16:46.84 52:19:28.7 23.04 22.08 0.76 0.94 1.17 7.45 5.72 0.812 5.0 4.653* 152 5051 14:16:44.33 52:19:48.8 21.25 20.32 6.27 1.71 2.19 8.48 9.68 0.809 3.0 2.2 d54 153 0432 14:16:53.17 52:19:18.5 23.68 22.65 1.43 2.06 2.29 1.44 2.16 0.999 2.9 5.955 153 2422 14:16:51.55 52:19:36.1 21.76 21.24 1.15 1.11 1.16 7.53 3.93 0.807 3.0 2.056 153 2622 14:16:51.54 52:19:37.0 23.24 22.04 1.34 1.00 0.88 4.31 6.82 0.807 3.0 5.057 153 5853 14:16:54.08 52:20:14.8 23.52 23.08 1.19 1.33 1.31 2.47 1.09 0.989 3.0 5.5 d58 154 1435 14:16:52.01 52:18:44.4 23.85 22.25 -0.42 0.77 0.82 2.15 3.09 0.933 4.0 6.259 163 3159 14:16:48.86 52:18:40.1 23.45 22.37 2.06 1.24 1.30 2.68 2.43 0.809 3.0 5.460* 163 4865 14:16:49.09 52:18:57.8 22.33 20.94 2.38 1.59 1.95 5.42 7.11 0.810 4.0 3.261* 164 6109 14:16:49.86 52:18:09.1 21.55 20.66 1.19 1.50 1.71 4.36 6.64 0.808 3.0 1.6 d62* 174 4356 14:16:42.56 52:16:09.6 22.34 20.99 0.38 1.18 0.96 8.28 5.44 0.810 3.0 3.263* 183 2970 14:16:37.11 52:16:21.9 22.89 22.03 0.13 0.59 0.75 4.75 5.39 1.028 3.0 4.364 184 6971 14:16:39.13 52:14:52.1 23.64 21.85 1.05 0.87 0.73 4.06 2.04 0.868 5.0 5.8 h65* 193 1227 14:16:26.47 52:14:45.9 21.51 21.18 2.07 2.01 2.20 2.45 3.61 0.799 4.5 1.5 ef66* 193 1838 14:16:27.46 52:14:53.4 22.82 21.22 1.38 1.46 1.60 6.34 9.95 0.931 3.0 4.167* 203 4339 14:16:20.52 52:14:07.4 21.80 20.38 1.82 1.95 2.20 1.25 6.01 0.813 4.6 2.1 e68* 212 1030 14:16:10.23 52:12:37.1 22.01 21.63 2.67 1.58 1.75 2.59 4.39 0.878 2.9 2.5 dg69* 222 2555 14:16:01.64 52:11:47.3 22.60 22.22 2.31 2.08 2.03 3.92 3.09 0.869 3.0 3.7 d70 233 5614 14:15:58.12 52:10:43.7 23.38 22.32 0.90 1.15 1.12 4.78 6.14 0.988 3.0 5.371 273 4427 14:15:34.14 52:05:54.0 22.54 21.56 0.05 0.90 0.81 3.73 1.45 0.989 4.0 3.6 dg72* 273 5056 14:15:37.12 52:06:06.4 22.80 22.36 1.52 1.77 1.83 1.63 2.93 0.912 3.0 4.173 273 7619 14:15:32.54 52:06:23.5 22.56 21.99 2.01 1.90 2.07 2.49 2.00 0.811 3.0 3.6 d74* 274 0837 14:15:33.89 52:04:39.2 22.08 21.92 1.84 1.79 2.05 1.46 1.81 0.742 2.9 2.775* 274 1220 14:15:33.91 52:04:56.7 23.06 22.42 1.63 1.94 2.10 2.13 2.43 0.810 3.0 4.676* 274 5920 14:15:38.89 52:05:06.6 20.40 19.63 2.20 2.03 2.22 3.83 10.81 0.811 4.5 2.7 def77* 282 5737 14:15:20.06 52:04:20.8 21.87 21.58 1.69 1.87 1.97 4.87 3.18 0.752 4.5 2.2 f78* 283 5331 14:15:28.00 52:04:53.1 21.04 20.69 2.16 2.04 1.61 10.36 6.98 0.809 4.0 2.2 d79* 283 6152 14:15:30.00 52:05:06.1 21.79 20.79 2.30 2.04 1.87 0.42 2.54 0.809 4.0 2.1 de80 292 0936 14:15:18.73 52:03:21.1 22.87 20.93 3.34 1.43 1.73 7.05 14.46 0.871 2.9 4.2
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Table 1|ContinuedNo. Soure ID R.A. De. I814 I814 V � I V � I V � I re r1=2 z Qz W Notes� � � � � � J2000 J2000 Bulge Gal. Bulge Gal. Aper. px px � � � � � � � � � � � �(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15)81* 292 6262 14:15:12.62 52:03:34.5 22.75 21.75 1.32 1.97 2.18 1.08 2.67 0.829 3.2 4.082* 294 2078 14:15:23.22 52:01:41.6 22.53 21.96 3.23 1.44 1.61 5.61 5.50 0.929 3.0 3.6 dfg83* 303 1249 14:15:18.03 52:01:57.0 22.60 21.49 0.60 1.66 1.83 1.81 4.71 0.809 4.0 3.784 303 4538 14:15:16.11 52:02:26.7 22.87 22.00 1.84 1.56 1.58 5.93 3.51 0.731 3.0 4.2 d85 313 4845 14:15:10.34 52:01:20.7 23.68 23.11 1.09 0.87 1.21 2.85 3.52 0.952 2.9 5.986* 313 7453 14:15:10.53 52:01:47.9 22.66 21.77 1.20 1.27 1.26 2.64 3.08 0.767 3.0 3.8 dNote. |Col. (1): Sequene number ordered by soure ID; galaxies with * belong to quality sample (see Setion 3.4).Col. (2): Soure ID is given by FFC XXYY, where FF is the sub�eld, C is the WFPC2 hip number, and XX and YY are the hipoordinates in units of 10 pixels (Koo et al. 1996).Col. (3) & (4): J2000 oordinates from Rhodes et al. (2000).Col. (5): I814 magnitude in Vega system (as are all magnitudes) of the photo-bulge omponent.Col. (6): Total I814 magnitude of galaxy.Col. (7): V606 � I814 olor of photo-bulge.Col. (8): V606 � I814 olor of galaxy.Col. (9): V606 � I814 olor within entral 0.3 arse diameter aperture.Col. (10): Half-light or e�etive radius of major axis of photo-bulge in units of pixels from I814 image.Col. (11): Half-light radius of galaxy measured along major axis in units of pixel from I814 image.Col. (12): Redshifts from Kek Telesope.Col. (13): Redshift quality: 2.9 or greater are reliable.Col. (14): Weight for volume density alulations relative to full GSS �eld area of 134 square armin, i.e., 2.0 means an inompleteness of50%.Col. (15): Notes:a Quad lens (Ratnatunga et al. 1999; Crampton et al. 1996).b Radio soure 15V39 from Fomalont et al. 1991. B=T �1 in Shade et al. (1999) as measured from HST I; V � I measured from ground V and I.d see Appendix C for additional omments.e In Gebhardt et al. (2003: GSS9) sample for Fundamental Plane analysis.f In Im et al. (2002: GSS10) sample of bright E-S0's.g In Im et al. (2001) sample of blue spheroid andidates.h When seleting by B=T , weights should be redued by 2.2 (see Appendix A).
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Table 2. Data for Galaxy Components From Simultaneous Color FitsNo. Soure ID I814 I814 I814 pB=T V � I V � I V � I re e rd i �2814� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk I814 Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk Disk �2606(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)1* 052 6543 20.31 21.18 20.95 0.45 1.87 2.01 1.77 0.20 0.47 0.65 13.67 1.034� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:02 +0:04�0:03 +0:06�0:08 +0:06�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:02�0:01 +0:02�0:02 +3:51�3:80 1.0092* 062 2060 21.11 21.72 22.01 0.57 2.23 2.25 2.21 0.30 0.46 0.26 65.60 1.087� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:08�0:08 +0:12�0:09 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:04 +0:11�0:12 +0:16�0:14 +0:02�0:02 +0:09�0:06 +0:01�0:01 +2:56�3:47 1.0033 062 6465 21.91 22.62 22.69 0.51 1.69 3.58 1.00 0.30 0.10 0.15 42.91 1.008� � � � � � +0:03�0:06 +0:14�0:12 +0:16�0:13 +0:07�0:05 +0:06�0:05 +1:41�0:46 +0:14�0:17 +0:05�0:03 +0:04�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +2:50�3:04 1.0354* 062 6859 21.89 22.33 23.07 0.66 2.34 2.26 2.49 0.20 0.27 0.32 62.92 0.982� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:11�0:09 +0:20�0:16 +0:05�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:16�0:15 +0:37�0:33 +0:02�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +2:23�2:86 1.0115* 064 3021 21.12 21.56 22.29 0.66 2.06 2.16 1.86 0.34 0.46 0.51 26.35 1.006� � � � � � +0:02�0:04 +0:06�0:07 +0:15�0:09 +0:04�0:03 +0:05�0:06 +0:14�0:12 +0:19�0:19 +0:04�0:03 +0:03�0:02 +0:04�0:05 +7:88�8:43 1.0506 064 4412 22.24 23.35 22.74 0.36 1.64 3.18 1.26 0.83 0.33 0.66 77.16 1.013� � � � � � +0:06�0:05 +0:18�0:19 +0:11�0:11 +0:06�0:05 +0:08�0:09 +1:36�0:74 +0:17�0:15 +0:15�0:12 +0:13�0:10 +0:04�0:05 +1:22�1:40 1.0387 064 4442 21.87 23.41 22.17 0.24 1.18 3.00 0.95 0.63 0.16 0.44 58.52 1.023� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:23�0:23 +0:09�0:08 +0:06�0:04 +0:05�0:05 +1:46�0:90 +0:09�0:10 +0:11�0:05 +0:09�0:08 +0:02�0:02 +1:41�1:73 1.0538 064 4813 21.83 23.32 22.15 0.25 1.23 3.49 0.95 0.63 0.07 0.40 36.46 1.122� � � � � � +0:04�0:05 +0:26�0:22 +0:09�0:09 +0:06�0:05 +0:06�0:05 +1:55�1:08 +0:11�0:10 +0:17�0:13 +0:04�0:05 +0:02�0:01 +3:66�3:46 1.1249* 073 1809 21.31 22.53 21.72 0.32 1.34 1.69 1.24 0.46 0.61 0.33 2.80 1.440� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:22�0:32 +0:16�0:09 +0:11�0:06 +0:05�0:03 +0:31�0:37 +0:14�0:17 +0:15�0:07 +0:07�0:08 +0:01�0:01 +3:78�2:10 1.46610 073 2675 22.29 23.45 22.75 0.34 2.01 2.35 1.87 0.03 0.68 0.15 26.74 1.085� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:08 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:11�0:12 +0:05�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +2:25�12:2 1.13311 073 4569 22.48 23.53 23.00 0.38 1.68 2.39 1.39 0.64 0.04 0.25 72.88 1.140� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:10�0:07 +0:04�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:03 +0:23�0:19 +0:08�0:06 +0:02�0:03 +0:12�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:78�0:89 1.12712 073 7749 21.04 22.39 21.42 0.29 1.89 2.43 1.73 0.69 0.06 0.16 60.81 1.365� � � � � � +0:03�0:01 +0:12�0:06 +0:03�0:05 +0:01�0:03 +0:01�0:03 +0:11�0:11 +0:04�0:05 +0:01�0:04 +0:03�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:34�0:26 1.21413* 074 6044 21.14 21.54 22.41 0.69 2.34 2.41 2.22 1.07 0.00 0.29 65.36 1.025� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:02 +0:06�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:05 +0:08�0:10 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:84�0:85 1.02014* 074 6844 21.91 22.70 22.62 0.48 1.89 2.41 1.57 0.06 0.70 0.16 41.25 1.249� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:03 +0:03�0:04 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:07 +0:04�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +1:29�1:37 1.19415* 084 1138 20.65 21.56 21.26 0.43 1.67 2.13 1.42 0.17 0.24 0.81 43.13 1.018� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:01 +0:03�0:04 +0:06�0:06 +0:06�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +4:30�4:44 1.06216* 084 2525 21.73 22.32 22.66 0.57 2.07 2.37 1.77 0.22 0.53 0.39 79.14 0.991� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:13�0:08 +0:11�0:17 +0:05�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:14�0:16 +0:18�0:16 +0:03�0:04 +0:05�0:10 +0:02�0:02 +1:30�1:16 0.99817 084 4515 22.09 23.00 22.71 0.44 1.57 3.33 1.04 0.45 0.06 0.20 68.08 1.103� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:12�0:15 +0:11�0:09 +0:06�0:04 +0:04�0:06 +1:51�0:67 +0:11�0:14 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +1:22�1:55 1.14018 084 5452 21.25 23.37 21.42 0.14 1.34 3.13 1.20 0.24 0.19 0.24 58.67 1.244� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:17�0:21 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +1:41�0:67 +0:04�0:05 +0:09�0:02 +0:09�0:13 +0:01�0:01 +0:82�0:84 1.26919* 092 1339 21.37 21.55 23.41 0.85 1.35 1.63 0.48 0.34 0.25 0.06 9.41 1.030� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:04 +0:29�0:22 +0:03�0:04 +0:04�0:04 +0:07�0:07 +0:23�0:31 +0:04�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +2:95�6:75 1.04820* 092 2023 21.75 22.01 23.43 0.79 2.03 2.29 1.41 0.09 0.69 0.17 83.13 1.036� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:06�0:05 +0:17�0:21 +0:03�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:09�0:10 +0:23�0:22 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:02 +0:01�0:02 +1:18�1:11 1.026
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Table 2|ContinuedNo. Soure ID I814 I814 I814 pB=T V � I V � I V � I re e rd i �2814� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk I814 Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk Disk �2606(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)21 092 3358 21.42 22.39 22.00 0.41 1.48 1.47 1.48 0.69 0.55 0.24 74.17 1.059� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:15�0:12 +0:09�0:10 +0:05�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:14�0:17 +0:12�0:12 +0:01�0:02 +0:06�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:96�0:99 1.06622 092 6027 22.90 23.15 24.60 0.78 2.02 2.35 1.26 0.17 0.36 0.14 54.07 0.995� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:17�0:15 +0:76�0:43 +0:12�0:08 +0:10�0:09 +0:33�0:27 +0:65�0:84 +0:03�0:03 +0:06�0:10 +0:02�0:03 +14:7�10:8 0.93823 092 7241 21.80 22.83 22.34 0.38 1.10 0.65 1.55 0.61 0.18 0.26 68.56 1.023� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:19�0:15 +0:11�0:11 +0:06�0:05 +0:06�0:05 +0:18�0:20 +0:19�0:19 +0:05�0:09 +0:09�0:10 +0:01�0:01 +1:35�1:41 1.05424 093 1325 22.76 23.33 23.74 0.59 2.08 2.03 2.16 0.17 0.12 0.03 30.01 0.938� � � � � � +0:05�0:05 +0:16�0:15 +0:29�0:19 +0:09�0:07 +0:10�0:08 +0:25�0:24 +0:33�0:38 +0:04�0:04 +0:07�0:06 +0:01�0:01 +9:30�11:8 0.98025 093 2268 22.09 22.62 23.10 0.61 1.29 1.39 1.18 1.03 0.08 0.49 24.17 1.033� � � � � � +0:05�0:07 +0:15�0:13 +0:21�0:20 +0:06�0:08 +0:11�0:11 +0:23�0:29 +0:39�0:33 +0:05�0:09 +0:08�0:06 +0:06�0:08 +10:6�18:9 1.03226* 093 2327 20.41 21.36 21.00 0.42 1.83 2.27 1.59 0.17 0.07 0.73 39.36 1.142� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:04 +0:01�0:02 +0:03�0:05 +0:08�0:07 +0:05�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +2:07�2:05 1.08427* 093 2470 19.68 20.38 20.48 0.52 1.88 2.24 1.58 0.50 0.24 1.18 52.21 1.030� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:07 +0:07�0:06 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +0:08�0:09 +0:07�0:08 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +1:49�2:20 1.06228* 093 3251 21.64 22.22 22.59 0.59 1.36 2.02 0.83 0.30 0.54 0.65 54.30 0.989� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:07�0:07 +0:10�0:07 +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:05 +0:11�0:11 +0:10�0:11 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +2:21�2:37 1.02229* 094 1313 22.77 22.84 25.88 0.95 1.94 2.41 -0.10 0.20 0.69 0.09 28.78 0.996� � � � � � +0:04�0:05 +0:07�0:06 +1:31�0:70 +0:04�0:06 +0:09�0:09 +0:21�0:24 +0:77�1:34 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +13:7�13:1 0.98730 094 2210 21.19 23.53 21.32 0.11 1.47 4.76 1.35 0.29 0.66 0.89 64.97 1.081� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:17�0:15 +0:03�0:04 +0:02�0:01 +0:05�0:05 +1:56�0:82 +0:05�0:06 +0:08�0:05 +0:03�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:91�1:04 1.07231* 094 2559 21.38 22.68 21.78 0.30 2.00 2.37 1.86 0.19 0.08 0.84 35.07 0.965� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:11�0:11 +0:07�0:06 +0:03�0:02 +0:09�0:09 +0:22�0:19 +0:12�0:11 +0:03�0:03 +0:11�0:05 +0:02�0:02 +7:21�5:95 1.00132* 094 2660 20.68 21.62 21.29 0.43 2.12 2.36 1.97 0.25 0.20 0.92 43.37 0.976� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:05�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:01�0:02 +0:06�0:05 +0:11�0:12 +0:08�0:07 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +2:72�3:48 0.99333* 094 2762 21.31 21.93 22.19 0.56 1.88 2.15 1.63 0.17 0.32 0.66 58.60 1.075� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:05�0:07 +0:10�0:06 +0:04�0:02 +0:06�0:05 +0:10�0:12 +0:10�0:12 +0:02�0:01 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:03 +3:79�3:40 0.99934 094 4009 22.86 23.53 23.71 0.54 1.23 0.79 2.23 0.57 0.65 0.43 21.66 1.038� � � � � � +0:09�0:09 +0:18�0:17 +0:21�0:19 +0:07�0:08 +0:12�0:12 +0:26�0:24 +1:51�0:58 +0:06�0:06 +0:04�0:06 +0:08�0:11 +19:5�17:4 1.05635* 094 4767 21.44 22.86 21.77 0.27 1.44 1.47 1.45 0.29 0.32 0.49 62.56 1.138� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:21�0:12 +0:06�0:07 +0:03�0:05 +0:05�0:04 +0:25�0:25 +0:09�0:09 +0:05�0:06 +0:08�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +1:55�1:43 1.07936* 094 6234 21.76 21.85 24.56 0.92 2.06 2.25 0.85 0.27 0.59 0.44 62.01 0.958� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:09�0:07 +1:01�0:77 +0:05�0:07 +0:07�0:07 +0:21�0:20 +1:01�1:17 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +5:29�4:93 1.03637 094 7063 21.44 23.43 21.62 0.15 1.82 2.53 1.72 0.28 0.67 1.29 79.42 1.023� � � � � � +0:02�0:05 +0:25�0:34 +0:08�0:06 +0:06�0:03 +0:08�0:08 +0:44�0:39 +0:09�0:11 +0:18�0:08 +0:02�0:04 +0:05�0:09 +0:77�0:70 1.00638* 103 2074 21.76 21.82 24.89 0.94 2.29 2.30 2.15 0.68 0.63 0.18 81.43 1.019� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:05�0:05 +1:56�0:51 +0:04�0:03 +0:08�0:07 +0:09�0:10 +1:65�1:37 +0:06�0:06 +0:02�0:03 +0:05�0:27 +2:94�6:59 0.99339 103 2974 22.20 23.46 22.63 0.32 1.98 3.90 1.62 0.55 0.62 0.17 8.08 1.030� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:20�0:21 +0:10�0:10 +0:06�0:05 +0:05�0:06 +1:49�0:90 +0:14�0:13 +0:03�0:05 +0:07�0:09 +0:01�0:01 +5:99�5:17 1.00540* 103 4766 21.10 22.01 21.70 0.43 2.06 2.14 2.00 0.04 0.69 0.24 74.73 1.037� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:05 +0:06�0:04 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:02 +0:09�0:08 +0:06�0:07 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +0:57�0:61 1.029
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Table 2|ContinuedNo. Soure ID I814 I814 I814 pB=T V � I V � I V � I re e rd i �2814� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk I814 Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk Disk �2606(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)41* 103 7221 20.74 21.16 21.94 0.67 2.25 2.46 1.90 0.60 0.12 0.57 31.60 0.999� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:08�0:05 +0:16�0:14 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:05 +0:13�0:12 +0:19�0:19 +0:06�0:05 +0:02�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +3:21�4:13 0.99042* 104 6432 22.54 22.82 24.15 0.77 1.15 0.94 2.55 0.20 0.34 0.11 30.15 1.091� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:10�0:10 +0:30�0:27 +0:06�0:06 +0:06�0:07 +0:10�0:13 +0:82�0:54 +0:02�0:02 +0:06�0:06 +0:02�0:01 +13:3�13:3 1.05943* 112 5966 20.90 22.40 21.22 0.25 1.84 2.28 1.72 0.06 0.07 0.39 32.99 1.021� � � � � � +0:02�0:01 +0:07�0:09 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:01 +0:04�0:03 +0:13�0:13 +0:05�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:09�0:04 +0:01�0:02 +2:91�3:74 1.00544* 113 3311 20.50 20.76 22.15 0.78 2.05 2.10 1.87 0.75 0.53 0.17 66.20 1.036� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:03�0:02 +0:09�0:08 +0:02�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:07�0:06 +0:21�0:16 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +1:23�1:28 1.00845* 113 3646 22.59 22.90 24.10 0.75 2.04 1.96 2.65 0.12 0.53 0.07 71.56 0.953� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:26�0:19 +0:61�0:51 +0:12�0:15 +0:07�0:04 +0:42�0:30 +1:62�1:35 +0:06�0:01 +0:09�0:10 +0:02�0:01 +8:79�7:74 0.99446 124 2009 21.83 23.08 22.25 0.32 1.12 0.79 1.31 0.94 0.69 0.49 46.53 1.060� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:14�0:15 +0:08�0:07 +0:04�0:04 +0:06�0:05 +0:20�0:19 +0:13�0:10 +0:07�0:11 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:02 +3:97�4:48 1.07347* 134 4363 22.01 22.20 24.00 0.83 1.75 2.58 0.31 0.24 0.23 0.15 43.20 0.954� � � � � � +0:05�0:05 +0:12�0:10 +0:74�0:44 +0:07�0:07 +0:07�0:07 +0:31�0:26 +0:49�0:70 +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:07 +0:02�0:02 +3:82�5:15 0.98448* 142 4347 21.30 22.31 21.84 0.39 1.90 2.18 1.77 0.12 0.32 0.62 60.51 1.072� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:05�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:01 +0:06�0:04 +0:11�0:11 +0:07�0:07 +0:01�0:01 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +1:90�2:08 1.05149* 143 2770 21.38 21.91 22.43 0.62 2.04 2.24 1.78 0.16 0.29 0.33 12.31 0.989� � � � � � +0:04�0:02 +0:10�0:09 +0:15�0:17 +0:05�0:06 +0:05�0:06 +0:20�0:15 +0:22�0:23 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:05 +0:04�0:03 +10:9�8:35 1.02850 144 1141 21.43 23.50 21.60 0.15 1.76 2.22 1.71 0.04 0.16 0.29 47.30 1.026� � � � � � +0:02�0:01 +0:13�0:13 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:20�0:20 +0:04�0:05 +0:02�0:02 +0:08�0:11 +0:01�0:01 +1:37�1:28 1.01451* 152 2736 22.37 22.85 23.48 0.64 1.81 2.35 1.26 0.34 0.64 0.21 68.60 1.010� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:16�0:10 +0:21�0:19 +0:05�0:08 +0:05�0:04 +0:42�0:28 +0:30�0:31 +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:05 +0:02�0:04 +3:01�2:60 1.05752 152 3226 22.01 22.81 22.72 0.48 1.07 1.07 1.07 0.76 0.03 0.34 73.77 1.086� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:12�0:13 +0:12�0:12 +0:05�0:05 +0:08�0:08 +0:26�0:21 +0:22�0:20 +0:04�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:01 +1:23�1:85 1.14753* 152 5051 20.28 21.09 20.97 0.47 1.95 2.89 1.50 0.95 0.47 0.66 76.05 1.366� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:05�0:05 +0:04�0:04 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:20�0:26 +0:08�0:06 +0:08�0:04 +0:08�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +0:65�0:94 1.33354 153 0432 22.54 23.20 23.35 0.54 2.20 2.45 2.00 0.28 0.45 0.15 40.06 1.248� � � � � � +0:06�0:10 +0:33�0:33 +0:56�0:27 +0:17�0:13 +0:13�0:11 +0:66�0:52 +0:54�0:66 +0:04�0:08 +0:19�0:15 +0:02�0:02 +8:59�12:6 0.93655 153 2422 21.21 21.67 22.35 0.65 1.15 1.12 1.19 0.75 0.43 0.13 1.94 1.336� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:06�0:05 +0:10�0:09 +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:05 +0:12�0:12 +0:22�0:22 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +2:69�1:94 1.24456 153 2622 22.04 23.17 22.51 0.36 0.95 1.06 0.91 0.41 0.05 0.49 70.65 1.039� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:22�0:15 +0:10�0:10 +0:05�0:06 +0:06�0:05 +0:24�0:26 +0:14�0:13 +0:06�0:05 +0:06�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +1:85�1:63 1.04057 153 5853 23.16 23.31 25.39 0.87 1.27 1.43 0.64 0.09 0.44 0.21 70.53 0.983� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:18�0:10 +0:86�0:76 +0:07�0:13 +0:08�0:08 +0:20�0:19 +0:75�1:07 +0:02�0:02 +0:10�0:10 +0:04�0:04 +8:55�7:82 0.97458 154 1435 22.19 23.34 22.67 0.35 0.97 0.45 1.37 0.24 0.69 0.23 53.97 1.264� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:16�0:14 +0:10�0:08 +0:05�0:05 +0:03�0:05 +0:19�0:17 +0:18�0:15 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +2:32�5:84 1.25259 163 3159 22.37 23.52 22.83 0.35 1.23 1.61 1.07 0.23 0.39 0.14 26.75 0.978� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:24�0:20 +0:11�0:10 +0:06�0:07 +0:04�0:06 +0:31�0:29 +0:12�0:15 +0:06�0:04 +0:09�0:13 +0:01�0:01 +6:04�8:71 1.05460* 163 4865 20.93 22.21 21.33 0.31 1.68 3.78 1.32 0.63 0.01 0.40 3.58 1.189� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:19�0:18 +0:10�0:07 +0:05�0:05 +0:04�0:05 +1:40�0:70 +0:10�0:11 +0:12�0:10 +0:02�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +3:77�2:77 1.112
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Table 2|ContinuedNo. Soure ID I814 I814 I814 pB=T V � I V � I V � I re e rd i �2814� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk I814 Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk Disk �2606(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)61* 164 6109 20.63 21.26 21.51 0.56 1.62 1.83 1.42 0.59 0.42 0.48 62.04 1.055� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:04�0:06 +0:07�0:04 +0:03�0:02 +0:03�0:02 +0:07�0:10 +0:10�0:09 +0:05�0:04 +0:02�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +1:60�3:84 1.08662* 174 4356 21.06 22.80 21.31 0.20 1.21 0.16 1.80 0.39 0.70 0.31 59.19 1.498� � � � � � +0:02�0:01 +0:13�0:16 +0:03�0:04 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +0:16�0:17 +0:10�0:09 +0:04�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:82�0:90 1.39363* 183 2970 22.04 22.46 23.28 0.68 0.73 0.84 0.53 0.67 0.69 0.20 44.74 1.146� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:09�0:09 +0:15�0:17 +0:05�0:05 +0:04�0:04 +0:10�0:13 +0:20�0:19 +0:03�0:02 +0:01�0:02 +0:01�0:02 +5:17�5:51 1.19964 184 6971 21.80 22.74 22.39 0.42 0.77 0.94 0.65 0.40 0.33 0.10 51.66 1.486� � � � � � +0:02�0:04 +0:12�0:16 +0:11�0:09 +0:06�0:04 +0:04�0:04 +0:23�0:20 +0:15�0:14 +0:03�0:02 +0:08�0:13 +0:01�0:01 +3:10�2:48 1.57165* 193 1227 21.17 21.47 22.73 0.76 2.04 2.28 1.48 0.26 0.37 0.43 24.80 1.010� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:08�0:09 +0:35�0:22 +0:07�0:05 +0:06�0:05 +0:14�0:13 +0:27�0:37 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:04�0:10 +12:2�6:03 1.01466* 193 1838 21.21 22.89 21.48 0.21 1.51 1.88 1.42 0.40 0.02 0.65 51.39 1.095� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:19�0:50 +0:17�0:07 +0:13�0:03 +0:06�0:05 +0:42�0:44 +0:11�0:14 +0:29�0:05 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:02 +2:66�3:27 1.06667* 203 4339 20.39 21.69 20.78 0.30 1.99 2.33 1.88 0.15 0.57 0.49 46.11 1.018� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:06 +0:02�0:03 +0:02�0:01 +0:03�0:02 +0:09�0:09 +0:03�0:04 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +1:57�1:21 1.02868* 212 1030 21.56 22.28 22.35 0.52 1.70 1.80 1.60 0.16 0.02 0.54 5.01 1.051� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:10�0:09 +0:13�0:09 +0:04�0:05 +0:08�0:08 +0:17�0:18 +0:16�0:15 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +5:00�4:14 1.06669* 222 2555 22.24 22.67 23.47 0.68 2.05 2.39 1.58 0.39 0.43 0.15 27.57 0.978� � � � � � +0:06�0:06 +0:12�0:11 +0:21�0:20 +0:06�0:06 +0:10�0:07 +0:41�0:34 +0:42�0:43 +0:07�0:06 +0:12�0:08 +0:01�0:02 +22:6�12:0 1.00470 233 5614 22.32 23.35 22.87 0.39 1.14 1.08 1.17 0.56 0.69 0.40 58.80 1.077� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:14�0:15 +0:11�0:10 +0:05�0:05 +0:07�0:06 +0:21�0:21 +0:17�0:14 +0:06�0:09 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +3:11�3:28 1.03371 273 4427 21.58 22.60 22.13 0.39 0.86 1.02 0.78 0.33 0.41 0.07 74.47 1.083� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:10�0:10 +0:07�0:07 +0:04�0:03 +0:04�0:03 +0:19�0:16 +0:10�0:09 +0:07�0:09 +0:08�0:24 +0:01�0:01 +1:34�1:24 1.08272* 273 5056 22.39 22.98 23.34 0.58 1.75 2.03 1.46 0.12 0.64 0.33 35.56 1.078� � � � � � +0:05�0:05 +0:11�0:11 +0:16�0:14 +0:05�0:05 +0:07�0:07 +0:19�0:22 +0:21�0:19 +0:03�0:02 +0:04�0:05 +0:03�0:04 +10:1�14:0 1.01673 273 7619 21.95 22.48 22.99 0.61 1.95 1.72 2.45 0.28 0.64 0.10 84.42 1.056� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:08�0:09 +0:16�0:12 +0:06�0:04 +0:08�0:08 +0:18�0:14 +0:39�0:41 +0:04�0:03 +0:04�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:58�1:41 1.00774* 274 0837 21.94 22.16 23.74 0.81 1.84 2.16 0.96 0.14 0.20 0.23 20.71 1.006� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:12�0:12 +0:94�0:32 +0:10�0:07 +0:07�0:09 +0:22�0:20 +0:49�0:90 +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:06 +0:03�0:04 +12:2�6:41 1.00475* 274 1220 22.42 23.03 23.34 0.57 2.12 2.37 1.87 0.23 0.14 0.15 70.12 1.080� � � � � � +0:04�0:06 +0:16�0:18 +0:30�0:18 +0:10�0:08 +0:09�0:07 +0:40�0:34 +0:32�0:38 +0:08�0:06 +0:23�0:08 +0:02�0:02 +2:86�2:93 0.99776* 274 5920 19.63 20.41 20.35 0.49 2.08 2.24 1.96 0.38 0.22 1.16 13.00 1.009� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:02 +0:04�0:03 +0:06�0:07 +0:05�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +1:40�1:90 1.00077* 282 5737 21.60 21.89 23.17 0.76 1.83 1.65 2.75 0.48 0.40 0.09 78.63 0.977� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +0:11�0:12 +0:03�0:02 +0:05�0:06 +0:06�0:08 +0:39�0:29 +0:03�0:02 +0:03�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +2:48�2:91 1.03678* 283 5331 20.72 21.05 22.17 0.74 2.01 2.34 1.43 1.04 0.01 0.22 84.99 2.201� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:01�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +0:04�0:02 +0:07�0:05 +0:06�0:08 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:02 1.59979* 283 6152 20.79 21.79 21.34 0.40 2.00 2.10 1.95 0.05 0.70 0.27 84.39 1.067� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:04 +0:03�0:04 +0:01�0:02 +0:02�0:01 +0:07�0:09 +0:04�0:05 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:01�0:01 +0:21�0:29 1.07180 292 0936 20.96 23.39 21.07 0.11 1.43 2.57 1.35 0.44 0.44 0.89 56.25 1.036� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:23�0:18 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:05 +0:44�0:42 +0:06�0:05 +0:13�0:09 +0:05�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +1:48�1:59 1.037
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Table 2|ContinuedNo. Soure ID I814 I814 I814 pB=T V � I V � I V � I re e rd i �2814� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk I814 Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk Disk �2606(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14)81* 292 6262 21.77 22.99 22.19 0.32 2.17 2.24 2.13 0.07 0.45 0.23 27.08 1.031� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:13�0:11 +0:06�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:06 +0:18�0:17 +0:10�0:10 +0:02�0:02 +0:08�0:13 +0:01�0:01 +3:19�3:33 1.01582* 294 2078 22.02 22.85 22.74 0.46 1.34 3.07 0.73 0.41 0.60 0.36 54.75 0.968� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:27�0:24 +0:23�0:22 +0:11�0:10 +0:06�0:07 +0:78�0:62 +0:23�0:23 +0:12�0:10 +0:08�0:08 +0:02�0:02 +3:58�4:85 1.01583* 303 1249 21.47 22.37 22.10 0.44 1.92 1.86 1.95 0.25 0.40 0.37 77.43 1.046� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:14�0:08 +0:06�0:08 +0:03�0:05 +0:03�0:04 +0:17�0:18 +0:14�0:12 +0:02�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +0:78�0:81 1.02184 303 4538 22.01 23.03 22.55 0.39 1.54 1.25 1.78 0.59 0.05 0.17 57.20 1.122� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:23�0:21 +0:14�0:13 +0:07�0:07 +0:07�0:09 +0:29�0:33 +0:30�0:24 +0:01�0:03 +0:05�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +3:20�2:65 1.07985 313 4845 23.00 23.36 24.37 0.72 1.04 1.25 0.63 0.38 0.65 0.32 20.97 1.044� � � � � � +0:05�0:02 +0:14�0:13 +0:49�0:26 +0:09�0:09 +0:10�0:09 +0:25�0:23 +0:40�0:51 +0:04�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:06 +11:2�12:8 1.10786* 313 7453 21.82 22.92 22.32 0.37 1.26 1.11 1.36 0.25 0.67 0.18 29.87 1.112� � � � � � +0:02�0:01 +0:09�0:11 +0:06�0:06 +0:03�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:14�0:15 +0:11�0:10 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:04 +0:01�0:01 +4:24�7:82 1.048Note. | Setion 2.1 disusses the use of simultaneous �tting to extrat the measurements. Errors orrespond to 68%on�dene limits from the GIM2D �ts and Monte Carlo samplings and do not inlude any systemati or random errors thatan be derived from simulations (see GSS2 and Setion 2.1).Col. (1): Sequene number ordered by soure ID; galaxies with * belong to the quality sample (see setion 3.4).Col. (2): Soure ID is given by FFC-XXYY, where FF is the sub�eld, C is the WFPC2 hip number, and XX and YY are thehip oordinates in units of 10 pixels.Col. (3): I814 of entire galaxy based on GIM2D �ts.Col. (4): I814 of photo-bulge omponent.Col. (5): I814 of photo-disk omponent.Col. (6): pB/T ratio measured on the I814 image; true random errors are & 0:1. Setion 2.1 disusses systemati errors.Col. (7): V606 � I814 olor of entire galaxy.Col. (8): V606 � I814 olor of photo-bulge omponent.Col. (9): V606 � I814 olor of photo-disk omponent.Col. (10): Half-light major-axis radius of photo-bulge in arses on the I814 image; note that re(1� e)1=2 gives the irularizede�etive radius,re; as measured with a irular aperture.Col. (11): Bulge eentriity (limited to a maximum of 0.7) is equal to 1 � b=a (a and b are the semi-major and semi-minoraxis, respetively).Col. (12): Exponential sale length of photo-disk in arses from I814 image.Col. (13): Photo-disk inlination angle (0 for fae-on).Col. (14): Redued �2 of simultaneous �ts for the I814 and V606 images, with expeted values near 1.0.
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Table 3. Derived Properties of Galaxy Components (h = 0.7, 
m = 0:3, 
� = 0:7)No. Soure ID MB MB MB pB=T U �B U � B U � B Re h�ei Rd� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk Bmag Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)1* 052 6543 -21.83 -20.95 -21.19 0.45 0.31 0.41 0.24 1.47 18.52 4.78� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:02 +0:04�0:06 +0:04�0:03 +0:06�0:07 +0:11�0:10 +0:12�0:122* 062 2060 -22.27 -21.66 -21.37 0.57 0.42 0.43 0.42 2.41 18.80 2.09� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:09�0:10 +0:14�0:11 +0:06�0:04 +0:01�0:02 +0:05�0:06 +0:07�0:07 +0:15�0:14 +0:18�0:16 +0:10�0:073 062 6465 -21.53 -21.08 -20.53 0.66 0.18 0.88 -0.21 2.43 19.47 1.17� � � � � � +0:05�0:07 +0:18�0:13 +0:21�0:18 +0:09�0:11 +0:03�0:03 +0:18�0:13 +0:08�0:11 +0:38�0:23 +0:27�0:27 +0:05�0:054* 062 6859 -21.53 -21.07 -20.38 0.66 0.48 0.44 0.54 1.57 18.45 2.53� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:12�0:11 +0:25�0:19 +0:07�0:08 +0:01�0:02 +0:07�0:07 +0:15�0:15 +0:18�0:25 +0:29�0:37 +0:24�0:265* 064 3021 -22.29 -21.87 -21.07 0.68 0.35 0.39 0.25 2.75 18.86 4.06� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:08�0:09 +0:18�0:13 +0:06�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:06�0:06 +0:09�0:10 +0:33�0:20 +0:23�0:21 +0:41�0:346 064 4412 -21.03 -20.19 -20.43 0.47 0.13 0.81 -0.08 6.64 22.55 5.27� � � � � � +0:07�0:06 +0:25�0:20 +0:13�0:14 +0:10�0:11 +0:04�0:05 +0:34�0:29 +0:10�0:09 +1:17�0:93 +0:38�0:35 +0:38�0:327 064 4442 -20.83 -19.58 -20.50 0.31 -0.18 0.88 -0.33 4.90 22.69 3.39� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:32�0:35 +0:09�0:09 +0:12�0:08 +0:03�0:03 +0:73�0:51 +0:06�0:07 +0:82�0:40 +0:39�0:33 +0:14�0:128 064 4813 -21.33 -20.23 -20.93 0.36 -0.09 0.91 -0.26 5.00 21.98 3.22� � � � � � +0:05�0:07 +0:30�0:25 +0:11�0:11 +0:09�0:08 +0:03�0:03 +0:33�0:40 +0:07�0:06 +1:38�1:01 +0:55�0:55 +0:10�0:129* 073 1809 -21.19 -19.99 -20.78 0.32 -0.09 0.14 -0.15 3.47 21.29 2.52� � � � � � +0:02�0:05 +0:23�0:34 +0:17�0:09 +0:12�0:06 +0:03�0:02 +0:21�0:24 +0:09�0:12 +1:13�0:54 +0:60�0:45 +0:04�0:0410 073 2675 -20.14 -19.01 -19.67 0.35 0.37 0.59 0.27 0.23 16.43 1.13� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:08 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +0:08�0:08 +0:03�0:03 +0:07�0:05 +0:50�0:49 +0:03�0:0411 073 4569 -20.84 -19.94 -20.25 0.44 0.16 0.50 0.00 5.12 22.13 2.01� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:12�0:10 +0:06�0:07 +0:04�0:05 +0:01�0:02 +0:09�0:08 +0:04�0:03 +0:12�0:25 +0:12�0:13 +0:05�0:0412 073 7749 -21.72 -20.44 -21.32 0.31 0.26 0.57 0.16 5.30 21.79 1.27� � � � � � +0:04�0:01 +0:13�0:06 +0:04�0:05 +0:02�0:03 +0:01�0:02 +0:07�0:06 +0:03�0:02 +0:10�0:32 +0:11�0:11 +0:01�0:0113* 074 6044 -22.32 -21.93 -21.03 0.70 0.48 0.50 0.42 8.53 21.26 2.34� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:07�0:05 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:05 +0:04�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:0414* 074 6844 -21.34 -20.65 -20.57 0.53 0.26 0.51 0.09 0.45 16.16 1.25� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:04 +0:05�0:04 +0:02�0:03 +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:03 +0:18�0:19 +0:02�0:0215* 084 1138 -21.78 -20.89 -21.16 0.44 0.13 0.44 -0.03 1.32 18.35 6.11� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +0:04�0:03 +0:08�0:08 +0:11�0:18 +0:27�0:3116* 084 2525 -20.73 -20.15 -19.78 0.59 0.40 0.60 0.20 1.70 19.67 2.97� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:13�0:09 +0:12�0:18 +0:06�0:07 +0:03�0:03 +0:10�0:11 +0:12�0:11 +0:22�0:29 +0:31�0:42 +0:15�0:1717 084 4515 -20.33 -19.64 -19.71 0.53 0.06 1.24 -0.29 3.39 21.83 1.49� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:23�0:32 +0:11�0:09 +0:18�0:10 +0:03�0:04 +0:98�0:44 +0:08�0:09 +0:33�0:27 +0:24�0:23 +0:05�0:0518 084 5452 -20.88 -18.83 -20.72 0.15 -0.08 1.28 -0.18 1.76 21.23 1.77� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:23�0:33 +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +1:14�0:52 +0:03�0:04 +0:65�0:13 +0:57�0:33 +0:03�0:0319* 092 1339 -21.46 -21.32 -19.29 0.88 -0.06 0.10 -0.62 2.67 19.40 0.48� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:05�0:06 +0:33�0:25 +0:05�0:05 +0:02�0:03 +0:04�0:05 +0:15�0:21 +0:34�0:14 +0:29�0:14 +0:02�0:0220* 092 2023 -21.61 -21.40 -19.78 0.82 0.33 0.45 0.01 0.68 16.27 1.39� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:08�0:05 +0:22�0:26 +0:05�0:06 +0:01�0:01 +0:04�0:04 +0:13�0:13 +0:06�0:09 +0:23�0:28 +0:12�0:09
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Table 3|ContinuedNo. Soure ID MB MB MB pB=T U �B U � B U � B Re h�ei Rd� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk Bmag Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)21 092 3358 -21.42 -20.45 -20.84 0.41 0.01 0.00 0.01 5.40 21.78 1.86� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:18�0:15 +0:10�0:11 +0:06�0:06 +0:03�0:02 +0:08�0:10 +0:07�0:07 +0:09�0:16 +0:19�0:15 +0:03�0:0322 092 6027 -20.01 -19.82 -18.21 0.84 0.32 0.51 -0.12 1.30 19.33 1.08� � � � � � +0:06�0:05 +0:19�0:17 +0:87�0:49 +0:14�0:14 +0:06�0:05 +0:17�0:15 +0:39�0:54 +0:19�0:22 +0:34�0:42 +0:23�0:1823 092 7241 -20.43 -19.45 -19.87 0.40 -0.25 -0.57 0.07 4.51 22.37 1.95� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:16�0:13 +0:10�0:11 +0:05�0:05 +0:04�0:04 +0:12�0:14 +0:14�0:14 +0:38�0:69 +0:28�0:36 +0:08�0:0624 093 1325 -19.70 -19.13 -18.72 0.59 0.41 0.37 0.46 1.30 19.99 0.26� � � � � � +0:05�0:06 +0:17�0:16 +0:30�0:21 +0:10�0:09 +0:07�0:05 +0:17�0:16 +0:22�0:25 +0:28�0:32 +0:50�0:60 +0:05�0:0325 093 2268 -20.22 -19.68 -19.21 0.61 -0.12 -0.05 -0.20 7.66 23.32 3.63� � � � � � +0:06�0:07 +0:14�0:14 +0:20�0:20 +0:09�0:08 +0:08�0:08 +0:16�0:20 +0:27�0:23 +0:38�0:66 +0:15�0:22 +0:57�0:4226* 093 2327 -21.66 -20.70 -21.08 0.41 0.29 0.63 0.11 1.24 18.45 5.35� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:04�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +0:06�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:09�0:07 +0:13�0:16 +0:20�0:1627* 093 2470 -22.76 -22.08 -21.94 0.53 0.28 0.51 0.07 3.78 19.44 8.91� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:07 +0:07�0:06 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:06 +0:05�0:05 +0:29�0:21 +0:16�0:13 +0:24�0:2328* 093 3251 -20.89 -20.36 -19.92 0.61 -0.07 0.35 -0.42 2.25 20.03 4.98� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:07�0:08 +0:10�0:07 +0:05�0:04 +0:03�0:04 +0:07�0:07 +0:07�0:07 +0:18�0:14 +0:16�0:15 +0:13�0:1429* 094 1313 -20.15 -20.15 -16.73 1.00 0.28 0.54 -1.02 1.56 19.43 0.72� � � � � � +0:05�0:05 +0:08�0:08 +1:45�0:82 +0:01�0:09 +0:05�0:05 +0:11�0:13 +0:53�1:00 +0:16�0:13 +0:23�0:22 +0:17�0:1430 094 2210 -21.64 -19.85 -21.50 0.19 0.01 1.62 -0.07 2.28 20.93 6.92� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:25�0:26 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:52�0:34 +0:03�0:04 +0:65�0:38 +0:55�0:46 +0:24�0:1931* 094 2559 -21.54 -20.31 -21.12 0.32 0.31 0.51 0.23 1.51 19.18 6.51� � � � � � +0:04�0:05 +0:12�0:13 +0:07�0:07 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:05 +0:12�0:10 +0:07�0:06 +0:22�0:19 +0:32�0:31 +0:13�0:1732* 094 2660 -22.27 -21.36 -21.64 0.44 0.38 0.51 0.30 1.92 18.65 7.16� � � � � � +0:03�0:02 +0:06�0:07 +0:05�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:06�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:13�0:12 +0:15�0:17 +0:21�0:2133* 094 2762 -21.60 -21.01 -20.67 0.58 0.25 0.40 0.10 1.36 18.24 5.18� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:06�0:08 +0:11�0:07 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:06�0:06 +0:06�0:07 +0:13�0:09 +0:18�0:17 +0:24�0:3834 094 4009 -20.30 -19.51 -19.71 0.48 -0.10 -0.36 0.42 4.54 22.34 3.45� � � � � � +0:11�0:11 +0:23�0:21 +0:29�0:25 +0:11�0:10 +0:07�0:07 +0:16�0:15 +0:56�0:29 +0:52�0:52 +0:29�0:28 +0:92�0:6735* 094 4767 -20.68 -19.26 -20.35 0.27 0.00 0.02 0.00 2.11 20.99 3.58� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:20�0:12 +0:05�0:06 +0:03�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:19�0:18 +0:07�0:07 +0:39�0:46 +0:37�0:51 +0:09�0:1036* 094 6234 -20.64 -20.56 -17.85 0.93 0.40 0.53 -0.43 2.07 19.68 3.32� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:10�0:08 +0:92�0:75 +0:07�0:08 +0:05�0:05 +0:14�0:13 +0:69�0:81 +0:20�0:23 +0:23�0:27 +0:21�0:2237 094 7063 -21.47 -19.58 -21.27 0.17 0.21 0.60 0.15 2.21 20.73 10.08� � � � � � +0:03�0:05 +0:28�0:40 +0:09�0:07 +0:08�0:04 +0:04�0:05 +0:22�0:21 +0:06�0:06 +1:44�0:64 +1:12�0:87 +0:68�0:4038* 103 2074 -21.83 -21.77 -18.68 0.95 0.45 0.46 0.39 5.50 20.42 1.44� � � � � � +0:04�0:05 +0:07�0:06 +1:93�0:60 +0:05�0:07 +0:03�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +0:53�0:74 +0:49�0:50 +0:19�0:19 +2:17�0:4239 103 2974 -20.73 -19.82 -20.24 0.43 0.30 1.26 0.09 4.30 22.21 1.31� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:32�0:28 +0:12�0:11 +0:13�0:11 +0:03�0:03 +0:57�0:42 +0:08�0:08 +0:24�0:37 +0:24�0:25 +0:05�0:0540* 103 4766 -21.35 -20.44 -20.74 0.43 0.40 0.45 0.35 0.27 15.36 1.83� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:06 +0:06�0:04 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:01 +0:06�0:05 +0:04�0:04 +0:05�0:04 +0:38�0:31 +0:06�0:05
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Table 3|ContinuedNo. Soure ID MB MB MB pB=T U �B U � B U � B Re h�ei Rd� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk Bmag Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)41* 103 7221 -22.22 -21.83 -20.96 0.70 0.45 0.57 0.26 4.66 20.15 4.42� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:09�0:07 +0:18�0:16 +0:06�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:07�0:06 +0:10�0:12 +0:43�0:39 +0:20�0:21 +0:24�0:2542* 104 6432 -20.62 -20.27 -19.33 0.73 -0.14 -0.27 0.56 1.61 19.34 0.89� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:14�0:12 +0:39�0:30 +0:09�0:09 +0:04�0:04 +0:06�0:08 +0:30�0:24 +0:14�0:14 +0:25�0:24 +0:11�0:1443* 112 5966 -21.58 -20.12 -21.26 0.26 0.24 0.53 0.16 0.49 17.02 2.97� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:08�0:09 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:09�0:08 +0:03�0:03 +0:09�0:06 +0:36�0:34 +0:14�0:0944* 113 3311 -21.95 -21.69 -20.29 0.79 0.39 0.42 0.27 5.68 20.72 1.31� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:09�0:08 +0:02�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:05 +0:14�0:11 +0:25�0:23 +0:10�0:10 +0:05�0:0545* 113 3646 -20.35 -20.03 -18.98 0.74 0.34 0.29 0.66 0.94 18.51 0.58� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:30�0:24 +0:73�0:59 +0:17�0:18 +0:03�0:03 +0:23�0:17 +0:75�0:76 +0:48�0:10 +0:75�0:37 +0:11�0:1246 124 2009 -21.50 -20.12 -21.14 0.29 -0.13 -0.33 -0.02 7.60 22.77 4.00� � � � � � +0:06�0:05 +0:19�0:22 +0:10�0:10 +0:06�0:05 +0:04�0:03 +0:12�0:12 +0:07�0:06 +0:57�0:93 +0:27�0:28 +0:19�0:2047* 134 4363 -21.33 -21.31 -18.91 0.98 0.19 0.57 -0.67 1.92 18.69 1.22� � � � � � +0:07�0:06 +0:15�0:12 +1:02�0:59 +0:02�0:12 +0:03�0:04 +0:12�0:11 +0:32�0:52 +0:24�0:25 +0:27�0:36 +0:14�0:1448* 142 4347 -21.13 -20.13 -20.58 0.40 0.29 0.48 0.20 0.90 18.28 4.67� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:05�0:05 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:07�0:08 +0:05�0:04 +0:06�0:08 +0:18�0:20 +0:14�0:1749* 143 2770 -21.07 -20.56 -20.01 0.63 0.38 0.52 0.21 1.22 18.52 2.51� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:11�0:10 +0:16�0:17 +0:06�0:07 +0:03�0:04 +0:13�0:10 +0:15�0:16 +0:18�0:17 +0:30�0:33 +0:22�0:2750 144 1141 -21.00 -18.96 -20.83 0.15 0.20 0.50 0.16 0.34 17.31 2.17� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:14�0:15 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:02�0:03 +0:13�0:14 +0:03�0:03 +0:13�0:11 +0:70�0:80 +0:05�0:0651* 152 2736 -20.07 -19.63 -18.94 0.66 0.23 0.59 -0.14 2.55 21.08 1.59� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:16�0:14 +0:21�0:20 +0:10�0:09 +0:04�0:03 +0:27�0:19 +0:20�0:21 +0:26�0:23 +0:23�0:22 +0:31�0:1752 152 3226 -20.41 -19.62 -19.71 0.48 -0.27 -0.27 -0.27 5.71 22.78 2.58� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:13�0:12 +0:12�0:11 +0:06�0:05 +0:06�0:05 +0:18�0:15 +0:15�0:14 +0:34�0:44 +0:19�0:20 +0:10�0:1453* 152 5051 -22.15 -21.42 -21.44 0.51 0.32 0.95 0.02 7.14 21.57 4.96� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:06�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:13�0:18 +0:05�0:04 +0:60�0:29 +0:19�0:11 +0:08�0:0954 153 0432 -20.91 -20.30 -20.08 0.56 0.41 0.52 0.32 2.21 19.93 1.20� � � � � � +0:08�0:11 +0:39�0:38 +0:72�0:32 +0:24�0:17 +0:06�0:05 +0:25�0:24 +0:24�0:34 +0:36�0:61 +0:57�0:67 +0:15�0:1755 153 2422 -21.19 -20.73 -20.05 0.65 -0.22 -0.24 -0.19 5.66 21.63 0.99� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:05 +0:10�0:09 +0:03�0:03 +0:04�0:03 +0:08�0:08 +0:15�0:15 +0:09�0:11 +0:06�0:06 +0:04�0:0356 153 2622 -20.36 -19.23 -19.90 0.36 -0.35 -0.28 -0.38 3.10 21.86 3.70� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:21�0:15 +0:10�0:10 +0:05�0:07 +0:04�0:03 +0:16�0:18 +0:10�0:09 +0:44�0:37 +0:32�0:32 +0:24�0:2357 153 5853 -20.02 -19.91 -17.62 0.90 -0.07 0.02 -0.45 0.72 17.92 1.69� � � � � � +0:06�0:06 +0:23�0:14 +1:23�0:97 +0:10�0:17 +0:05�0:04 +0:10�0:11 +0:45�0:77 +0:14�0:15 +0:41�0:52 +0:36�0:3358 154 1435 -20.69 -19.44 -20.30 0.31 -0.29 -0.62 -0.04 1.88 20.47 1.80� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:19�0:18 +0:11�0:10 +0:06�0:05 +0:02�0:03 +0:12�0:12 +0:10�0:09 +0:27�0:28 +0:32�0:39 +0:11�0:1159 163 3159 -20.04 -18.90 -19.58 0.35 -0.17 0.09 -0.27 1.73 20.91 1.09� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:25�0:20 +0:10�0:10 +0:07�0:07 +0:03�0:04 +0:21�0:20 +0:08�0:10 +0:44�0:32 +0:57�0:46 +0:05�0:0560* 163 4865 -21.49 -20.52 -21.08 0.41 0.14 1.53 -0.10 4.77 21.80 2.99� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:27�0:36 +0:10�0:07 +0:16�0:09 +0:03�0:03 +0:91�0:46 +0:07�0:08 +0:90�0:73 +0:44�0:38 +0:08�0:08
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Table 3|ContinuedNo. Soure ID MB MB MB pB=T U �B U � B U � B Re h�ei Rd� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk Bmag Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)61* 164 6109 -21.78 -21.16 -20.90 0.56 0.10 0.24 -0.03 4.42 20.70 3.60� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:04�0:06 +0:08�0:05 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:05�0:07 +0:07�0:06 +0:41�0:34 +0:18�0:18 +0:10�0:1162* 174 4356 -21.35 -19.66 -21.12 0.21 -0.18 -0.90 0.22 2.97 21.38 2.33� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:12�0:14 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:11�0:12 +0:07�0:06 +0:28�0:19 +0:23�0:20 +0:05�0:0563* 183 2970 -21.12 -20.74 -19.80 0.71 -0.37 -0.30 -0.50 5.42 21.51 1.63� � � � � � +0:04�0:05 +0:14�0:11 +0:22�0:23 +0:08�0:09 +0:03�0:03 +0:06�0:08 +0:13�0:13 +0:23�0:15 +0:14�0:15 +0:12�0:1064 184 6971 -20.82 -19.90 -20.22 0.43 -0.45 -0.34 -0.53 3.04 21.14 0.80� � � � � � +0:03�0:04 +0:14�0:17 +0:12�0:10 +0:07�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:15�0:13 +0:10�0:10 +0:19�0:15 +0:20�0:25 +0:02�0:0265* 193 1227 -21.21 -20.93 -19.63 0.78 0.39 0.56 0.01 1.96 19.19 3.22� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:09�0:09 +0:35�0:22 +0:06�0:06 +0:04�0:03 +0:09�0:09 +0:19�0:25 +0:26�0:19 +0:28�0:23 +0:74�0:2966* 193 1838 -21.77 -20.15 -21.49 0.23 0.04 0.24 -0.01 3.18 20.93 5.10� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:23�0:57 +0:20�0:08 +0:15�0:05 +0:03�0:03 +0:22�0:25 +0:06�0:08 +2:26�0:42 +1:06�0:58 +0:19�0:2067* 203 4339 -22.06 -20.79 -21.67 0.31 0.35 0.57 0.27 1.17 18.22 3.72� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:06�0:06 +0:03�0:02 +0:02�0:01 +0:02�0:01 +0:06�0:06 +0:02�0:02 +0:14�0:11 +0:25�0:23 +0:08�0:0768* 212 1030 -21.20 -20.49 -20.40 0.52 0.14 0.20 0.08 1.21 18.50 4.17� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:11�0:11 +0:14�0:10 +0:06�0:05 +0:05�0:05 +0:10�0:11 +0:10�0:09 +0:15�0:17 +0:30�0:37 +0:22�0:2569* 222 2555 -20.52 -20.15 -19.24 0.71 0.36 0.56 0.07 3.04 20.92 1.13� � � � � � +0:06�0:07 +0:16�0:14 +0:25�0:22 +0:10�0:10 +0:06�0:05 +0:23�0:20 +0:26�0:27 +0:54�0:45 +0:41�0:39 +0:17�0:1070 233 5614 -20.82 -19.78 -20.29 0.39 -0.15 -0.19 -0.13 4.46 21.98 3.15� � � � � � +0:06�0:06 +0:19�0:18 +0:15�0:13 +0:07�0:08 +0:04�0:04 +0:12�0:13 +0:10�0:09 +0:44�0:70 +0:34�0:38 +0:21�0:2271 273 4427 -21.48 -20.52 -20.91 0.41 -0.32 -0.22 -0.37 2.64 20.12 0.54� � � � � � +0:04�0:03 +0:14�0:13 +0:10�0:09 +0:05�0:05 +0:03�0:02 +0:12�0:10 +0:06�0:06 +0:55�0:68 +0:47�0:61 +0:02�0:0272* 273 5056 -20.54 -19.99 -19.54 0.61 0.17 0.33 0.00 0.91 18.40 2.56� � � � � � +0:05�0:05 +0:13�0:14 +0:18�0:16 +0:07�0:08 +0:04�0:04 +0:11�0:12 +0:12�0:12 +0:21�0:16 +0:45�0:47 +0:31�0:2373 273 7619 -20.48 -19.95 -19.49 0.61 0.32 0.17 0.65 2.13 20.34 0.72� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:09�0:09 +0:18�0:14 +0:06�0:05 +0:05�0:05 +0:12�0:10 +0:26�0:27 +0:29�0:21 +0:24�0:26 +0:05�0:0574* 274 0837 -20.12 -19.89 -18.38 0.81 0.30 0.55 -0.35 1.01 18.74 1.70� � � � � � +0:02�0:03 +0:11�0:12 +0:74�0:29 +0:10�0:08 +0:06�0:07 +0:16�0:16 +0:36�0:65 +0:15�0:18 +0:37�0:42 +0:33�0:2575* 274 1220 -20.03 -19.45 -19.09 0.58 0.44 0.60 0.27 1.76 20.47 1.15� � � � � � +0:04�0:06 +0:19�0:19 +0:31�0:20 +0:12�0:09 +0:06�0:05 +0:27�0:23 +0:21�0:25 +0:57�0:44 +0:64�0:62 +0:14�0:1376* 274 5920 -22.82 -22.04 -22.09 0.49 0.41 0.51 0.33 2.90 18.91 8.75� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:01�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:04 +0:04�0:03 +0:10�0:09 +0:07�0:07 +0:22�0:2377* 282 5737 -20.52 -20.23 -18.98 0.77 0.28 0.15 0.98 3.52 21.10 0.67� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:04 +0:13�0:13 +0:03�0:03 +0:04�0:04 +0:04�0:05 +0:31�0:22 +0:22�0:14 +0:13�0:11 +0:03�0:0378* 283 5331 -21.72 -21.41 -20.24 0.75 0.37 0.58 -0.03 7.82 21.71 1.66� � � � � � +0:01�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:03�0:02 +0:05�0:03 +0:04�0:05 +0:01�0:02 +0:02�0:02 +0:04�0:0479* 283 6152 -21.64 -20.64 -21.09 0.40 0.36 0.42 0.32 0.36 15.79 2.03� � � � � � +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:04 +0:03�0:04 +0:02�0:02 +0:01�0:01 +0:05�0:06 +0:03�0:03 +0:04�0:05 +0:22�0:32 +0:05�0:0580 292 0936 -21.74 -19.45 -21.61 0.12 -0.03 0.65 -0.07 3.41 21.89 6.91� � � � � � +0:03�0:03 +0:26�0:25 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:03 +0:03�0:03 +0:25�0:24 +0:03�0:03 +1:02�0:69 +0:53�0:51 +0:24�0:22
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Table 3|ContinuedNo. Soure ID MB MB MB pB=T U �B U � B U � B Re h�ei Rd� � � � � � Gal. Bulge Disk Bmag Gal. Bulge Disk Bulge Bulge Disk(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)81* 292 6262 -20.79 -19.58 -20.37 0.33 0.45 0.50 0.43 0.52 17.67 1.72� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:14�0:12 +0:07�0:06 +0:04�0:04 +0:03�0:04 +0:11�0:11 +0:06�0:06 +0:13�0:12 +0:53�0:62 +0:08�0:0782* 294 2078 -20.92 -20.40 -20.08 0.62 -0.06 0.84 -0.44 3.23 20.85 2.81� � � � � � +0:06�0:05 +0:33�0:29 +0:27�0:26 +0:19�0:16 +0:03�0:04 +0:32�0:29 +0:15�0:15 +0:97�0:79 +0:59�0:61 +0:17�0:1783* 303 1249 -20.95 -20.06 -20.33 0.44 0.30 0.26 0.33 1.89 19.98 2.79� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:15�0:08 +0:07�0:08 +0:04�0:06 +0:02�0:03 +0:11�0:12 +0:09�0:08 +0:17�0:29 +0:25�0:36 +0:10�0:0984 303 4538 -20.01 -19.03 -19.45 0.41 0.08 -0.14 0.26 4.29 22.69 1.25� � � � � � +0:04�0:04 +0:20�0:17 +0:13�0:12 +0:08�0:07 +0:05�0:07 +0:22�0:25 +0:24�0:18 +0:10�0:23 +0:19�0:18 +0:04�0:0485 313 4845 -19.97 -19.66 -18.51 0.76 -0.23 -0.10 -0.49 2.98 21.28 2.57� � � � � � +0:05�0:04 +0:19�0:16 +0:62�0:34 +0:12�0:12 +0:06�0:06 +0:15�0:14 +0:25�0:35 +0:36�0:27 +0:29�0:30 +0:44�0:3686* 313 7453 -20.40 -19.32 -19.90 0.37 -0.14 -0.25 -0.07 1.85 20.58 1.32� � � � � � +0:02�0:02 +0:09�0:11 +0:06�0:05 +0:04�0:03 +0:02�0:02 +0:10�0:11 +0:08�0:07 +0:16�0:18 +0:21�0:20 +0:05�0:05Note. | Errors are formal 68% on�dene limits derived by Monte Carlo sampling within the GIM2D �ttingprogram. These errors do not inlude any systemati or random errors derived by use of simulations (see Setion2.1 and GSS2).Col. (1): Sequene number ordered by soure ID; galaxies with * belong to the quality sample (see Setion 3.4).Col. (2): Soure ID is given by FFC-XXYY, where FF is the sub�eld, C is the WFPC2 hip number, and XXand YY are the hip oordinates in units of 10 pixels.Col. (3): Absolute magnitude in B of galaxy.Col. (4): Absolute magnitude in B of photo-bulge.Col. (5): Absolute magnitude in B of photo-disk.Col. (6): Photo-bulge to total ratio in restframe B; random errors are generally & 0:1. Setion 2.1 disussessystemati errors.Col. (7): Restframe U � B olor of galaxy.Col. (8): Restframe U � B olor of photo-bulge.Col. (9): Restframe U � B olor of photo-disk.Col. (10): E�etive (half-light) major-axis radius of photo-bulge in kp; note that Re(1 � e)1=2 gives the iru-larized e�etive radius Re; as measured with a irular aperture, where e is from olumn 11 of Table 2.Col. (11): Restframe B surfae brightness of photo-bulge in units of mag per square arse averaged within themajor-axis e�etive radius.Col. (12): Exponential sale length of photo-disk in kp.
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Table 4. Summary of Galaxy Classi�ationsNote Class or Group No. in % No. in %� � � � � � Total Sample � � � Quality Sample � � �� � � Sample size 86 100 52 100� � � Very red pB 58 67 41 79� � � Less red pB 11 13 7 131 Both pB and pD very red 19 22 16 312 Both pB and pD less red or very-red 44 51 34 653 Very red pB and blue or very blue pD 19 22 10 194 Less red pB and blue or very blue pD 6 7 4 85 Blue or very blue pB and red or very red pD 5 6 2 46 Both blue or very blue 12 14 2 47 pB larger than pD 27 31 10 198 Candidate E-S0 40 46 17 338 Blue E-S0 6 7 3 69 Pure r1=4 E 5 6 4 810 Nearly pure r1=4 E 16 18 13 2511 Blue or very blue nearly pure r1=4 E 2-4 2-5 1-2 2-4Note. | Color de�nitions for photo-bulge (pB) or photo-disk (pD):very red (U � B � 0:25), less red (0 � U �B < 0:25),blue (�0:25 � U � B < 0:), very blue (U �B < �0:25).1 { Best andidates for passively evolving E-S0.2 { Probable andidates for largely passively evolving E-S0.3 { Very red bulge imbedded within a blue disk.4 { Red bulge imbedded within a blue disk.5 { Blue bulge within a red disk.6 { Both bulge and disk are blue.7 { re � 1:7� rd (see Table 2) so a likely reversal of atual bulge and disk.8 { Use Im et al. riterion of pB/T> 0:4 (RT2+RA2 � 0.08).9 { pB/T � 1 within 68% on�dene limits.10 { pB/T � 0.8 within 68% on�dene limits.11 { Lower number is for bulge U � B < 0; larger number is for U �B < 0:14.
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Table 5. Summary of Median Restframe U �B ColorsSeq. Sample Sample Median U �B U � B CommentsNo. � � � Size z Bulge Galaxy � � �1 All High z Galaxies 211 0.83 0.34 -0.09 12 High z Red Galaxies 60 0.83 0.51 0.31 23 Full Bulge Sample 86 0.85 0.46 0.23 34 Quality Bulges 52 0.82 0.49 0.31 45 Very Red Quality Bulges 41 0.82 0.51 0.34 56 As previous with large B/T 26 0.90 0.52 0.36 67 Early-type Bulges 18 0.81 0.51 0.39 78 Cluster Early-type Galaxies 30 0.83 � � � 0.45 89 Loal Early Spiral Bulges 29 0.0 0.40 � � � 910 Loal E-S0 Galaxies 403 0.0 � � � 0.52 10Note. |1 High z means 0.73 < z < 1.04 of high quality redshift sample.2 Red means U �B > 0:15 for integrated galaxy olors.3 Median redshift lies between 0.84 and 0.87.4 See text for de�nition of quality bulge sample.5 Very red means U � B > 0:25 for photo-bulge omponent.6 As in sample 5 with restframe pB=T > 0:5.7 Early-type are those within sample of Im et al. (2002).8 Early-type (E-S0) members of luster MS1054-03 from van Dokkum et al. (2000).9 Early-type spiral bulge olors from Peletier & Balells (1996).10 E-S0 from RC3 for MB = �20:5 of olor-mag relation from Shweizer & Seitzer(1992).


